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ABSTRACT 

In the pharmaceuticals industry, ventilated containment isolators are responsible for 

ensuring that hazardous powders used in drug processing do not contaminate the 

surrounding plant room. Methods of measuring ventilation efficiency using carbon 

dioxide as a tracer gas were investigated by constructing a small ventilated test chamber 

and developing a computer-controlled rapid sampling device. The Step-Up and Step- 

Down tracer techniques gave similar results for a 2.5 % mixture Of C02 in air, but the 

Step-Down method was generally more consistent and less susceptible to experimental 

error. The ventilation efficiency of the chamber was greatly influenced by the relative 

positions of the inlet and outlet registers. 

Transient numerical modelling of the chamber using two-component gas mixtures 

showed that Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) could qualitatively describe the 

ventilation performance of the system, and that accuracy could be improved by using a 
lower tracer concentration. Computing fluid age in steady state, by modifying the scalar 

advqction-diffusion equation, proved to be sufficiently precise for industrial 

applications. 

For the industrial isolator, particle sampling at the hatch face showed that material 
leakage could occur. The qualitative agreement between the experimental and numerical 

air flow results was good, and CFD was used to provide indicators of containment 

performance for different operational scenarios. These indicators, based on the 

ventilation performance of the system and on the magnitudes of the hatch face flows, 

highlighted the deficiencies of the current system. They also showed that relocating the 

extract at the rear of the isolator could substantially improve its overall containment 

ability. Particle tracking models supported the air flow predictions. 

A proposed design, which would protect the product from contamination by providing 
filtered air to the isolator from an overhead plenum, was also modelled. This design 

performed best when the product protection zone was at high pressures relative to the 
plant room. 
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Introduction Chapter 1 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Overview 
The qualitative and quantitative control of indoor airflow is widely regarded today as an 

important matter of public concern. Ventilation systems installed in ý industrial, medical 

or consumer environments are required to perform several important functions. Firstly, 

they serve a purpose in controlling the temperature and humidity of the environment in 

which they are located. These conditions can be greatly affected by production processes 

and machinery as well as by the presence and movements of occupants within the 

environment. Also, ventilation is required in order to remove noxious gases, vapours 

and dust from the surrounding air space in a manner which is efficient but, at the same 

time, unintrusive. In the absence of an imposed forced flow regime, molecular diffusion 

is the only mechanism for removing pollutants. This process is very slow and inefficient 

in terms of how quickly dangerously high levels of localised pollution are diluted. To 

summarise, therefore, the role of a ventilation system is to remove 'foreign' impurities, 

maintain a composition and state of air which meets the requirements of hygiene and 

comfort, and generally avoid the creation of an 'undesirable' atmospheric environment. 

The work reported in this thesis concentrates on the application of ventilation systems in 

containment facilities used in the pharmaceuticals industry. For a long time, there have 

been very strict requirements in the nuclear industries concerning the control and storage 

of hazardous substances. Reactors are designed with the expectation that they will 

operate safely without releasing radioactivity to their surroundings. However, it is 

recognised that accidents can occur and, therefore, multiple barriers consisting of a fuel 

cladding, a primary vessel and thick shielding are used. The concept of nuclear 

containment originated in the United States in the 1950s and has been generally 
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accepted throughout much of the world. The terrible consequences following the 

accident at Chernobyl Unit 4 in 1986, where a simple internal structure was only able to 

withstand the loss of function of a single pressure tube, illustrates the importance of 

effective containment where dangerous materials are concerned. 

In recent years, health authorities have begun to demand better containment in 

pharmaceuticals environments where toxic materials are regularly handled. Indeed, 

containment facilities in the pharmaceuticals industry are required to satisfy regulation 7 

of the Control of Substances Hazardous to Health Regulations 1989 (COSHH), which 

states that exposure to substances hazardous to health should be either prevented or, 

where that is not practical, adequately controlled (The maintenance, examination and 

testing of local exhaust ventilation, HSE, 1990). 

1.2 Motivation for Research Project 

At the Zeneca Pharmaceuticals Plant in Avonmouth, Bristol, ventilated containment 
isolators are used in order to control the movements of dangerous residual particulates 
that are released during'the loading of materials into a reactor vessel. Attendant 

operators are not fitted with any breathing apparatus and are likely to inhale any 'dust' 

that escapes into the plant room. The degree of room contamination is governed by the 

magnitudes of the 'face' velocities at the loading aperture, the nature of the material 

release within the isolator, and the air distribution generated within the isolator body by 

the ventilation system. 

It is very difficult to analyse the effectiveness of a containment system, and 

manufacturers of containment devices usually provide limited information on this 

subject. In collaboration with Zeneca Pharmaceuticals, therefore, work was undertaken 
in an attempt to assess the containment performance of an isolator under full operational 

conditions. Measurements of air flows at the hatch face were carried out in-situ. The 

potential for plant room contamination was investigated by sampling injected material 

across the hatch face and in the room. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) was then 

used to numerical model air and particle flows. Using the predictive abilities of CFD, a 
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variety of scenarios were simulated and suggestions were made of how best to improve 

overall containment. 

Air flow distribution is a very important factor in ventilation studies. With this in mind, 

experiments were also undertaken on a small scale test chamber manufactured at the 

University of Bristol. Ilis chamber was ventilated by single inlet and exhaust registers 

and had a similar volume and air exchange rate to containment devices often used in the 

pharmaceuticals industry. Here, different methods of measuring air distribution in a 

rapidly ventilating enclosure using tracer gas were investigated and evaluated. The 

results were also compared to numerical predictions with a view to justifying the use of 

CFD in industrial contexts. 

1.3 Objectives 

The overall objectives of the work were: 

* To design and implement a computer-controlled sampling device capable of 

sampling tracer gas at short time intervals and therefore allowing rapidly ventilating 

systems to be studied. 

e To compare the results of different established tracer gas techniques. 

e To compare numerical and experimental data and hence justify the use of CFD as a 

predictive tool for modelling flows in the complex geometries found in industry. 

* To present different experimental methods for analysing containment performance at 

pharmaceuticals plants, where automated equipment is largely prohibited. 

0 To introduce indicators that can be easily used as measures of containment 

performance. 

e To use CFD in order to suggest design improvements for the containment device 

currently in use at Zeneca, and to investigate the potential performance of a 

proposed containment system. 
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1.4 Structure of Thesis 

Chapter 2 provides a comprehensive summary of the literature associated with the 

research subject. The objectives of a containment system are discussed along with 

different containment methods and designs. Common applications of ventilated 

containment systems in industrial contexts are detailed and the governing factors in 

containment performance are presented. Techniques for measuring and representing 

ventilation performance are also reviewed. In addition, examples of the use of 

experimental and numerical methods in the study of 'real' containment and ventilation 

systems are given. 

A detailed description of the numerical models used in the research work is provided in 

Chapter 3. This includes discussion of grid generation, solutions schemes and governir. 9 

equations as well as boundary conditions and turbulence models. Chapter 4 introduces 

the ventilated test chamber constructed in the laboratory at the University of Bristol. A 

novel computer-controlled gas sampling technique which facilitates the study of 

relatively fast ventilation in small enclosures is presented. Different experimental 

methods for determining ventilation efficiency are compared, and the implications of a 

change in the inlet - outlet configuration are studied. An indicator of ventilation 

performance is also introduced. 

In Chapter 5, the test chamber is modelled in CFD using transient and steady state 

models. Ile transient numerical data is compared to the experimental data with a view 

to assessing the predictive accuracy of CFD. T'he influence of tracer gas and tracer gas 

concentration on the results obtained is studied. Furthermore, an elegant method for 

studying air flow distribution using steady state computations is introduced and 

evaluated. 

Chapter 6 describes the industrial containment isolator and the associated experimental 

work undertaken on-site at Zeneca Pharmaceuticals. This involves a discussion of the 
in-situ air flow measurements carried out at the hatch face of the isolator and within its 

ventilated air space. In addition, methods for assessing containment performance 

through use of particulate sampling at the face and in the plant room are presented. 
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The numerical models used to simulate the operational characteristics of the solids 

charging isolator are discussed in Chapter 7. Air flow and particle tracking models are 
described, and comparisons are made with the experimental data of Chapter 6. Further 

indicators of containment performance are introduced, the effects of a variety of 

operational scenarios are studied, and CFD is used as a tool for recommending design 

modifications for improved containment. In addition, the flows in the ductwork 

connecting exhaust to filter are analysed. This chapter also includes work undertaken to 

predict the likely performance of a new containment system, whereby the raw materials 
in the isolator are protected from external contamination. 

Finally, the conclusions from this work are given in Chapter 8. 
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2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

2.1 Introduction 

The airn of this chapter is to review the literature relevant to the research work 

undertaken. This is done in several subsections: 

*A summary of the objectives behind a containment system and the different methods 

used for contairunent. 
A discussion of the general philosophies involved in the design of a good 

containment system. 

An analysis of the applications of ventilated containment systems to different 

industrial environments. 
Factors affecting fume cupboard performance. 

Parameters that control the performance of a ventilation system. 

9 Techniques for measuring and representing ventilation performance. 

Examples of the application of both experimental and numerical techniques to the study 

of ventilation and containment systems are given throughout. 

2.2 Containment and Ventilated Containment 

2.2.1 Overview 

Containment is the process whereby material is held or transported within defined 
boundaries and isolated from regions where its presence is unwanted. Applications of 

containment are widespread, particularly within the nuclear, micro-electronics, 
pharmaceutical and food industries, and usually involve segregating hazardous materials 
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and directing them into areas where they can no longer contaminate human resources, 

pollute or damage working environments, or spoil manufactured products. 

The methods of containing a contaminant source zone may be termed either 'passive' or 

gactive' control measures. Passive measures involve the construction of physical barriers 

that should either be completely impermeable or reduce to acceptably low levels the 

potential for advective or diffusive transport of contaminants into 'clean' locations. 

(Rumer and Ryan, 1995). Common examples of passive containment solutions are the 

use of high density polyethylene (HDPE) liners in solid waste landfills, underground 

storage tanks and waste conveyance channels. These liners are so strong and cheap that 

they are also used for gas recovery systems, waste water treatment operations and odour 

control (MPC Containment Systems Ltd, 1999). 

Active measures are generally concerned with the use of air flows to regulate and 

control the movements of hazardous materials. Where process or control modifications 

are unable to reduce contaminant levels to acceptable concentrations, ventilation is 

usually employed. Ventilation is particularly useful for reducing - 
localised high 

concentrations of small particulates, vapours or gases which may poison personnel or 
induce explosions. 

2.2.2 Ventilation Systems 

There are three principal methods of imposing an air flow for containment purposes, 
Dilution Ventilation (DilV), Local Exhaust Ventilation (LEV) and Displacement 

Ventilation (DisV) as described by McDermott (1976). These are now discussed in more 

detail. 

1. Dilution Ventilation (or General Ventilation) 

Dilution Ventilation (DilV) occurs when contaminants released into the workroom mix 

with air flowing through the room. This method is usually employed in large 

manufacturing areas. A natural or mechanicallY induced air movement dilutes 
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contaminant concentrations and progressively removes pollution from the work zone via 

the outlets. Figure 2.1 shows a DilV system. 

Natural ventilation in the room may arise due to wind, temperature differences between 

the exterior and interior of the building, or other atmospheric influences where no 

mechanical mover is involved. Wall mounted propeller fans are often used for 

mechanically induced dilution ventilation to provide a constant and reliable air flow 

within the room, and a good extraction mechanism. Effective dilution ventilation 

demands a sufficient number of air inlets, a controlled level of air flow within the room, 

and an efficient extraction process. Dilution ventilation is used in situations meeting the 

following criteria: 

" Small quantities of contaminants are being released into the workroom at fairly 

uniform rates. 

" There is a sufficient distance from the worker (or source of ignition for fire 

explosion hazards) to the contaminant source to allow dilution to safe levels. 

* The contaminants are of low toxicity and are not a substantial fire hazard. 

There is no requirement for an air cleaning device to collect the contaminants 

before the exhaust air is discharged into the community environment. 

There is no possibility of the diluted contaminants corroding equipment or surfaces. 

This is important because the removal process can be relatively slow. 

The major disadvantages of dilution ventilation are that large volumes of dilution air 

are required and it is very difficult to control concentration levels near to the 

contaminant source zone where dilution has yet to occur. Dilution ventilation is not 

recommended for use in man-handling chemical operations involving significant 

amounts of toxic materials since it is unable to remove pollution quickly and effectively 
from the operator breathing zone. 

Clean rooms, which are used extensively in the micro-electronics industries, use 
dilution ventilation in order to remove minute particulates from the air space and 

prevent them from contaminating precision components. Clean rooms are classed, 
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whereby a clean room of class 100 means that it will limit the volume of particles of 0-5 

pm in diameter to 100 per cubic metre (US Federal Standard 209 D). 

2. Local Exhaust Ventilation 

Ideal dust containment would involve the immediate removal of harmful material as 

close to its source as possible and, on the grounds of economy, in as small a volume of 

air as is practical. Naturally, it is not sound engineering to permit pollutants to escape 

into the plant and then employ a large filtration system to clean the air. 

Ucal Exhaust Ventilation (LEV) is a system for preventing the contamination of 

factory air by withdrawing the contaminant at or near the source of emission. A LEV 

system is illustrated in Figure 2.2. The principles involved and the basis for adequate 

design appear to have been so badly understood that a -large proportion of the 

installations made in the past have been unsatisfactory and inefficient. 

Dust control by local exhaust is essentially the application of air flow to the points of 
dust production so that the dust can be conveyed to the dust collector without first 

passing through the operator's breathing zone. The main advantage of local exhaust 

systems is that they remove contaminants rather than simply diluting them. A second 

major advantage of local exhaust is that these systems require less air flow than dilution 

ventilation systems in the same applications and, therefore, operating expense is 

reduced. 

Local exhaust systems are more difficult to design than dilution systems. The hoods or 

pick up points must be properly shaped and located to control the movements of 

contaminants. The fan must be designed to supply sufficient amounts of air whilst the 
ducting must be manufactured such that the air flow through it is high enough to limit 

particle deposition. 

There are two types of hood (Dorman, 1974): the captor hood and the receptor hood. 

The captor hood is used in situations where the dust contamination is either being 
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produced with negligible momentum or being released in a haphazard, multi-directional 

manner. The flow of the dust must be entirely controlled by the power of the exhaust 
fan. Studies have shown that the air speed falls off rapidly in front of the opening and, 
therefore, for effective control, the source of dust should be less than one hood diameter 

from the opening. A face velocity of about 1 m/s is normally required but some more 
dangerous operations require much higher flows. 

In the case of the receptor hood, however, the dusty process itself directs dust towards 

the hood opening. Here, the exhaust fan is required to draw air in at a rate that only just 

exceeds the rate of contaminant production. Receptor hoods are often positioned above 

hot processes whereby convection naturally forces particles to rise up into the hood. To 

prevent side draughts from blowing particles and vapour out of the upward stream, the 

hood should be close to the source. The fan must deal effectively with both the 

convective flow and the entrained air flow. 

Fume cupboards use local exhaust ventilation to allow toxic substances to be safely 

manipulated. These are to be found in the chemical, biological and pharmaceuticals 
industries in particular, as well as in schools and colleges. 

3. Displacement Ventilation 

Displacement Ventilation (DisV) is an idealised form of dilution ventilation. Instead of 
diluting pollution by slow mixing processes and removing it over lengthy periods of 

time, the idea of displacement ventilation is to forcefully flush out contamination 

quickly. 

In the perfect scenario, the air supplied at one location enters with uniform velocity and 
flows in a uniform manner towards the outlet without mixing with the room air. All 

contamination in the room is removed in one air pass. 

Researchers in Scandinavian countries have attempted to re-produce displacement 

ventilation by supplying air of low velocity and turbulence through openings close to the 
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floor at a temperature lower than the room air temperature (Goodfellow and Grebenc, 

1992). The supply air quickly fills the room near floor level, then gradually rises due to 

heat sources in the room. Contamination is transported by convection towards the 

exhaust opening in the ceiling. Pollution is removed from the occupied zone in a quick 

and efficient manner. 

2.3 Design Considerations for Effective Containment 

Containment facilities are complex because they must satisfy multiple constraints 

(Mackler, 1996). They must be designed to: 

* Protect personnel in the contaimment area and adjacent areas from exposure to the 

product. 

e Prevent the release of the product into the outside environment. 

e Protect the product itself from contamination by other materials. 

To limit the spread of contamination in the containment area; the work flow of people, 

components, materials, equipment, product and waste should be unidirectional. As far as 

possible, entry and exit flows should not cross paths and only necessary equipment 

should be present in the area. 

Containment areas should be constructed from materials that do not deteriorate readily 

and provide nonporous, smooth and easy to clean surfaces. To facilitate cleaning further 

and prevent air leaks, all joints should be sealed and ceiling lights and utility outlets 

should be flush mounted and sealed. In addition, there should be no uncleanab! e 

recesses and a minimum of projecting ledges, shelves, cupboards and equipment. 'Mere 

should be no exposed piping except at points of use. Sinks and drains should be avoided 

wherever possible and should be excluded from areas where aseptic operations are 

undertaken. 

The performance of a containment facility is very dependent on the nature of the air 

flows and the pressure boundaries. For most effective containment, areas with the 
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highest potential to release hazardous materials should be built and maintained at the 

lowest pressures. 

Where dilution ventilation is being employed, the air supply should be HEPA (High 

Efficiency Particulate Air) filtered and the air velocity should be sufficient to sweep 

material away. The rate of air exchange should be minimised in order to reduce costs. 

Typically, containment suites will use single-pass HEPA filtered inlet and outlet air to 

reduce the risk of discharging potential contaminants to the outside air. 

During the design process, it is very important to consider procedures such as cleaning, 

decontaminating and fumigating which are particularly necessary following spills or 

accidents. Accessibility to all areas of the containment area is of paramount importance. 

Provision should be made for mechanical cleaning and decontamination in all ductwork, 

particularly the exhaust duct where particulate build up will be the greatest. In addition, 

appropriate facilities for the disposal of all waste materials and the sterilisation of 

production equipment should be made. 

2.4 Applications of Ventilated Containment in Industry 

Ventilated containment facilities are used in wide range of different areas. Curry et al. 
(1998), for example, used Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) to help in the design of 

an improved containment system for animals. A series of studies were undertaken to 

evaluate the influences of different air flows, and a variety of exhaust / supply 

arrangements and animal loads were investigated with the aim of optimising ventilation. 
The principal objectives were to minimise turbulence, stagnation and entrainment within 
the enclosure with the aim of improving the air quality and living conditions for the 

animals. 

Ile commonest applications of ventilated containment, however, are in the food 

industry, the micro-electronics industry, pharmaceuticals environments and in medical 

practices (Sodec, 1994). In each of these applications, the principal objective of the 
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containment system may differ. In the food industry, ventilation is primarily used to 

protect the product from dead and living organisms while the main aim in micro- 

electronics plants is to limit the exposure of intricate electronic components to 

damaging pollutant material. In the pharmaceuticals industry, the general concern lies 

in the protection of personnel and biochemical products from dust contamination. In 

hospital operating rooms, patients must be effectively isolated from any potentially 
harmful room-resident germs, bacteria or viruses. 

2.4.1 Food Industry 

Effective containment in the food industry has become more and more important over 

the last twenty years. Over this period, we have witnessed a rapid increase in the number 

of supermarket facilities in particular, and these facilities require that large volumes of 

different food items be preserved during production, transportation, storage and display. 

The demand for higher quality foods with lower perishability has seen the introduction 

of clean room technology into the food industry. Strong opposition to the use of 

chemical preservatives in food has demanded the efficient control of microbial 

contamination. About US$ 0.25 billion (Sodec, 1994) is spent annually on clean rooms 

and supply equipment for the food industry. 

The major source of contamination in the food industry is people themselves. Particles 

emitted from human skin are accompanied by significant amounts of micro-organisms. 
To limit this problem, great care must be taken with staff hygiene and discipline. To 

reduce cross-contamination, material and personnel flows should not intersect. Also, 

critical procedures should only be performed in areas which are separated from lers 

critical ones (by material locks or pressure levels). 

The Hazard Analysis Critical Control Point (HACCP) method is used extensively in the 

food industry and assists in determining risks and arranging suitable control systems. 
The objective of this method is to take preventative measures in good time and not rely 

on the results of the final check. The first two principles of the HACCP system are: 
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1. ) The identification of potential hazards at all levels and the determination of the 

probability of these hazards occurring. 
2. ) The determination of the steps that can be monitored to minimise or eliminate the 

probability of the hazards arising. 

To prevent micro-organisms coming into contact with products, final filters with a filter 

efficiency of 99.995 % related to a particle size of 0.5 [tm are used. 

In the food industry, ventilated containment systems should satisfy the following basic 

rules: 

" The product and process must be maintained at a suitable temperature and humidity. 

" Gaps or slits in construction must be avoided to prevent the growth of bacteria. 

" The build up of condensation on surfaces must be prevented. 

" It should be possible to extract condensation efficiently from air coolers. 

" The outside air intake should be from a reliable source of pure, uncontaminated air. 

2.4.2 Micro-Electronics Industry 

Around US$ 4 billion (Sodec, 1994) is invested in clean rooms for the micro-electronics 
industry every year, making this industry the largest market for ventilated containment 

technology. This expenditure is directly related to the explosion in computing 

technology over the last ten years, and the need to continually increase the amount of 
information that is stored on smaller and smaller surface areas. 

As computer chips have become more and more advanced, requirements for 

containment during their manufacture have become more strict. Today, the need for 

extremely sensitive production processes demands clean rooms often of class 0.1. By 

comparison, a clean room of class 100 was adequate ten years ago. To obtain better 

containment performance, designers have concentrated on improving several 
parameters: 

The quality of the final filters has been enhanced to clean the inlet air more 
thoroughly before it enters the process area and when it leaves it. Filter cells with an 
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efficiency of at least q= 99.99995 % for a particle size of 0.12 Pm are used. As 

neither the final filters nor the pre-filters can eliminate gases from the outside air 

supply, which can cause problems when manufacturing very sensitive components, 

efforts are being made to develop suitable gas adsorption filters. 

e The finish of the surrounding wall surfaces has been improved to limit the build-up 

of particulate matter. 

e More effort has been made to improve the supply of clean air to all areas within the 

room, and prevent the creation of stagnation zones. 

* The level of vibration has been minimised to prevent the spread of contamination. 
This has required a complete re-think concerning the design and construction of the 

building, the connection of the supply equipment to the room and the joining of 

ceilings, walls and floors. Specialists in vibration have been consulted in order that 

vibrations of just 1 pm in the 1- 100 Hz range are met in certain cases. 

In addition, particular attention has focused on removing any light sources from the 

vicinity of the contaminant source zone. Under a light, a turbulent air flow zone is 

generated with backflow currents. The length of this zone is about 5 times greater than 
its width. Today, lighting widths of 60 mm are normally used which produce a turbulent 

zone of about 300 mm. This zone must lie outside possible sources of contamination. 
Other heat loads in the processing area are likely to deflect and reverse the vertical air 
flows from top to bottom which are used in Class 100 or better clean rooms. Therefore, 
the greater the heat produced, the higher the air velocity (of the laminar supply) 
required. 

2.43 Hospital Operating Rooms 

In operating departments, the ambient air is the vehicle for hazards to patients and staff. 
The two main hazards are gaseous hazards and bacterial hazards (Howorth, 1985,1995). 
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The health and performance or surgical staff may be greatly impaired if they inhale 

anaesthetic gases which are readily exhaled from patients undergoing surgery, and 

sometimes leak from supply equipment. Microbiological organisms primarily originate 

from human bodies. Should such contamination enter the open wounds of patients then 

serious ill health can result. Furthermore, this contamination will be readily passed to 

surgical instruments in contact with the wounds, and therefore spread to operating 

personnel and other patients. 

In recovery rooms and maternity units, the most economical methods of removing 

exhaled nitrous oxide gas from above a patient is by using an orifice mounted on a 

movable arm. This is better than increasing the volume of air flowing in the air 

conditioning system since it prevents gas from passing the breathing zones of attendant 

nurses. 

Airborne microbiological hazards are a serious cause of wound sepsis and are 

particularly annoying for surgeons who, having conducted an extremely difficult 

procedure, find that their patient has an infection and requires another operation. In 

general, soft tissues can cope with a fair amount of contamination. Joints, however, have 

little resistance to infection and bacterial contamination can lead to irreparable damage. 

Therefore, Ultra Clean Air (UCA) systems are used in the majority of orthopaedic 

surgical theatres. These systems: 

" Control the temperature and humidity to acceptable levels, i. e. 20 *C and 50 % RH. 

" Filter the incoming air free from infective organisms. 

" Ensure that the incoming air does not entrain contaminated ambient air. 

" Control the direction of air flow after it has left the diffuser so there is no possibility 

of any entrainment of contaminated extraneous air. The incoming air flow should 

be sufficiently forced to overcome turbulence created by personnel movements. 

Horizontal air flow systems are undesirable since they cause chaotic turbulence down- 

wind of people in the operating room. Figure 2.3 shows an exponential airflow system 

where microbiologically clean air flows centrally downwards and then radially 

outwards. These have been found to produce excellent results since peripheral 
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entrainrnent of contaminants is avoided. The most effective system, however, is the 

Omniflow U. C. A Projector. By spreading air in all directions, this system quickly 

dilutes and removes contamination from the operating room air space, regardless of the 

locations of the recirculation apertures. See Figure 2.4. 

In operating rooms, the smallest live organism which can cause harm is 2 tim. Hence, a 

filter which is 95 % efficient against 0.3 pm is adequate. Air filters of higher efficiency 

will greatly increase the noise in the operating room due to the higher air pressures 

required. This noise is unwanted in a surgical environment. 

2.4.4 Pharmaceuticals Industry 

Ile pharmaceuticals industry is the second largest sector for ventilated containment 

systems. The worldwide outlay for HVACS, clean room and supply equipment in the 

same year is about US$ 3 billion (Sodec, 1994), while the annual growth rate is about 10 

In this case, the objective of the containment system must be to protect both the 

operating personnel and the product from harmful contamination. Since the critical 

particles involved in pharmaceuticals environments are of larger diameter than in the 

micro-electronics industry, lower requirements are placed on the final filters and on the 

class of the clean room. Frequently, final filters with an efficiency less than 99.995 % 

are used, and the clean room class is often greater than 100. 

In terms of clean rooms in the pharmaceuticals industry, there are 4 classes for the 

manufacture of sterile products: A, B, C and D, whereby a Class A environment offers 

the best containment. These classes defme the maximum permissible number of 

particles > 0.5 pm. and >5 grn . 

Class A: A Class A envirorunent should be used for aseptic filling and handling. At full 

operational conditions, this environment limits the number of particles of 2: 0.5 pm to 

3500 per cubic metre, and the number of particles of - ; -- 5 tun to less than 1 per cubic 
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metre. The necessary final filter efficiency based on a particle size of 0.5 pm is 71 = 
99.997%. 

Class B: This is the background environment for a grade A zone'and is used for the 

ý'transfer and storageof closed containers of product and components for aseptic filling. 

At full operational conditions, this environment limits the number of particles of ý: 0.5 

[Lm to 350,000 per cubic'metre, and the number of particles of 2: 5 ttm. to 2000 per cubic 

metre. Ile necessary final filter efficiency based on a particle size of 0.5 [un is tj 

99.995%. 

Class C: This is the required environment for filling products to be terminally sterilised 
(Grade A may be required when products are unusually at risk) and preparing solutions 

and components for subsequent aseptic' filling. At full operational conditions, this 

environment has limiting conditions identical to Class B. However, under unmanned 

conditions, the levels of contamination may be higher than Class B. The necessary final 

filter efficiency based on a particle size of 0.5 [tm is 77 = 99.95 %. 

Class D: The environment needed for the successful preparation of solutions and 

components for subsequent filling and terminal sterilisation (Grade C may be required 

when products or components are considerably exposed or unusually at risk). At full 

operational conditions, this environment limits the number of particles of ýt 0.5 gm. to 

3,500,000 per cubic metre, and the number of particles of ýt 5 tun to 20,000 per cubic 

metre. The necessary final filter efficiency based on a particle size of 0.5 gni is 17 = 95.0 

Either a vertical or horizontal laminar air flow is needed for Class A. In the other classes 
B to D, turbulent mixed air flow is used. 

Unlike those in micro-electronics industry, clean rooms in the pharmaceuticals industry 

do not have raised floors and exhaust air is extracted from outlets on the side walls 

above the floor. As a result, it is very important that air is removed from a sufficient 
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number of locations and from the correct positions in order that stagnation zones and 

cross currents in the working area are avoided. 

Containment booths are regularly used for'the manipulation of raw materials in the 

ical, process and pharmaceuticals industries. The nature of the containment booth chem 

used depends on the quantity and potency of the raw materials concerned and the 

intended operation (Rahe, Containment Technologies Group, Inc., Indianapolis, U. S). 

There are four occupational exposure bands (Extract Technology, 1997): A, B, C and D, 

whereby Band D requires the most effective containment facilities. 

Band A: For a maximum operator exposure level (OEL) of < 10,000 [19/m 3, a local 

exhaust hood is used. A horizontal flow exhaust booth is used for an OEL of < 1,000 

ýtg/m 3. Typically, these devices are used to control the movements of excipient products. 

Band B: For an OEL of < 100 gg W, a down flow booth is necessary. 

Band C: A down flow booth with a workstation is used for an OEL of < 50 VgIm 3. 

Bands B and C relate to ethical pharmaceutical powders. 

Bands A, B and C use Air Flow Contaimnent devices and are often referred to as 

Ventilated Isolator Facilities. 

Band D: For an OEL of <1 gg/m3, barrier containment is used. Substances involved are 

high potency materials and research compounds. 

This information is displayed in Figure 2.5. Naturally, the more effective the device is in 

terms of protecting the operator, the greater is the capital investment required. 

Biotechnology environments specialising in cell propagation and inoculurn preparation 

use similar containment facilities. However, the small containment devices used for 

such operations are nearly always equipped with airlocks and computer controlled 

pressure systems to ensure complete containment of micro-organisms (Mackler, 1996, 

Hill and Beatrice, 1991). 
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Agutter et al. (1996), used CFD to predict the track of microorganisms from their most 

likely point of release in a bioprocess, and to estimate the number which might be 

collected from different points in the processing area. The objective of the work was to 

determine the correct position in which to place a sampling device in order to monitor 

the leakage of material. 

2.5 Studies of Fume Cupboard Performance 

Fume cupboards, which use local exhaust ventilation in small enclosures to remove 
hazardous materials, are the most common form of containment facility. Many studies 
have been carried out on fume cupboards to establish the factors that influence their 

performance. 
Hu et al. (1996), for example, investigated the influences of the following: 

" The location of the exhaust outlet on the roof of the fume cupboard. 

" The presence of exterior obstructions of different shapes and sizes in front of the 

fume cupboard. 

A two dimensional computational approach was adopted due to the costs and difficulties 

associated with performing high quality experimental studies. The modelled fume 

cupboard was a square of side 1m and consisted of a roof exhaust duct and an inlet 

orifice. The fume cupboard was positioned next to one of the walls of a room of width 3 

in and height 3 m. Figures 2.6a and 2.6b show the physical problem and model. 

The k-epsilon turbulence model was used to simulate the turbulent flow in and around 
the fume cupboard. The large pressure drop at the orifice could not be accurately 

modelled using commercial CFD codes and, therefore, the authors made use of the 

average velocity and pressure correction technique first proposed by Wen and Ingham 
(1993). The wall opposite the fume cupboard was assumed to allow air into the room at 

uniform velocity. The fluid velocity across the face was varied between the values of 0.3 
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m/s and 1 m/s. However, results were only presented for a velocity of 0.5 m/s. equating 

to a Reynolds number of 1.7404. 

With the exhaust at the back or centre of the fume cupboard, there were large amounts 

of recirculation towards the back of the cupboard. However, moving the outlet to the 

ftont of the cupboard created a small recirculation zone at the bottom of the door, where 

the flow could not turn upwards and separated from its bulk. Tberefore, it %%ras 

concluded that placing the outlet near the front of the fume cupboard would result in 

poor containment since pollutants would be retained in the door recirculation zones. 

These pollutants might then be convected back out through the orifice and into the 

surrounding room. 

An obstruction positioned near to the bottom of the fume cupboard door was found to 

greatly increase the magnitude of the recirculating flow near to the orifice. With an 

obstruction completely covering the orifice, this recirculation was even more evident 

and it was concluded that this scenario would substantially increase the likelihood of 

contaminant leakage out of the orifice. 

The blockage and thermal effects induced by operator presence at the fume cupboard 
face and their influences on particulate containment was the subject of the research 
conducted by Johnson and Fletcher (1996). They also analysed the degree to which 
containment performance was affected by personnel movements past the open face. -, ' 

Within a test room, they positioned a fume cupboard centrally on one %-all opposite a 
perforated wall through which make-up air was introduced. Two variable speed fans 
independently controlled the amount of air being extracted by the cupboard and the 
amount supplied through the wall. The working aperture of the cupboard was 1200 mm 
wide and 390 mm, high, and the face velocities were reported as averages derived from 
the volume flow rates over this area (values in the range 0.1 mIs to IA mIs were used). 
A tracer gas of sulphur hexafluoride in nitrogen was used, and this was injected into the 
cupboard at 2.4 I/min. Two and three dimensional manikins were constructed to 
represent human presence. 
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The authors found that the warmer the manikin, the higher the leakage concentration, 

and that the maximum leakage concentrations occurred at face velocities between the 

values 0.4 m/s and 0.6 m/s. However, the blockage effect of the manikin, widely thought 
to induce flow out of the cupboard by forming a low pressure region, was found to have 

a negligible influence on containment. 

Movements of personnel past the face were found to cause bursts of leakage from the 

cupboard, as air is drawn into the person's wake. The effect diminished with increasing 

perpendicular distance from the face, and was found to be negligible at 1m from the 
face. 

Denev et al. (1997) investigated the influence of room ventilation on the performance of 
fume cupboards using numerical techniques. A typical chemical laboratory of 
dimensions 5.8 m by 3.5 m by 2.8 m was simulated within which two fume cupboards 
of outside dimensions 1.5 m by 0.9 rn by 2.8 m were modelled. Four tables of 1.5 m by 

0.9 m and 0.9 m above the floor level were included in the model. 

The outlet openings of 0.12 m by 1.23 m were on the top of the fume cupboards and 

mean flow velocities of 1.3 m/s were imposed at these outlets. Sash openings of sizes 
0.1 m, 0.3 rn and 0.9 m were studied. The radial supply outlet had a diameter of 0.6 rn 

and the boundary condition for the normal velocity component in it was 1.4 M/s. Figure 

2.7 shows the laboratory room under investigation. 

A multigrid technique was applied to the complex geometry of the system, and the finite 

volume code FASTEST/3D was used to solve for the flow characteristics. The authors 
found that: 

* Ile arrangement of the furniture had a significant impact on the air velocities near 
the fume cupboards. With large sash openings, outward flows were found. 

The velocity components and turbulent kinetic energy in the vicinity of the sash 

opening were three dimensional and non uniformly distributed. Reducing the size of 
the sash opening increased the uniformity of the flow in its vicinity but did not 
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decrease the asymmetry and three-dimensionality of the flow inside the fume 

cupboard. 

A symmetrical disposition of the supply outlet between the two fume cupboards 

produced near symmetrical flow conditions in the cupboards. Moving the supply 

outlet to the centre of the room reduced the negative flow velocities in the sash 

openings. 

From these findings, the authors concluded that room ventilation has a significant 

influence on the performance of fume cupboards. As such, where room ventilation 

exists, it is not sufficient in numerical investigations to cover only the region inside the 

fume cupboard and assume uniform boundary conditions or two dimensional flow 

configurations. 

2.6 Ventilation Performance 

2.6.1 Important Parameters 

The overall performance of a ventilation system is dependent on the characteristics of 

the system itself and on a number of external factors. The sizes, topology and relative 

positions of the inlet and outlet registers, the magnitude and shape of the supply air flow 

and the geometry of the ventilated enclosure are the governing system parameters. 

Joubert et al. (1996), for example, showed that while the shape of the inlet air jet had 

little effect on the mean flow characteristics with the ventilated space, it had a 

noticeable influence on the turbulence quantities. Turbulence levels will affect the 

nature of pollutant diffusion in the room. 

The temperature, velocity and moisture content of the air, both within the ventilated 

space and outside, can have a significant impact on the degree of buoyancy driven 

flows, diffusive and convective transport and infiltration. In addition, Mattsson and 

Sandberg (1994,1996) found that physical activity in a ventilated room influences 

ventilation performance. 
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The efficiency with which pollution is removed from the space also depends on the 

manner in which this pollution is generated and on the physical and chemical properties 

of the materials concerned. In their study of ventilation in a reinforced plastic factory, 

Koskela et aL (1996) conclude that the distribution of styrene concentration in the 

factory is dependent on emission rates and positions as well as on the magnitudes of the 

local air flows. Grimsrud (1992), in summarising 20 years of research work devoted to 

air pollution in buildings, concludes that contaminant source strengths are at least as 
important as ventilation rates in determining concentrations in a building. 

2.6.2 Air Flow Distribution 

Ile effectiveness of a ventilation system, in terms of maintaining the 'quality' of the air 

within defined boundaries, may be assessed by analysing the air flow distribution it 

offers within these boundaries. Successful air flow distribution is achieved when air is 

supplied evenly over the whole volume, without direct impingement on the occupants 

and without the creation of stagnation zones (Faber and Kell, 1971). Ideally, initial 

investment and operational costs should be kept as low as possible. 

Marshall et aL, (1996), constructed a one-half scale model of a protective isolation room 

at the University of Minnesota Hospital in order to analyse the efficiency of its 

ventilation system in terms of reducing patient exposure to contamination. They found 

that the air flow distribution in the room was unsatisfactory, yielding both well 

ventilated areas and highly stagnant pockets of air that could harbour large 

concentrations of infectious agents. 

Since it is often difficult to control localised air flow distribution within large air spaces 

using global ventilation systems, micro-climate control devices are being increasingly 

employed in industrial buildings, theatres and office buildings. Loomans et al. (1996) 

discuss the merits of the desk displacement ventilation concept, whereby air is 

introduced at low velocity (0.1 - 0.2 m/s) through a relatively large perforated aperture 
below a desk top in use by an employee. In this way, a comfortable, air conditioned 

micro-climate is created close to the employee. The employee may control the volume 
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flow rate of air and its temperature. Energy consumption is reduced since the 

surrounding macro-climate demands less strict indoor climate requirements. 

2.63 Measurement of Air Flow Distribution 

Simple flow visualisation provides a good qualitative indication of the flow field. A 

quantitative analysis is much more complex. 

Traditionally, air motion has been measured directly using either Hot Wire Anemometry 

(HWA) or Laser Dopler Anemometry (LDA). In constant temperature HWA, a heated 

wire is cooled by the air flow in which it is placed. The amount of electrical power that 

must be supplied to the wire in order that its temperature remains constant is a measure 

of the velocity of the air flow (White, 1994). However, HWA methods are notoriously 
difficult to apply with any accuracy, particularly in turbulent flows exhibiting large 

amounts of recirculation. Although more precise, LDA is a very costly technique and 

requires fine tuning of two or more laser beams for a three dimensional flow field 

analysis. It is not well suited to the measurement of indoor air flows where detail over a 
large volume is required (Loomans et al., 1996). 

By tracking the movements of small particles, Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) enables 

air flows to be mapped. PIV methods necessitate the use of expensive software packages 

and, once again, it is hard to accurately analyse complex flows with this approach. 
However, like LDA methods, PIV has the advantage of being a non-intrusive technique 

that does not disturb the flow pattern. Larson (1996) used smoke particles and laser 

illuminated planes to estimate the 2-D flow vectors in livestock buildings. The aim was 

to evaluate the ventilation systems in the buildings and assess their sensitivity to wind 

and heat sources. 

A better method for evaluating the effectiveness of a ventilation system in terms of the 

air flow distribution it offers is to determine the age distribution of the air using tracer 

gas. 
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2.6.4 Nominal Time Constant 

If V is'the volume of the ventilated space and V is the volume flow rate of air into (or 

out of) the space, then the nominal time constant of the system, r,,, is given by: 

'r 
n (2.1) 

T'he nominal time constant (or turnover time) is the inverse of the nominal ventilation 

rate, which gives the number of air changes per unit time. It provides an estimate of the 

time period it takes to completely evacuate the volume of air present in the enclosure. 

Where knowledge of the average time taken to remove all the air in a space is required, 
this can be a useful indicator for quickly comparing different ventilation systems. 
Should the objective of measurement be to assess the energy consumption of a building, 

for example, use of the average air exchange rate is adequate. This is because the 

resulting errors will normally be no worse than the uncertainties that are inherent ý in 

energy consumption estimations anyway (Maldonado and Woods, 1983). 

However, the limitation of this indicator lies in the fact that it does not take into 

consideration mal-distributions in the flow that create localised stagnation zones. Within 

these zones, fluid elements become 'trapped' and are not efficiently 'flushed' away. In 

indoor air quality measurements, for example, knowledge of the average air exchange 

rate is inadequate for quantifying the likelihood of occupants being exposed to 
dangerously high levels of indoor pollutants. Here, information regarding the local air 

exchange rates is required. 

The nominal time constant only represents the time necessary to completely replace 

every molecule of air in the enclosure where the ventilation is perfectly uniform from 

inlet to outlet (perfect displacement ventilation). Hence, in reality, this parameter 
provides little indication of ventilation efficiency. For this, it is necessary to analyse 
more closely the flow distribution and hence the 'age' of the fluid in different regions. 
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2.6.5 Different Air Ages 

With reference to Figure 2.8 (Sandberg and Sj6berg, 1983), which shows a cluster of air 

molecules at a point 'P' within a simple enclosure ventilated by a single intake and 

exhaust, the internal age of this air, t., is defined as the time which has elapsed since it 

first entered the enclosure through the inlet. The residual life time of the air, denoted t,, d, 

is the time period during which it will remain in the enclosure prior to leaving it. The 

residence time of the air, t,,,, is the age of the air when it leaves the enclosure through 

the outlet. Hence, we can say that: 

ta + tred ` tres 

2.6.6 Statistical Relations 

(2.2) 

If X is a continuous random variable with probability density distribution fx(x) and 

probability cumulative distribution Fx(x), then the relationship between these two 

distributions is given by: 

i9Fx 
dx . fx (23) 

x 
or F, (x)-ffx(x)dr (2.4) 

where Fx(x) = P(X: g x). (James et al., 1992; Mood et al., 1974; Rohatgi, 1976). 

Important properties of these distributions are: 
i) lim. Fx (x) - 0; lim Fx (x) - 1. 

X--4M X-+ao 

ii) If xi < xi,., then Fx(xi) :s Fx(xi,., ) implying that successive points on a cumulative 

distribution either remain constant or increase. 
X, +l 440 

iii) P(xi <x:! ý xi+, ) f fx (x)dx. Therefore P(-oo <x --s +co) f fx (x)dr - 1, i. e. the 
X, -W 

area under the probability density distribution is equal to unity. This is because the 

random variable must have a value somewhere. 
The expected value of X, denoted 4X], is expressed: 
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cc 
AV t fxfx (x) dx = 1' moment about the origin = mean value of X (2.5) 

In terms of the cumulative distribution, this relation may be re-written as: 

w 

x (x) dr = mean value of X (2.6) AX] - f(l - Fx (x))dx - fF 

Where X is a non-negative random variable, the moments, px(r), about the origin are: 

00 4x (")]. YX fx ()fx(x)dx (2.7) 

0 

0, 
Similarly: 4X('. )]=. it xIX 

(r-1)(1 
- Fx (x))dx for r>0 (2.8) 

0 

2.6.7 Statistical Age Distributions 

The air molecules arriving at point 'T (Figure 2.8) will have taken many different paths 

to get there and, as such, their 'ages' may vary considerably. However, a group of fluid 

elements at any point within the enclosure including the extract position, may be 

described by their statistical cumulative age distribution (F. (t)), or by their 

corresponding probability density distribution (f, (t)). Referring to equations (2.3) and 
(2.4), these two distributions may be related as follows: 

dF. (t) 
dt 

f. (t) (2.9) 

9 
or F. (t) -ff. (t) dt (2.10) 

0 

F. (t) represents the total percentage of the fluid elements arriving at the point which 

have an age t,, ---. t. 

From equations (2.7) and (2.8), Sandberg and Sj6berg (1983) give the moments of the 

frequency and cumulative age distributions about the origin as: 

Ph ft (t)dt = rft 
(") (I 

- F. (t)) dt for r>O 
00 

where F,, (O) =0 and F,, (oo) = 1. 
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The probability age distributions are not defined over the interval (-00,0) since age 

cannot take a negative value. 

Since the first moment of a distribution about the origin is always the centroid or mean 

of that distribution, the first moment of the age distribution f. (t) is, likewise, equal to the 

mean age, i. e. 
Go 
f (i 

- F. (t))dt = mean age (2.12) 

0 

2.6.8 Methods of Computing Age Distributions 

Following an injection of a suitable tracer gas into the inlet duct of the ventilation 

system, measurements of the time history of the gas concentration at a selected location 

may be used to deduce the age of the air at that location. Ile three most commonly used 

methods for tracer gas injection are detailed by Sandberg (1981) and are as follows: 

1. Pulse Method: This involves the introduction of a small amount of tracer gas into the 

supply duct. 

2. Step-Up (Source) Method: A continuous and constant flow of gas is injected into the 

supply duct until steady state concentration equilibrium is achieved. 

3. Step-Down (L)ecay) Method: The Step-Up procedure is followed. After the 

concentrations have attained their equilibrium values, the injection of gas is stopped. 

For the Pulse Method, the recorded evolution of gas concentration with time at any point 

within the enclosure gives the probability density distribution (Qt)) of the age 
distribution at this point, i. e. 

C(t) C(t) (t) -W-. (2.13) 
f C(t)dt 

(V, 
9 

/ V) 

0 
where C(t) is the concentration of tracer gas at time t, V,, is the volume flow rate of 

tracer gas in the supply duct and 1ý is the volume flow rate of air. 
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For the Step-Up Method, however, the curve of concentration versus time yields the 

cum'Ulative age distribution (F. (t)) at the chosen position. 

F. (t) - 
C(t) C(t) 

(2.14) 
C(oo) (ýig / v) 

where C(oo) is the steady state tracer concentration. 

Finally, in the case of the Step-Down method, the graph will provide the complementary 

cumulative age distribution function. 

C(t) 
C(O) 

where C(O) is the initial tracer concentration. 

These expressions hold for both measurements within the enclosure and in the extract 
duct. Using the cumulative age distribution function in equation (2.12) allows the mean 

age of the air at the sampled location to be deduced. 

The Step-Up and Step-Down methods are the most widely used for analysing ventilation 

characteristics. During the transient period (0 r. t e. t,,, ) of the Step-Up method, fluid 

elements arriving at the sampling location from the supply will do so after different time 

periods having been transported by the varying flow patterns within the ventilated 

enclosure. By relating the concentration of tracer gas at the test location at a certain 
known time period t to the concentration at steady state, it is possible to infer the 
fraction of the total elements arriving at this location which have an age of t.: 5 t, i. e. the 

cumulative probability distribution F. (t) for the test location is deduced. Once steady 

state is achieved, C(t) = C(oo) and F(t) = 1. The concentration, and therefore population 

of fluid elements at the specific location, now remains constant, and no further statistical 
information of ages may be obtained. 

With the Step-Down method, the initial equilibrium concentration at a point is diluted 

over time by the supply of fresh air to this point. The rate of dilution is a function of the 

localised age of the air and, at any time t after the decay process has been initiated, the 

fraction of the total air molecules feeding the point which have an age t,,! -. t is given by: 
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[C(O) - C(t)) C(O)]. When there is no longer any tracer concentration at the test 

location, C(t) 0 and F(t) = 1. The point is now fed by a constant supply of fresh air of 

different ages. 

Theoretically, the transient behaviour of the Step-Up and Step-Down techniques is the 

same, provided that the velocity fields are equal. In practice, the frequent use of mixing 

fans to mix the tracer gas evenly in the enclosure air at the beginning of the Step-Down 

method naturally influences the velocity field, and affects the recorded concentrations 

for this technique over the initial time period (Sandberg, 1981). 

The Step-Down method requires that tracer gas initially be distributed homogenously 

throughout the air space and, therefore, this method is very difficult to apply in large 

buildings (Raatschen and Walker, 1991). The Step-Up method is of greatest use in 

situations exhibiting a high rate of internal mixing. Where there is a non-homogeneity in 

mixing, it can also be employed in order to determine air movements between different 

zones of a building. However, good tracer mixing within the ventilated zone can be 

harder to achieve than with the Step-Down approach. The pulse method is used less 

often for ventilation studies than the other two since it has been shown to have poor 

repeatability and cannot account for infiltration (Zhang et al., 1995). 

For infiltration studies, the constant concentration method is also sometimes employed 
(Kumar et al., 1979). Here, tracer gas is injected into the enclosure at a rate that is. 

necessary to maintain the concentration of gas at a fixed, pre-determined level. T'he rate 

of infiltration is proportional to the rate at which gas must be injected. Ile advantages 

of this method over the Step-Up and Step-Down methods are two-fold. Firstly, it is 

steady state mechanism and, therefore, does not incur problems due to gas absorption or 

adsorption. Furthermore, however, the constant concentration method provides an 
indication of infiltration rate per unit time, which can then be easily used for calculating 

heat loss without the need for an estimation of the net internal volume as is required for 

the two transient methods. 
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The principal drawback of using a constant concentration approach is that the gas 

injection apparatus must be accurately calibrated and must be easily controlled. 
Conversely, in the Step-Up and Step-Down methods, where ratios of gas concentrations 

are computed, the equipment need not be calibrated for concentration provided that the 

voltage output is linear. 

Tracer gas techniques are momentary techniques. They are not suitable for analysing the 

time dependence of ventilation and cannot provide a value for the average ventilation 

performance of a system over a long time period. In large ventilated spaces, it can be 

difficult to use tracer gas techniques accurately (Roulet and Muller, 1996). A large 

quantity of tracer gas is required and the time span of measurements is very long. In 

addition, sampling must be carried out at many positions in order to obtain a satisfactory 

picture of the ventilation characteristics throughout the enclosure. 

2.6.9 Tracer Gas Technique for Perfectly Mixed Systems 

For many ventilated systems, but particularly those where the turnover time is relatively 

long and the ventilated space is large, the gas may be assumed to mix perfectly within 

the space both initially and throughout the measurement period. For perfect mixing, a 

sample drawn anywhere in the space has the same concentration at a given time, and the 

transient change in concentration at any point within the space takes a logarithmic form. 

The local flow rate is equal to the global ventilation rate at every location in the space. 

Step-Down (Decav) Method 

In the case of perfect mixing, the rate of decay in the concentration of tracer gas, at any 

point in a ventilated space, is given by: 

V 
dC(t) 

. 
Cazrlý + PG - COW (2.16) 

dt 

In this expression, V is the volume of the space, C(t) is the concentration of tracer at 

time t, C. j, is the concentration of tracer in the outside air, 'ý is the air flow rate into 

(and out of ) the space and PG is the net rate of tracer production within the space. 
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Assuming that the presence of tracer gas in the surrounding air is negligible and there is 

no generation or absorption of gas in the space, equation (2.16) may be re-written as: 

dC(t) Vct 
dt v 

Solving gives: 

(2.17) 

C(l) v (2.18) In 
C(O) vtm 

-VRt 

where C(O) is the initial concentration of tracer and VR is the nominal ventilation rate 

expressed as the number of air changes per unit time. VR is the inverse of the turnover 

time -r,,. 

Hence, if the decay of tracer concentration with time is recorded, and a graph of 

ln[C(t)IC(O)] against t is plotted, then the gradient of this graph provides a value for the 

nominal ventilation rate. 

Equation (2.18) re-written in exponential form yields: 

C(t) - C(O)e-vt (2.19) 

This function characterises the decay of tracer concentration at any point in a perfectly 

mixed ventilated space. 

Hunt (1980) proposes an alternative method of data analysis for the step-down method 

under perfectly mixed conditions. This method considers relative concentrations on a 

point-by-point basis. Equation (2.18) may be expressed in the form: 

VR 
1 

In 
C(t + At) 

(2.20) 
At C(t) 

where At is the time interval between successive concentration measurements C(t) and 
C(t + At). 
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The principal advantage of this approach is its simplicity. It is far easier to compute than 

the graphical approach. However, the point-by-point method is very sensitive to errors 
in concentration measurement when the sampling interval is short. The error in the 

nominal ventilation rate, ej, may be found from the equation: 

1 fln C(t + At) (I + a) - In 
C(t + At) 

(2.21) 
At C(t) C(t) 

f 

where a is the fractional error in C(t + At)IC(t). 

Although short sampling time intervals are often suggested for measuring short term 

fluctuations in ventilation rates, the smaller the time interval the larger the sampling 

effor. 

Step-Up (Source) Method 

ff tracer is introduced into the space at a constant rate and the outside concentration is 

negligible then, when perfect mixing conditions are present, equation (2.16) becomes: 

V 
dC(t) 

. 
PG - c(t)v (2.22) 

dt 

Integration yields: 
PG - QOV. 

VlnjpG 
- 

C(O)VI 
vt (2.23) 

If the initial tracer concentration in the space is zero and the ratio PG /V is the final 

steady state concentration, C(co), then equation (2.23) reduces to: 

lnl-C(') -Jýt-vRt (2.24) 
Q00)] v 

Hence for the Step-Up method, the ventilation rate is the slope of the graph of ln[1- 

C(t)/C(oo)] plotted against time, 1. 
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In exponential form, equation (2.24) may be re-written as: 

C(t) - c(oof, - e-VAtl (2.25) 

This function characterises the accumulation of tracer concentration at any point in a 

perfectly mixed ventilated space. 

2.6.10 Tracer Gas Technique for Partially Mixed Systems 

In effect, no ventilation system conforms to perfect mixing characteristics. In cases 

where there is a small amount of mal-distribution in the air now, equation (2.18) may be 

modified to give: 

In 
C(t) 

- -k 
vt 

C(O) v 
(2.26) 

where k is a constant representing the degree of departure from perfect mixing 

conditions (k varies from 0 to oo). 

Chung and Dunn-Rankin (1998) numerically simulated the air currents and contaminant 

decay inside a small scale model with forced ventilation through a simple supply and 

return. Using the concept of exponential decay, and denoting the constant k in equation 

(2.26) as the local mixing factor, they evaluated the local ventilation effectiveness of 

different regions within the model. The higher the value of k, the better the ventilation 

performance. A value of k=1 is obtained if perfect mixing is occurring. Where k>1, 

unidirectional ventilation (perfect displacement ventilation) is approached. 

Applying the mixing factor analysis to every cell in the computational domain, the 

average air ventilation efficiency for the whole system, Y7., was evaluated using the 

expression: 
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In 
C(ti) ( 

j(t2») 

(2.27) 
'. nVR (t2 - tl) 

where i is the cell index and n is the total number of computational cells. 

Mathematically, Y7.. represents the arithmetic mean of k in the model. 

Equation (2.27) may be used to deduce localised air exchange rates or air ages where 

mixing is still quite good. - However, it still assumes -a logarithmic decay in 

concentration. Where there is poor mixing, and the transient change in gas concentration 
does not fit a logarithmic form, it is better to use the statistical age distributions as 
detailed in sections 2.6.7 and 2.6.8 

2.6.11 Contaminant Distribution 

Rather than identifying the air age distribution produced by the system, ventilation 

performance may be assessed in terms of the distribution of contaminant concentrations 

within the room. As discussed in section 2.6.1, air quality depends heavily on the 

strength, location and properties of pollutant sources. 

Sandberg (1992) suggests that following a contaminant release from a source within a 

room, the distribution of contaminant may be quantified by: 

9 the local contaminant flow rate at an arbitrary point P in the room and 

* the age of the contaminant at the same point. 

The age of contaminant at a point may be found by monitoring the transient 

accumulation of contaminant at this point (similar to Step-Up procedure) and then 

applying the same statistical analysis as described in section 2.6.7. In this case, the 

contaminant has zero age at its point of release. 

Liddament (1992), states that ventilation efficiency may only be properly assessed by 

considering both air change efficiency and pollutant removal effectiveness. A summary 
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of his process for measuring ventilation efficiency is shown in Figure 2.9. Generally, 

good ventilation systems are good at removing passive, neutrally buoyant contaminants. 

Pollutant removal can be much less effective if the ventilation system is required to 

remove material which is influenced by significant body forces (e. g. gravity, 

electrostatic, polarisation). 

In studies of air flow distribution, many authors have injected tracer gas within the 

system instead of seeding the supply duct (Sandberg and Sj6berg, 1983; Ozdemir et al., 

1996). In this way, a contaminant source is simulated. By deducing the contaminant age 

distributions using statistical analysis, an accurate picture of ventilation efficiency is 

obtained. Ozdemir et al. (1996), who used a mixture of 10 % sulphur hexafluoride and 

90 % nitrogen injected into the centre of a cubic enclosure of side 2 m, furthered the use 

of statistical age distributions by defining a local 'mixing' factor denoted M. This factor 

was computed by dividing the mean contaminant age at a point by the standard 

deviation of the age distribution at that point. They found that the value of M remained 

independent of contaminant flow rate and best represented local variations in 

ventilation. 

The advantages of this contaminant age approach are that less tracer is normally 

required and the time scales of concentration accumulation are shorter. It is also a more 

practical method if accessibility to the supply duct is limited or if multiple supply ducts 

are involved. 

The main problem with this method, however, is that under certain circumstances the 

injection position can markedly influence the results obtained. For systems that 

approximate displacement ventilation, air upstream of the tracer source will remain 
largely uncontaminated, and concentration analysis in these locations will not provide a 

realistic indication of localised ventilation. Where the flow is more mixed, as in the 

majority of cases, this problem is much reduced. 
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2.6.12 Selection of a Tracer Gas 

For ventilation studies, tracer gases are used to mark the flow. A good tracer gas should 
be readily traceable and measurable but, at the -same time, entirely passive'. -Passive 
implies that the gas has no influence on the air flow field but merely follows its path. 
More specifically, an ideal tracer gas should have the following characteristics (Hunt, 

1980). 

1. ) A very low naturally occurring presence in ambient air so that its presence can be 

easily distinguished from the background fluid. 

2. ) A density that is comparable to that of ambient air to avoid buoyancy driven flows 

and ensure that the transport mechanism is essentially advection. 
3. ) An ability to be detected in low concentrations by a suitable measuring device to 

enable accurate results to be obtained. 

4. ) A high chemical stability and a low reactivity rate with the other constituents of 

ambient air and with the surfaces of the ventilated enclosure. 
5. ) A negligible adsorption rate by the surfaces of the ventilated enclosure. 
If properties (4) and (5) are satisfied, the total volume of tracer gas leaving the enclosure 
balances the total volume of tracer gas in the supply duct and the tracer is completely 

conserved. r- 

In early experiments, helium and hydrogen were used as tracers (Dick, 1950). These two 

gases were easily detected through use of thermal conductivity experiments, A process 

which was greatly assisted by their low molecular weights compared to that of air. 

Molecular weight is unimportant provided that the air and tracer movements are 

convective and molecular diffusion plays a minor role. Although Howard (1966) found 

that hydrogen produced higher apparent air infiltration rates than nitrous oxide when 

measuring in buildings with walls of bare gypsum, in buildings with comparatively 

nonporous walls, these two gases gave essentially the same result. Hunt and Burch 

(1975), having simultaneously measured the infiltration in a town house using sulphur 
hexafluoride (SF6) and helium, found no evidence that the helium disappeared more 

quickly than the SF6. SF6 is 36 times as dense as helium. 
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Nitrous oxide (N20) has frequently been used as a tracer gas as it is readily measured 

using infra-red spectroscopy. Since this gas is very soluble in water, it is only 

appropriate for use when the air flow is dry. Ethane (C2H8), which can be measured 

using a total hydrocarbon analyser or a gas chromatograph equipped with a flame 

ionization detector, is favoured due to the fact that it is virtually neutrally buoyant in air. 

However, like hydrogen, this gas requires closer monitoring than other, more inert 

gases. 

Currently, one of two gases is used as a tracer. Sulphur hexafluoride (SF6) is popular as 

it can be measured in concentrations of a few parts per billion. Kumar et al., (1979), for 

example, studied the rate of infiltration into a three bedroom experimental energy 

conservation house using an automated air infiltration system and SF6 gas in the Step- 

Down and Constant Concentration methods. Raatschen and Walker (1991) seeded the 

supply ducts of a mechanically ventilated industrial hall with SF6 in order to measure its 

air exchange efficiency. 

The high sensitivity with which sulphur hexafluoride can be detected has advantages 

and disadvantages. It enables detailed measurements to be made in small, medium and 

even large buildings but, at the same time, means that minor leaks in regulators Ur 

valves, which would go unnoticed in other less sensitive gas meters, are unacceptable 

and could greatly influence the results obtained. It is inert, inflammable, non toxic and 
insoluble in water. 

However, the fact that the oxygen in air is also an electron capturing gas makes it 

necessary to separate the SF6 from the oxygen chromatographically prior to carrying out 

the concentration measurements in the detector. It is inadvisable to use sulphur 
hexafluoride as a tracer for ventilation systems that generate highly stagnant regions 
because it is very dense compared to air (M-sF,. - 146-1kg / lanol) and therefore will 

readily drop to the floor. 

Carbon dioxide (CO2) has become a preferred choice due to recent developments in non 

dispersive infrared (NDIR) technology. This technology enables accurate detection of 
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carbon dioxide and is relatively inexpensive when compared to other gas measuring 

apparatus. The gas itself is safe, easy to monitor and readily available. The fact that 

carbon dioxide is naturally resident in ambient air is not a problem as the concentration 
level is only about 0.03 % by volume. Provided the flow is sufficiently forced, its 

relatively high molecular weight (Aco 
2- 

44.01kg / lanol) should also not be a 

significant drawback, although, in tests, Sandberg and Sj6berg (1983) did notice a 
tendency for the gas to accumulate near floor level slightly more than other, less dense 

tracers. 

The use Of C02 as a tracer gas is only not recommended if the air space under test is 

densely populated by humans, who exhale large quantities of carbon dioxide. That said, 
Jankovic et al., (1996) actually used occupant generated carbon dioxide as the tracer 
itself during an assessment of the air quality in a laboratory. The only problem was the 

varying levelOf C02in ambient air due to changes in plant photosynthesis with time of 
day. 

A detailed analysis of the effects of using different tracer gases on the accuracy of air 

exchange measurements in buildings was undertaken by Shaw (1984). He used the 
decay method to compare the air change rates obtained when using methane, carbon 
monoxide, nitrous oxide, carbon dioxide and sulphur hexafluoride, with the value 
deduced from knowledge of the air flow rate. Methane, due to its low density, was 
found to mix well and there was good agreement with the fan induced air change rates 
in the range 0.05 - 1.0 air changes per hour. Carbon monoxide and nitrous oxide both 

underestimated the air change by 2%, whilst carbon dioxide overestimated the value by 
1%. Sulphur hexafluoride showed the largest error by underpredicting the air change by 
10%. The preferred use of this gas may be attributed to the fact that it is safe and 
economical, may be sensed in low concentrations, and is good for continuous 
measurements using automatically controlled apparatus. 
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2.6.13 Homogenous Emission Tracer Gas Technique 

Stymne and Boman (1996) propose another technique for measuring air age 

distributions which uses a homogenous emission technique. Ilis technique relies on the 

fact that the local steady state concentration of a contaminant which is homogenously 

emitted in a space is directly proportional to the local mean age of air. 

Ideal homogenous emission, which means that the source is continously distributed in 

the space with equal emission rate per unit volume everywhere, is impossible to achieve. 

However, by sub-dividing the ventilated space into smaller zones and injecting tracer 

gas into each zone at a rate which is proportional to the zone volume, uniform 

concentrations may be closely approximated. Ile local mean age of the air is given by 

the local steady state concentration (C(oo)) divided by the tracer injection rate per unit 

volume (Vg /V). 

2.6.14 Representing Ventilation Efficiency 

To compare different ventilation systems, and improve the designs of new systems, it is 

useful to be able to compute global ventilation efficiencies. Global ventilation 

efficiencies may be defined in terms of the ventilation air or the movements of 

contaminants. 

1. Ventilation Air 

Using the turnover time, r,,, and the mean internal age of the air, t., Sandberg (1983) 

defines an air di sion efficiency as: 

Ead =Lxloo% 
tm 

(2.28) 

Large values Of Cad are beneficial for the quick evacuation of contamination from an air 

space. The air diffusion efficiency for a system exhibiting perfect displacement 

ventilation is 200 %. 17his indicator, which allows the uniformity in air flow distribution 

of different systems to be easily compared, is discussed in more detail in Chapter 4. 
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2. Contaminants 

Awbi (1998) defines a contaminant removal effectiveness (Ec,,, ) as: 

C, (00) - Cm, (00) 
Ei (00) - Ciw (00) 

(2.29) 

where Qco) is the steady state contaminant concentration in the extract, QKoo) is the 

steady state concentration of contaminant in the inlet and C, (oo) is the mean internal 

steady state concentration of contaminant. 

The highest efficiency occurs when the contaminant is extracted as quickly as possible 
from the room. High efficiences are therefore denoted by high values of -,,, n. 

liddament (1992) defines a local air quality index (Claq) as the ratio of the steady state 

concentration of contaminant in the extract to the steady state concentration at a specific 
location, i. e. 

C, (co) 
'Claq - C(oo) 

(2.30) 

The larger the value of gwq, the better is the air quality at that point. 

For a situation whereby the contaminant production is stopped at time t=0, Sandberg 

and Sj6berg (1983) define a transient relative efficiency (c,,. (t)) as: 

C, 
x 100% (2.31) 

Ci 

where C, (t) is the extract concentration at time t and U, (t) is the mean internal 

concentration at time t. 

Where there is a single exhaust duct and after a sufficiently long period of time, this 

ratio is equal to the ratio of the slope of the decay curve in the extract to the nominal 

ventilation rate. Tlerefore, r, 4t) may be easily deduced from measurements of 

concentration in the extract. 
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Regardless of the air flow distribution in the space, the extract concentration will 

eventually decay at the same rate as the mean internal concentration and r,, (t) will have 

a constant value after a long time period (Sandberg, 1981). When &, (t) remains constant, 
the larger the value of E, (t), the more effective is the ventilation system in terms of 

contaminant removal. 
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Figure 2.1. Dilution ventilation Figure 2.2. Local exhaust ventilation 
(McDermott, 1976). (McDermott, 1976). 

Figure 2.3. The exponential airflow downwards and radially outwards (Howorth, 1985). 
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Figure 2.4. Ornniflow U. C. A Projector (Howorth. 1995). 
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Figure 2.5. Typical performance range of various containment devices (Extract 
Technology, 1997). 
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Figure 2.6a. Schematic diagram of the 
physical problem under investigation: 
(a) the fume cupboard, 
(b) the orifice, (c) the exhaust duct, 
(d) the room and (e) the porous wall 
(Hu el al., 1996). 

Figure 2.6b. Schematic diagram of a 
model two-dimensional fume cupboard 
and room showing the notation used. 
Typical values are: 
ii,, =Im, iv, = 0.25 m, 
h=Im, h, = 0.5 m, h, ýIm, 
H=3m. 11'= 3 m, uo = 0.083 n-1/s 
(Hu et al., 1996). 

Figure 2.7. Laboratory room with two fume cupboards and four tables (Denev el a/., 
1997). 
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Figure 2.8. Definition of different ages (Sandberg and Sj6berg, 1983). 

Data input: 
Room Volume 
Location of Supply/Extract Openings 
Ventilation Rate 

I 

Tracer 
Gas AIR CHANGE 

ý0110- 
Analysis EFFICIENCY 

Data input: POLLUTANT 
Pollutant Concentration mop. REMOVAL 
Emission Rate EFFECTIVENESS 
Source Location 

Figure 2.9. Measuring ventilation effectiveness (Liddament, 1992). 
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3. NUMERICAL MODELLING THEORY 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter provides an overview. of the fundamental principles behind a 
Computational Fluid Dynamics framework and describe's the numerical models used in 

this study. Geometry and grid definition, solution schemes and governing equations are 

discussed. In addition, boundary conditions and turbulence models relevant to this work 

are outlined. 

3.2 Background to CFD 

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is the study of systems involving fluid flow, heat 

transfer and associated phenomena by means of a computer-based simulation. Currently, 

the industrial applications of CFD are numerous and range, for example, from the 

aerodynamics of aircraft and vehicles to the characteristics of blood flows through 

arteries and veins. 

The development of Computational Fluid Dynamics has lagged behind other Computer- 

Aided Engineering tools principally due to the inherent complexity of the equations 

governing fluid flow. These equations, known as the Navier-Stokes equations, are 

difficult to solve analytically because of their non-linearity. Fluid flow modelling is also 

made more difficult due to the stochastic nature of fluid flows at high Reynolds 

numbers. 

CFD approximates the partial differential equations of fluid flow by using a 
discretisation method. This method simplifies the equations using a systen, of algebraic 
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expressions which are then solved by the computer. Where experimental accuracy is 

principally determined by the quality of the apparatus used, the accuracy of numerical 
solutions is dependent on the quality of the discretisations used. 

In recent times, improved computer hardware capacity, and a better understanding Of 

numerical techniques and turbulence modelling, have together led to the development of 

computer codes that are more accurate in their predictions of fluid flow characteristics. 
In addition, the popularity of CFD has risen dramatically as user interfaces have become 

more 'friendly'. 

Experimentation is continually carried out in an attempt to validate the predictive 

accuracy of CFD. As codes have evolved, comparisons between experimental and 

numerical results have become more and more favourable with the result that CFD is 

being accepted not only as a method of quickly analysing a host of 'what if? ' scenarios, 
but also as a reliable tool in the design of new industrial systems. 

The main advantages of CFD are: 
it facilitates the study of systems where controlled experiments are difficult to 

perform (e. g. hazardous systems, very large systems, very small systems and systems 
where there is little accessibility for experimental apparatus). 
it enables very detailed results at many different locations to be obtained. 
it allows complex situations to be appreciated (with flow visualisation packages). 
it enables the lead times and costs of new designs to be substantially reduced. 

3.3 Governing Equations 

The three governing transport equations used in CFD stipulate that the mass of fluid is 

conserved, the rate of change of fluid momentum is equal to the sum of the forces acting 
on the fluid, and the rate of change of fluid energy is equal to the rate of heat addition to 
and work done on the fluid. 
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3.3.1 Continuity Equation 

A mass balance for any fluid element is expressed as: 
Rate of increase of mass in fluid element = Net rate offlow of mass into fluid element 

The three-dimensional, unsteady, mass conservation or continuity equation at a point in 

a compressible fluid is given by: 

dp 
+ V. (PU) _0 (3.1) 

dt 

where p is the fluid density, t is time and U is the fluid velocity (u, vw). 

For a single component compressible gas flow, the density is found from the equation of 

state describing a perfect gas, i. e. 

PM 
RT (3.2) 

where p, is the pressure, fn' is the molar mass, F? is the universal gas constant and T is 

the temperature. 

If the fluid is considered to be incompressible, the density is constant and it is only 
necessary to consider the convective term of equation (3.1), i. e. 

V. (U) -0 

3.3.2 Momentum Equation 

Here, Newton's second law is applied to a fluid particle giving: 

(3.3) 

Rate of increase of momentum of a fluidparticle = Sum offorces on a fluid particle 

The total force on each particle in a specified direction is equal to the force in that 
direction due to surface stresses (pressure, viscous forces) plus the momentum in that 
direction due to external body sources (gravity, centrifugal, coriolis, electromagnatic 
forces). The overall effect of external body forces can be considered by defining 

momentum source terms (Sm)- 
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With reference to Figure 3.1, the momentum equation on the fluid element in the x- 

direction is given by: 

Du 
. 

i9(-p+T. ) 
+ 

&ryx 
+ 49rx + SM. 

� 
(3.4) 

Dt 19x (gy otr 

where the total derivative is given by: 

Du (9u C9U i9u 49u +U-+V-+W- 
Dt at ee& 

Similarly, for the y and z directions: 

p 
Dv 

= 
dr. "y + 

d(-p + T, ) 
+ 

dTýy 
+ SMY (3.5) 

Dt dx dy & 

Dw dr dr,, d(-p+Tý, ) 
P--ý '+-+ -+ smý (3.6) 

Dt & oy az 

For buoyancy driven flows, only gravitational forces are present and Sm. = Smy =0 but 

smz =. Pg. 

The viscous stress components in a Newtonian fluid are proportional to the rates of 

deformation. In compressible flows, the dynamic viscosity (p) relates stresses to linear 

deformations while the second viscosity (A) relates stresses to volumetric deformations. 

In practice, A--2 ti is a good approximation and the most useful form of the Navier- 
3 

Stokes equations may be presented as: 

x-momentum: 
d(pu) 

+ V. (PUU) -- 
LIP + V. (IZVU) + sm" (3.7) 

dt dx 

y-momentum: 
d(PV) 

+ V. (PVU) - -ýt + V. (PVV) + SMY (3.8) 
dt OYI 

z-momentum: 
d(pw) 

+ V. (PWU) -- 
-lp + V. (Pvw) + sm (3.9) 

dt & 
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3.3.3 Energy Equation 

Chapter 3 

The energy equation originates from the first law of thermodynamics which states that: 
Rate of increase of energy offluidparticle = net rate of heat added to fluidparticle 

net rate of work done on fluidparticle 

Work is done on a fluid element by both a surface force component and a surface stress 

component. The net rate of heat transfer to the element is the difference between the 

heat input to the element and the heat lost from it. Using a dissipation function (D, which 

represents a source of internal energy due to deformation work on the fluid particle, the 

internal energy equation is expressed as: 
d(pi) 

v -kpU) - -pV. U + V. (kVT) + (D + Si (3.10) 
at 

where k is the thermal conductivity and i is the internal energy. 

Two further constitutive relations are used, these are: 
i- i(p, T) and i- CT (3.11) 

where C, is the heat capacity at constant volume. 

3.3.4 Scalar Transport Equation 

Using a general scalar variable 0, the governing equations may be simplified by a 

general scalar transport equation, i. e. 

d(PO) 
+ V-(POU) V. (FVO) + SO (3.12) 

Ot %v --ý v 
Rate of bicrease of 

Net rate of flow 
=Zele ent l # 

Rate of btcrea 
of 0 due to &ffsuesion 

Rate of btcrease 
of 0 due to sources #of fluid element 

7 
e i cli n 

Appropriate values for the diffusion coefficients are selected and, where necessary, 

additional source terms are implemented. Then, by replacing 0 with each of the flow 
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variables, the CFD code solves the flow problem. For steady state flows, the transient 

term is set equal to zero. 

The exact manner in which these equations are solved depends on the CFD code being 

used. However, all current commercial CFD packages include sophisticated user 

interfaces, allowing the user to define the fluid flow problem (pre-processing stage), 

have it solved by the in-built numerical algorithms (solver stage) and then observe the 

results obtained (post-processing stage). These stages are now described in more detail. 

3.4 Pre-Processing Stage 

In the pre-processing stage, the geometry of interest is defined and a number of control 

volumes are created within this geometry by generating a grid. The physical and 

chemical properties of the fluids concerned are also defined in the pre-processing stage, 

and processes that occur within the computational domain are specified. Appropriate 

boundary conditions of cells that coincide with domain boundaries are then chosen. 

3.4.1 Grid Systems 

There are three types of grid system: 

1. Structured (Rezular) Grid 

Equivalent to a Cartesian grid, this grid comprises groups of grid lines whereby the 

members of one group do not cross each other and cross each member of other groups 

only once. 

For each neighbour of any node N, one of the indices (ijk) differs by -. t: 1 from the 

corresponding index of node N. Figure 3.2 shows a structured grid. ' The neighbour 

connectivity facilitates programming and the regular structure of the matrix greatly 

simplifies the solution technique. However, structured grids can only be used for 

geometrically simple solution domains. Furthermore, it is difficult to control the 
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distribution of grid points. A concentration in one region can produce small spacing 

elsewhere causing convergence difficulties. 

2. Block-Structured Grid 

This grid is the most commonly used and comprises two or more levels of subdivision. 
The coarse level involves blocks which are large segments of the domain. They may 
have an irregular structure and may overlap. The fine level is the structured grid defined 

within each block. Figure 3.3 shows an example of a block-structured grid with 

matching at the interfaces. 

A grid with non-matching at the interfaces is more flexible than the previous one and is 

shown in Figure 3.4. This grid allows the use of finer grids in regions where greater 

resolution is needed. The main disadvantage of block-structured grids is that the 

programming is more difficult. 

3. Unstructured Grid 

Displayed in Figure 3.5, this is the most flexible type of grid for very complex 

geometries as it allows arbitrary solution domain boundaries to be fitted. Grids made of 
triangles or quadrilaterals in 2D, or tetrahedra or hexahedra in 3D are most commonly 
used. It is necessary to specify node locations and neighbour connections explicitely. 

Although grid generation and pre-processing are much more difficult, computer codes 
for unstructured grids are more flexible since there is no need to change thernwhen the 

grid is locally redefined, or when control volumes of different shapes are used. The 

complexity of the grid means that the algebraic equation systems are slower than for 

regular grids. 

3.4.2 Flow Boundary Conditions 

Flow boundaries, which represent boundaries where flow can either enter of leave the 

computational domain, are set by the user. There are three main types: 
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1. Inlet Boundarv 

An inlet boundary condition is known as a Dirichlet boundary condition. A Dirichlet 

boundary condition is one in which the variables are set. For a supersonic flow, all 

variables are set on the boundary. For a subsonic flow, however, all variables except 

pressure are set. Pressure is extrapolated from downstream. 

Velocity components can be specified to have a direction that is pointing away from the 

flow domain, thus creating an outflow. However, this is only recommended for flows 

that are dominated by diffusion and the user, with experimental verification, should be 

sure that the modelled outflow is physically correct. 

It is particularly difficult to specify values for the turbulence quantities across an inlet. 

Therefore, values of k (turbulent kinetic energy) and E (energy dissipation rate) based on 

mean flow characteristics are set. Uniform profiles for these variables may be 

approximated as: 

k 
ki., - cplu 

2 
and rint 

int (3.13) w cp, D 

where cpl and cp2 are empirical constants with values 0.002 and 0.3 respectively, uml is 

the mean inlet velocity and D is the hydraulic diameter (D = 4AmdPmj). Equation (3.13) 

is a reasonable representation of the turbulent kinetic energy and dissipation for fully 

developed pipe flow. 

Since levels of turbulence may vary a great deal at the inlet, the turbulent inlet viscosity, 

g, is not calculated for the initial values of k and c but is extrapolated from downstream. 

2. Mass Flow Boundarv 

Mass flow boundaries are used to model inflows or outflows where the mass flow into 

or out of the domain is known, but the velocity profile is not. The required total mass 
flow rate is set at the boundary. 

At a mass flow boundary, gradients of transported variables are imposed. Boundary 

conditions in which gradients are set are known as Neumann boundary conditions. 
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Where a mass flow boundary is used for a single outlet, velocity is given a constant 

normal gradient while all other variables have zero gradient. Pressure is extrapolated 
from upstream and the magnitudes of the component velocities at the boundary are 

adjusted according to the discrepancy between the desired and actual mass flow rate. For 

all velocity components, upstream values are extrapolated and then continuously 

adjusted such that global mass conservation is observed. 

A mass flow boundary assumes fully developed flow and, therefore, will produce 

inaccurate solutions if imposed to represent entrances or exits with sudden geometrical 

expansions or contractions. 

3. Pressure Boundarv 

This boundary models inflows and outflows where the surface pressure is known but the 

velocity profile is not. The pressure is specified (Dirichlet boundary condition) by the 

user and zero normal gradients (Neumann boundary condition) are used to extrapolate 

the velocity from downstream (inflow) or upstream (outflow). Tlie velocity must be 

subsonic or else the Neumann boundary condition is violated. Zero gradients are also 
imposed on the turbulence quantities. All other variables are set by the user. 

3.4.3 Wall Boundary Conditions 

At walls or solid surfaces, the no-slip condition (u =v=w= 0) is applied to the velocity 

components. Immediately adjacent to a wall is an extremely thin viscous sublayer 
followed by a buffer layer and the turbulent core. Since the number of mesh points 

required to accurately resolve the flow in the turbulent boundary layer would be 

extremely large, 'wall functions' are used to represent the influence of wall boundaries. 

The intersection of the viscous and logarithmic layer is the highest root of: 

YO'* log(Eyo') (3.14) 

where E is a log-law constant that depends on the roughness of the wall (for smooth 

walls, E=9.8) and K is von Karman's constant (K = 0.4). The value of yo" is therefore 

dependent on the roughness of the surface concerned. 
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The first stage in implementing wall effects involves the evaluation of ' 

Ayp (3.15) 

where Ayp is the perpendicular distance of the nearest wall node to the solid surface, v is 

the kinematic viscosity and r,, is the wall shear stress. If y+ :5 yo + then the near wall flow 

is assumed to be laminar and the shear stress is taken to' be entirely viscous. Here, 

TW = IU 
UP 

where up is the velocity of the nearest node to the wall in the direction 
Ayp 

tangential to the wall. 

Wall functions are used when y+ yo+ and the flow is turbulent. In this case, the wall 

shear stress is given by: 

TW M pC114 k V2 UP 

where u+ -1 log(Ey+) (3.16) 
14 PU+ IC 

The energy dissipation rate near the wall is computed from: 
3/2 

EP = c3/4 
kp 

(3.17) 
'u KAY p 

where C. is a turbulence constant (C,, = 0.09). 

The subscript P denotes properties of the nearest node to the wall. 

3.5 Solver Stage 

The solver stage solves the system described by the user using numerical solution 
techniques. Simple functions are used to approximate unknown flow variables. The 

substitution of these approximations into the governing fluid flow equations, and the 

mathematical manipulations that follow, is known as the discretisation process. The 

resulting algebraic equations are then solved by an iterative method. 

The manner in which the flow variables are approximated and the equations discretised 

depends on the finite approximation method adopted. 
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3.5.1 Finite Difference Method (FD) 

Here, truncated Taylor series expansions are used to generate finite difference 

approximations of derivatives of unknown flow variables at each grid point. As 

described by Smith (1985), the derivatives in the governing equations are replaced by 

finite differences producing an algebraic equation in terms of the unknown flow 

variables at each node. 

3.5.2 Finite Element Method (FE) 

Initially developed for mechanical stress analysis, this method uses simple linear or 

quadratic functions to describe the local variations of unknown flow variables. The 

results are substituted into the governing equations and the errors are minimised using 

weighting functions. 

3.5.3 Finite Volume Method (FV) 

This is the most common and well-established finite approximation technique for CFD 

codes. Indeed, the FV method is central to the commercial CFD code CFX-4.2 used in 

this work and, therefore, it will be treated in more detail. 

The difference between the FV method and the finite difference (FD) method is that the 

grid defines the control volume boundaries and not the computational nodes. With 

reference to equation (3.12) and using a unit normal vector n, the integral conservation 

equation in steady state is: 

f poU - ndS -f FVO - ndS +f SodV 
55v 

(3.18) 

In the FV method, the computational node is usually assigned to the centre of the 

control volume (CV), and the integral conservation equation applies to each CV as well 

as the whole solution domain. Summing these individual conservation equations 

produces the global conservation equation. Quadrature formulae are used to obtain an 

algebraic equation for each control volume. 
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Figure 3.6 shows a typical 3D control volume with plane faces (e, w, n, s, t and b). The 

net flux through a control volume is the sum of the individual fluxes through its 

surfaces. Therefore, if f is the component of the convective (pOU. n) or diffusive 

(IFVO -n) vector in the direction normal to the CV face, then: 

s. 

f f fdS dS (3.19) 

Given that the velocity field and the fluid properties are assumed to be known, the only 

unknown is 0. 

Considering the face 'el, knowledge of the integrand everywhere on the face Se is 

necessary in order to calculate the overall surface integral. However, since only the 

nodal values are calculated, approximations must be used. 

The integral is most simply approximated using the second order midpoint rule. Here, 

the product of the integrand at the cell face centre (Q and the cell face area (S, ) is 

computed. 

3 
(3.20) F, -f s. 

fdS - fS., - fS. 

The value of the integrandf, must be obtained by interpolation since it is not available at 

cellfaces. 

Other approximations are also employed. The trapezoidal rule requires the value of the 
integrand at two cell comers while the fourth order Simpson's rule needs values of f at 

three locations: the cell face centre and two cell comers. 

Interpolation Techniques 
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The approximations to the integrals need the values of the integrand f at locations other 

than at the control volume centres. The velocity field and the values of the fluid 

properties p and Ir are known at all locations. In addition, therefore, the value of 0 and 
its gradient normal to the cell face at one or more locations are needed. 

The Upwind Differencing Scheme is a first order scheme which approximates 0, by its 

value at the node upstream of W. Referring to Figure 3.6,0, is approximated as: 

0, . 
lop if (u - n), >0 
0, if (u - 0, <0 

(3.21) 

This scheme has a numerical truncation diffusion error which, at high Reynolds 

numbers, can produce physically incorrect results (Leschziner, 1.980; Huang et aL, 

1985). 

The Central Differencing Scheme, however, uses linear interpolation between the two 

nearest nodes to approximate the scalar variable. At location V, the linear interpolation 

factor 1, is defined as: 
Xe -XP 

(3.22) 
XE -XP 

and the value of the scalar variable becomes: 
0., - OE xe + op (1 - AJ (3.23) 

Formally, this scheme has first order error accuracy but, if the grid is refined, it can yield 

similar accuracy to the second order approximation, even on non-uniform grids. 

The Quadratic Upwind Differencing Scheme of Leonard (1979) is more accurate in its 

approximation of 0, than the central differencing scheme because it represents the 

variation in the profile between P and E as a parabola and not a straight line. To agree 

with the nature of convection, a third point is taken on the upstream side, i. e. W if the 

flow is from P to E (i. e. u> 0) or EE if u<0. This gives the expression: 
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oe 

I 910E - 924AV +(1-91+92)OP for u >0 

930P - 940EE + (1 
- 93 + 9JOE for u<0 

(324) 

where the coefficients gi are given by the following interpolation factors: 

(2- 
61 

+ _ 
A"W 

(I_A 
e, p)(I _Ae, W)2 

62- 1+ A"p - 
A,, 

w 

63- 

Ae, 
p4, E 

94- 
l+ AeE 

- 
Aep (3.25) 

This scheme has second order accuracy but, in most cases, is negligibly more accurate 

than the central differencing scheme. 

The Hybrid Differencing Scheme is attributed to Spalding (1972). It uses the central 
differencing scheme, accurate to second order, for small Peclet numbers (Pe < 2). Then, 

when this scheme produces inaccurate results at higher Peclet numbers (Pe ý-- 2), it 

switches to the first order upwind differencing scheme. 

This scheme is more stable than other higher order schemes and produces physically 
realistic solutions. In this study, the hybrid differencing scheme has been used to solve 
for all the flow variables. 

3.5.4 Finite Volume Method for Transient Flows 

For unsteady or transient flows, it is necessary to consider time. As with the space 
coordinates, time must also be discretised and, in the finite volume method, the time 
'grid' is considered as 'time volumes'. The principal difference between space and time 

coordinates is that although a force at any space location may influence the flow at arAy 
other space location, a force at a given instant in time will only affect the flow in the 
future - there is no backward influence. 
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The integral conservation equation for transient flows is: 

ndS 
>t (p0)dt dV f IVO - ndS 

>t 
+ SodV>t (3.26) 

s 
poU v 

fv 
dIr 3 

t. t4 in to 

The volume integration is the same as for steady state flows and is performed using one 

of the schemes outlined in section 3.5.3. However, to carry out the time integration it is 

necessary to use another method. 

For initial value problems, a first order differential equation for the scalar variable 0 is 

considered, i. e. 
dO(t) 

j klIpIrkt)) (3.27) 
dt 

The initial condition is expressed as: 0(to) - 00 

In order to find the solution for 0 after a short time interval At, it is best to integrate from 

t, to t,,.,, where t,,.,, = t,, + At. We have, 

" do R+l 
t. +i f dt -0 -On ff (t, O(t))dt (3.28) 

ta 
dt 

To evaluate this integral, numerical approximations are used. The default numerical 

method used by CFX-4.2 for transient -flows is the implicit or backward Euler 

differencing method, whereby the integral is estimated from the final point, i. e. 

0 n+l 
. on + f(tn+l on+l), &t (3.29) 

Where At is relatively large, solution accuracy may be improved by using the second 

order Crank-Nicolson scheme (Crank and Nicolson, 1947). This scheme is both 

backward and forward differencing and is based on the trapezoidal rule written: 
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0 n+l . on +1 [f (t., O") +f (t. 
+,, O 041)]At (3 30) 

2 

3.5.5 SIMPLE and SIMPLEC Algorithms 

The SIMPLE (Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure-Linkcd Equations) algorithm was 

developed by Patankar and Spalding (1972). It provides an initial guess of the pressure 

field which is then used by the selected differencing scheme to give the velocity 

components. The algorithm continually updates and corrects the values of pressure and 

velocity in order that mass flow continuity is observed. 

Van Doormal and Raithby (1984) modified the SIMPLE algorithm to develop the 

SIMPLEC (SIMPLE-Consistent) algorithm. This algorithm is more accurate because it 

ignores terms that are less significant than those discarded by the SIMPLE algorithm. 

3.5.6 Convergence 

If the numerical method can produce a solution which approaches the exact soluti 
' 
on as 

the grid spacing and control volume size tends to zero, then this method is described as 

convergent. For small grid sizes, convergence rate is controlled by the order of the 

truncation error in the numerical method. 

3.5.7 Stability 

For iterative methods, a stable method is one that does not diverge. Divergence is the 

process whereby the errors occurring in the solution process arc magnified continuously 

and, most often, is caused by complex, non-orthogonal grid systems or an unphysical. 
definition of the problem by the user. 

3.5.8 Grid Independence 

Since the discretisation process is applied at grid nodes, a finer mesh leads to a more 

accurate solution, provided convergence is adequate. However, the finer the grid,. the 

greater the solution cost in terms of required computer hardware and calculation time. 

Where similar convergence statistics and final solutions can be proved to be found 

through use of a coarser mesh, grid independence has been shown and this mesh is 

sufficient for accurate results. 
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3.6 Post-Processing Stage 

The final stage involves the post-processor. The post-processor allows the geometry and 

grid to be displayed and manipulated and presents the computed solutions to the flow 

problem in the form of vector plots, line and shaded contour plots and particle tracking. 

3.7 Turbplence Modelling 

At low Reynolds numbers, fluid flows are laminar, and may be completely described by 

the governing equations presented in section 3.3. Schlichting (1979), presents analytical 
techniques for solving the continuity and Navier-Stokes equations in simple flows but 

the finite volume method in CFD is capable of providing solutions in more complex 

situations. 

However, laminar flows are rare in most areas of engineering. The Reynolds numbers 

are usually high and the flows, become unstable, exhibiting time dependent and 

stochastic behaviour. It is important for engineers to represent the effects of turbulence 

in order to properly characterise the performance of their systems. There are a number of 

turbulence models available in CFX-4.2. The most commonly used is the k-epsilon 

model. 

3.7.1 k-epsilon Model 

The k-c model (Launder and Spalding, 1974), uses an eddy viscosity hypothesis which 

assumes that the Reynolds stresses occurring in the turbulent flows may be linearly 

related to the mean velocity gradients in a manner analogous to the stress and strain 

tensors in laminar Newtonian flow. This model solves two further transport partial 
differential equations, one for the turbulent kinetic energy k and one for the energy 

dissipation rate c. 

The scalar transport equations for k and r are: 
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d(pk) 
+ V. (pkU) - V. k+G, + Bj - pE 

0 

Ic"t I 

2t 

+ c1, c3, B. (3 -3 
2) 

& 
V. (piEu) 

» v. VE+ Cl' 
k 

Gdr - C2'p 
kk 

1 

7ß1,1 
where g is the turbulent viscosity. G is the production term due to shear stresse.;: 

G- 2p, Eij, Eij, and B is the production term due to buoyancy forces: B-- 
Le 

g-vP- 
Palp 

The effective viscosity, 14ff, is defmed br- 14ff =u+ 14. If the y-axis points verti cally 

upwards, the gravitational vector (g) is given by-. g= (0, -9.81,0). 

The turbulent viscosity, g, is found from: 
2 

PC,. - (1ý3) 

For the standard k-epsilon turbulence model, the values of the constants are: Cw = 0.09P 

crk = 1.00; or, = 1.30; C1, = 1.44 and Qu =1.92. These were derived from a process of 

data fitting to a wide range of turbulent flows. Ile Prandtl numbers uk and a, connect 

the diffusivities of k and E to the eddy viscosity A. Ejj is a matrix representing the mean 

rate of deformation of a fluid element in a turbulent flow. Where buoyancy forces are 

involved, C3, - 1.0 and 4gp = 0.9 (CFX-4.2: Solver, 1997). 

Close to the region of a wall, the k-E model uses a logarithmic law to relate tývo 

dimensionless groups u' and y'. The log-law is written: 

u* - -iln(Ey*) where u* - and y* . 
pu'y (3.34) 

U 
K ur 

For smooth walls, the values of K and E are 0.4 and 9.8 respectively. y+ is the non- 

dimensional wall distance while the friction velocity, u,, is deduced from: 
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(3.35) 

3.7.2 Performance of the k-epsilon Model 

The k-epsilon turbulence model is the most well validated of all turbulence models. For 

the majority of industrially relevant flows, the k-e model produces reasonable 

approximations of fluid behaviour. 

However, since this model erroneously assumes that the turbulent viscosity is isotropic 

(i. e. that the ratio between Reynolds stress and the mean rate of deformation is the same 
in all directions), it can be very inaccurate in the prediction of swirling flows and fully 

developed flows in non-circular ducts. The introduction of algebraic stress models that 

incorporate the effects of anisotropy into CFD solutions should improve the 

approximations of complex flows. 

3.7.3 Low Reynolds Number k-epsilon Model 

At Reynolds numbers significantly less than 3 OX104, the log-law is no longer valid and 
it is more accurate to use the low Reynolds number k-E model. This model damps the 

eddy viscosity where the Reynolds number is low, and modifies the definition of epsilon 

so that is goes to zero at waRs. It assumes a linear variation in velocity near surfaces. 
Equation (3.33) becomes: 

Cofop 
k 
E 

Equation (3.31) is modified to give: 

(3.36) 

d(pk) 
+V. (pkU)-V. M+ 7 Vkl+Gk+Bk- pe (3-37) -ýk 

lit ) 

Equation (3.32) becomes: 

d(pe) cc2t V. (PEU) - V. u+VE+ Cif, Ge - C2J2P + CJ, C3, B� (3.38) 
(kkk 

91 
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where the wall damping functions of Lam and Bremhorst (1981) are: 

fp exp(-0.0165 Rey J(1+20' fl + 
0*051 

and, ' TP 
f2 

-1- exp(- Re, 2) 

ý(339) 
2 

The local turbulent Reynolds number, Re,, is defined by-. Re, j2ýý and the parameter 
lit 

Rey is given by: Rey 
1/2 Y 

P 

3.8 Multi-Component Flows 

3.8.1 Background 

CFX-4.2 has facilities for computing the turbulent flow of gaseous mixtures. Here, 

several assumptions are made by the code: 

" The various components or 'species' are mixed at a molecular level. 

" The species share identical velocity, pressure and temperature fields. 

" Mass transfer is solely by convection and diffusion mechanisms. 
This study uses models that describe the flow of turbulent, compressible, buoyant 

mixtures. 

3.8.2 Notation and Transport Equations 

The mass per unit volume of species A is called the concentration, cA, of species A. Ile 

mass fraction, YA of species A at a point is the ratio of the mass of A to the total mass- of 

the mixture, in a small control volume around the point. Hence, we can write: 

YA 
- 

CA 

P. 

where N is the mixture density. 

(3.40) 
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Mass fraction is a convenient variable for describing the mass transfer involved in a 

multi-component fluid as it obeys a transport equation in an identical generic form to the 

general scalar advection-diffusion equation. Where there is no creation or destruction of 

species A by chemical reactions or phase change, equation (3.12) may be re-written as: 

d(P. YA) 
+ V*(pmuy (3.41) 

dt A) - V*(FAVYA) w0 

The molecular diffusion coefficient of species A is denoted I'A and the diffusivity of 

species A in species B is written DAB. If A and B form a binary mixture, DAB = DBA and 

we can write: 17A - 17B - pbDAB, where pb is the density of the background or 'carrier' 

fluid. 

The numerical model assumes constant diffusion coefficients. Ubelling the species A= 

0,1,2,..... NmF where the species A=0 is the background fluid, the code solves NmF 

mass fraction equations and determines the mass fraction of the background fluid from 

Nxff 
the relation: 

I YA 

For incompressible flows, the mixture density is set equal to the density of the 
background fluid. For compressible flows, however, all the individual components are 

assumed to obey the perfect gas law and the density of the gas mixture, p,,,, is found 
from: 

1 
NMF y 

-= 
'A 

(3.42) 
Pm 

ý- 

0 PA 

3.8.3 Buoyancy Effects in Multi-Component Models 

If the mixture density varies in different parts of the flow domain, buoyancy driven 

flows will be generated. The buoyancy force, FB, is given by: 
FB 

- (p. - po)g (3.43) 
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where p.. is the mixture density, po is the buoyancy reference density (often taken to be 

the density of the background fluid), and g is the gravitational vector. 

3.8.4 Accuracy of Multi-Component Models 

The accuracy of multi-component flow models is compromised by the assumptions that 

component diffusivities are constant and the physical properties of the mixture are 

identical to those of the background fluid. For laminar compressible flows, the 

component diffusivities are definitely not constant and, for laminar flows involving 

several components, mass transfer is very complex. 

Ile approximations adopted by the numerical model are most valid for laminar flows 

with small component concentrations that do not influence the properties of the bulk 

flow, and for high Reynolds number turbulent flows where turbulent transpo! t 

dominates molecular transport. 

3.9 Particle Transport Modelling 

3.9.1 Background 

In many engineering contexts, but especially in the nuclear and containment industries, 
it is of interest to be able to analyse the motion of particulates within the flow field. 
There is a facility in CFX-4.2 for tracking particles through the flow by using a discret e 
trajectory or Lagrangian approach and solving ordinary differential equations. 

The Lagrangian approach involves: 

Sharing the total mass of the particle phase among a representative sample of 

particles. This sample should correctly represent the particle size distribution and, 

injection position in the computational domain. 
Solving a set of ordinary differential equations for each particle in order to track its 

movements. Physical processes that the particle is subjected to are accounted for. 

e Re-computing the solution for the continuum phase with extra source terms to 
, 

account for the effects of the particles. 
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0 Continuing to solve for the particle and fluid phases until convergence is reached 

and both phases obey equations which are self-consistent. 

3.9.2 Predicting Particle Trqjectories 

The position, time and velocity of each particle are found by solving the equation 

relating the forces imposed on the particle to the rate of change of its velocity. An 

adaptive time step method helps to maintain accuracy but limit the required CPU time. 

This method reduces the integration time step if the particle is accelerating or enlarges it 

if the velocity of the particle is not changing rapidly. 

Equation for Position 

dý 
.c dt 

(3.44) 

where ý is the computational particle position, t is time and C is the computational 

particle velocity. 

Equations for momentum 
The rate of change of momentum is given by Newton's second law, i. e. 

m 
dUp 

m 7F 
P dt ,p 

(3.45) 

where m. is the mass of the particle, U. is the velocity of the particle and F 
P 

is the 

sum of the forces acting on the particle. 

The force, Fp, is composed of a number of constituents. The most important of these are 

drag exerted on the particle by the continuous phase, FD, and the particle buoyancy force 

denoted FBp. 

The drag force is given by: 

FD 
ý1 Zd 

2 Pf CD jUr JUr 
(3.46) 

8P 
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where dp is the particle diameter, pf is the density of the fluid and u, is the relative 

velocity between particle and fluid, i. e. u, = uy - q. - 
The drag factor, CD, found from experimental correlations, is computed using: 

CD - 24 (1+ 015 Re0`7 )/Rep (3.47) 
P 

and the particle Reynolds number is defined by. 

Re. = 
Pf IU, P, 

(3.48) 
P 

The buoyancy force on a particle, FBp, is given by: 

FB, 
J, zd'(pp - pf )g (3.49) 

6P 

where pp is the particle density. 

If the density of the particles is less than or equal to the fluid density, a pressure gradient 
force, Fp, should also be included: 

13 
Fp, 

4 zdpvp (3.50) 

where p is the pressure of the continuous phase. 

On hitting a surface, the degree of re-suspension of the particle will depend on the_ 
coefficient of restitution, e, set by the user. The value of e can range from 0 to I where 
the lower limit results in immediate deposition and the upper limit indicates completely 
elastic re-suspension. 
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3.9.3 Modelling the Effect of Turbulence 

Particles moving a turbulent flow field will naturally be affected by turbulent eddies. To 

incorporate the influences of turbulent dispersion, a contribution due to turbulence is 

added to the continuum velocity in the momentum equation. 

The turbulence is assumed to be comprised of a series of random eddies and the 

variance of speed of these eddies is taken as 2/3 k (k is the turbulent kinetic energy). 

Therefore, the fluid velocity which is used to compute the relative velocity between 

particle and fluid is taken to be equal to the mean velocity plus a fluctuating component, 0 
whereby the extra component is set through the random number generator to have a 

normal distribution of mean zero value and a variance of 2/3 k. 

The eddy lifetime, t,, is given by: 

1.5V2 c 3/4 k 
(3.51) 

The eddy length scale, 1,,, which describes the length of the eddies, is given by: 

c3/4k 
3/2 

mc (3.52) 

where C. is the turbulent model constant and E is the energy dissipation rate. 
Although large particles will move through the eddies, with the time sperit in the eddy 
being determined by the length scale and the particle velocity, smaller particles will 
become trapped in the eddies and follow them during their whole life time. 

3.10 Concluding Remarks 

CFD is a sophisticated tool capable of modelling a variety of different fluid flow 

processes. Its limitations lie in the inability of the engineer to model the process 
correctly, and the power of the computer resources to accurately resolve the spacial and 
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temporal scales of the problem. The usefulness of CFD normally derivcs from its ability 

to forecast likely trends rather than produce accurate solutions. 
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Figure 3.1. Stress components in the x-direction (Versteeg and Malalasekera, 1995). 

Figure'3.2. Example of a structured grid (Harwell-Flow 31): Pre-Processing, 1989). 

Figure 3.3. Example of a 2D block-structured grid with matching at the interfaces 
(Harwell-Flow 31): Pre-Processing, 1989). 
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Figure 3.4. Example of a 2D block- structured grid which does not match at interfaces 
(Ferziger and Peric, 1997). 

Figure 3.5. Example of a 2D unstructured gfid (Ferziger and Peric. 1997). 

In- T- 

Figure 3.6. A typical CV and the notation used for a Cartesian 11) grid (Fer-Ager and 
Peric. 1997). 
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4. VENTILATED TEST CHAMBER 

4.1 Introduction 

Containment facilities using air flows depend on effective, well-distributed ventilation 
for the efficient removal of contaminants. Unfortunately, since these facilities are 
invariably housed in safety conscious environments, the use of the equipment required 
for quantifying their ventilation performance is usually prohibited. For industrial cases, 
therefore, a numerical predictive approach is preferable. 

This chapter describes a test chamber constructed in the laboratory at the University of 
Bristol. Here, it was possible to undertake controlled experimental work in a safe 

environment maintained at atmospheric pressure and a temperature of 20 T. The test 

chamber, which was similar in volume to ventilated containment systems used in 

industry, comprised a cubic enclosure ventilated by single inlet and exhaust registers. 
Like industrial materials handling equipment, it was negatively pressurised and had no 

sources of forced internal mixing. 

Ile general aims of the laboratory experimental work were to analyse ventilation 

performance in a simple geometry using tracer gas techniques, and to compare the 

results obtained to both theory and the corresponding numerical data produced by 

modifications to a commercial CFD code. In this way, it was hoped that it would be 

possible to place a certain degree of confidence in the CFD modelling applied to the 

complex topology of the industrial isolator (Chapter 7). 

The three established tracer gas methods - Pulse Method, Step-Up Method and Step- 

Down Method were described in Chapter 2. Since the Pulse Method requires specialist 
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equipment allowing very controlled gas generation over short time intervals, this 

technique was rejected. Ile Step-Up method was chosen as the primary method for 

analysing the ventilation performance of the enclosure since its application to ventilation 

studies is relatively rare. Ile Step-Down method was used where the Stcp-Up method 
failed to produce 'sensible' results (cases are discussed later) and to enable direct 

comparisons between the two approaches to be made. I 

Carbon dioxide was selected as the tracer gas for the experiment. This gas is relatively 

cheap to purchase, and may be accurately detected using non-dispersive infra-red 

.,, - 
t52), technology. Although carbon dioxide is more dense than air (pco, lp 

provided it is adequately mixed in low concentrations with the inlet air flow,, the 

ventilation characteristics of the system should not be influenced by buoyancy effects. 

T'he majority of commercially available gas detection meters have slow response times, 

often far greater than 30 s. Using direct, on-line sampling, these meters are only suitable 
for applications in large ventilated spaces with low air exchange rates. One of 

' 
the 

principal challenges of the experimental work was, therefore, to design a sampling 
device capable of fast, accurate and repeatable sampling, thus enabling the concentration 
histories in a rapidly ventilating enclosure to be adequately characterised. 

To summarise, the specific objectives of the work reported in this chapter were: - ,, 
0 To develop a new computer-controlled gas sampling technique whereby a series of 

samples are collected at specified time intervals and measured off-line. 
To investigate the suitability of the Step-Up tracer gas method for analysing small 
ventilation systems with relatively high air exchange rates. 
To compare the Step-Up and Step-Down tracer methods. 
To assess the performance of carbon dioxide gas as a tracer of air flows. 
To analyse the implications of changing inlet and outlet configurations in terms of 
the air age distributions generated within the enclosure. 
To produce experimental data for comparison with background theory and 
numerical modelling. 
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4.2 Theory of Residence Time and Mean Internal Age 

4.2.1 Residence Time 

If tracer is injected into the inlet air stream, then the Step-Up tracer gas technique 

permits localised ages of the ventilating air to be deduced. The Step-Down method 

should provide identical information. However, tracer gas techniques also allow more 

global indicators of air quality to be deduced. 

If tracer measurements are conducted in the outlet, the mean residence time of the fluid 

is found. It may be mathematically proven that the mean fluid residence time is always 

equal to the nominal time constant (turnover time) regardless of the internal flow 

characteristics generated by the ventilating system (Sandberg and Sj6berg (1983)). 

Although Levenspiel (1972) states that this is only true where the fluid enters and leaves 

solely by plug flow (i. e. with a uniform velocity profile, and with no backward 

diffusion, swirls or eddies), most real vessels reasonably satisfy this criterion. 

Initially, at time t=0, there is no tracer gas in the enclosure. If tracer is then released 
into the enclosure at a rate of V,, then, at any time t, the mass balance for the whole 

system is: 

I 
1ý18 t- Iýf C,, (t) dt - Vg (t) 

0 

where 'ýg is the volume flow rate of tracer gas (m3/s), IV is the volume flow rate of the 

ventilating air (m3/s), C, (t) is the volumetric tracer gas concentration in the extract 
(M3/M3 ) and Vq(t) is the total volume of tracer gas in the enclosure (M). 

This material balance is represented in Figure 4.1. 

Differentiating equation (4.1) and applying the condition that, at equilibrium, the same 

quantity of gas leaves the enclosure as enters it, gives: 

(00) (4.2) 
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Once the steady state condition has been reached, the average concentration within the 
V, 

g 
(00) 

enclosure is found from: U, (oo) -. Ile tracer gas turnover time is given by: 
v 

'r, 
9 - 

Vg (00) 
(43) 

vtg 

Dividing equation (4.1) by Vg then inserting equations (42) and (43) yields: 

9vW 
t -fF. (t)l, dt - rtg 19 (4.4) 

0 V,.. (c o 

where the cumulative age distribution in the extract, F. (I)ý, is found from 

C, W 
F. (t), -T -( 

e 

v 
The fraction at time t of the steady state content of gas in the enclosure is 'S ". This 

V, 
g 

(00) 

amount may also be termed the cumulative internal age distribution of the gas, written 
Since the corresponding density distribution, g. (t), may be found from: 

t 
G. (t) -fg. (t) dt, then, using equation (4-4) and differentiating, we can write: 

0 
1- F« (t)le - rg g. (t) (4-5) 

If tracer gas is continuously introduced into the supply duct and the inlet concentration 
is Cjj, then the total generation rate of this gas is given by-. Vtg - VCw 

. 

At equilibrium, the average gas concentration in the enclosure is equal to the ga. 
'S 

concentration in the supply or extract ducts, and the same equilibrium concentration is 
found at each point, i. e. 

C(co) . E, (00) . ci", (00) . C, (cc) 

it V, (00) V, (00) v but, frombefore: C, (oo)- g and U, (oo)- g 
mul hence vv Vg v 
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vtg (00) v 

Now, the turnover time of the gas is found from rg =-. Since r, v 
then: 

V19 

v 
rtg -v= rn (4.6) 

Hence, re-arranging equation (4.5) and using -r,, yields: 

1-F a (4.7) 
T. 

From equation (2.12), the mean outlet age (t,, ) is given by: pf. f (I 
- F, 

0 
Im 

Inserting equation (4.7) produces: pf. r,, f g. (t) dt - rn . The integral in this 
0 

expression gives a value of unity since it represents the summation of all the fractions of 
fluid elements in the enclosure having ages of between zero and infinity. Thus finally: 

v 
Pf 

a 
rn -v (4.8) 

The age of the air at the outlet is equal to the nominal time constant. Thus, 

measurements of tracer concentration history in the outlet may be used to deduce the 

turnover time of the system. This is particularly useful where the air flow is difficult to 

determine, or where infiltrations or exfiltrations should be accounted for. 

4.2.2 Mean Internal Age 

The mean internal age of all the air within the whole ventilated enclosure (t,,, ) is given 
by: 

00 
lig. (1) -f 

(1 
- G. (t»dt (4.9) 

Ci W 
where ug. t.. G. (t) - =- for the Step-Up technique, where U, (t) is the mean Ci (oo) 

internal concentration at time t, and U, (co) is the steady state mean internal 

concentration. 
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In terms of the density distribution of the internal age, equation (4.9) may be re-writtcn 

as: 
w 

, ug. fig. (t) di 
0 

(4.10) 

Using relation (4.7) in (4.10), the mean internal age (t. ) may also be expressed in terms 

of the cumulative age distribution in the extract, i. e. 
Go 

pg. fI (I 
- F. (t)l, )dt 

where jig, ") mt. T. 0 

It is impossible to measure mean internal concentrations. Using experiments, therefore, 

the mean internal fluid age cannot be deduced using relation (4.9). However, since it iý 

possible to record the concentration history in the extract duct, the mean internal age 

may be computed from experimental data and equation (4.11). 

4.23 Characteristics of a Ventilation SYstem 

In general, ventilation systems normally exhibit varying degrees of the following 

characteristics. 

1. Direct Short Circuitin 

In this case, supply air enters a space through an inlet and, without widely circulating 

with the air in the space, moves directly to the exhaust and is extracted. For most 

engineering applications, this is a highly undesirable form of ventilation. In terms of 
'dust' removal systems, for example, the air flow will not mix with a large proportion of 
the pollutant material resident in the space and, therefore, will not dilute or remove 
localised contamination. 

However, in certain situations, direct short-circuiting is beneficial and sought after. In 

the pharmaceuticals industry, for example, clean filtered air is sometimes supplied to the 

open faces of containment booths in order to protect raw materials in these booths from 
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pollution present in the surrounding work space. The more directly the supply air passes 
from inlet to booth, the less this air mixes with 'dirty' room air, and the better is the 

protection afforded to the materials. 

A direct short-circuiting system is shown in Figure 4.2a. The Step-Up characteristics in 

the extract that describe a system with a certain degree of short-circuiting are 

represented in Figure 4.3. In terms of the mean internal concentration, the corresponding 

graph will follow a similar form to that shown in Figure 4.4. 

2. Perfect Mixine 

This is an effective form of ventilation that produces good air distribution ensuring that 

pollutant concentrations in the air space are reduced. By entering the space and mixing 
immediately with air already present in the space, the supply air dilutes the 

contaminated air over a constant rate of time. 

Ideally, the flow characteristics of reactors should conform to perfect mixing. Here, the 

aim is to maximise the proportion of reactant that reacts with the fluid within the vessel 

over a given time period. The better the mixing process within the reactor vessel, the 

better is its performance. 

Where perfect mixing exists, Danckwerts (1953) gives the form of the Step-Up 

cumulative age distribution in the extract as: 

-1 c, (t) 
, I-e- (4.12) 

- C. (00) 
Similarly, the corresponding distribution for the mean internal age is: 

C, 

G. -=-- -1- e- (4.13) 
Ci (00) 

Figure 4.2b represents the perfectly mixed system. The distribution functions for the 

extract ages and mean internal ages are presented in Figures 4.3 and 4.4 respectively. 
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Inserting relation (4.12) into equation (4.11) yields the equation for the mean intemal 

age of the fluid under perfect mixing conditions, i. e. 
I 

di tm ý -ýl e Ire (4.14) 
T. 0( 

Integrating shows that, for a perfectly mixed ventilation system, the mean internal age is 

equal to the nominal time constant or the mean residence time of the air. Ibus, 

tM , Tie , 10 (4.15) 

The same result is obtained by using equation (4.13) in cquation (4.9). 

For perfect mixing, relation (4.15) is also true for the Step-Down approach. 

It should be appreciated that, for the foregoing analysis, perfect mixing implies identical 

age distributions for the fluid both in the vessel and in the outflowing strcam. It does not 

necessarily reflect a homogeneity in tracer concentration throughout the vessel. 

3. Perfect Disiqlacement VentiWion 

Perfect displacement ventilation is said to occur when the air flows directly from inlet to 

outlet in a 'plug' or 'piston' manner. Here, all the fluid elements entering the s)stem at 

the same instant in time do so with equal velocity and on parallel paths. Ilere is no 

stagnation and all the fluid elements spend the same time in the system before being 

extracted. The supply air does not mix with the existing air and, in principal, removes 

all contamination from the space in one pass. 

In practice, this ideal system is impossible to re-produce for two reasons. Firstly, short- 

circuiting in conventional systems is difficult to eliminate completely and, secondly, 
Newtonian fluids are always prone to varying degrees of mixing due to viscous effects 

and diffusion mechanisms. 

The uniform flow of a perfect displacement system is shown in Figure 4.2c while Figure 

4.3 shows the corresponding probability cumulative age distribution in the extract. For 0 

:st: 5 -r,,, there is no recorded concentration in the extraction duct. Once a time period 
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equivalent to -the nominal time constant has elapsed, one 'pass', has occurred. The 

concentration in the extract then equals that in the supply duct, and the system has 

reached equilibrium. To summarise, the distribution F. (t)l, for the Step-Up method is of 

the form: 

cl (t) 0 (0: 5 t<Z. ) 
F. (t)1. - cý, (00) . 

11 

- (t 2: T. ) - 
(4.16) 

Equation (4.11) may be expressed as: 

i Ts 1 00 - 
tm = -ft(l - F(t))dt + -; '7ýt(l - F(t))dt 

T. 0 

Inserting the distribution for perfect displacement ventilation and integrating gives: 

rn 
t '2 (4.17) 

Therefore, for perfect displacement ventilation, the mean age of the fluid within the 

system is equal to one half of the nominal time constant. 

Figure 4.4 shows the graph that characterises the accumulation in the mean internal 

tracer concentration for a perfect displacement ventilation system. This graph is of the 

form: 

Ei (t) 
.' 

-L t< 
Ei (Co) v. 

1 

Inserting this relation into equation (4.9) also yields: t,,, - 
! '-'. An identical result may 2 

be obtained using the Step-Down technique. 

4.2.4 Use of the 2 nd Moment 

Sandberg (1983) showed that the second moment of the age distribution can be used to 

relate the turnover time and the mean internal fluid age. 
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From equation (2.11), the second moment about the origin may be expressed in terms, of 

both the frequency and cumulative age distributions, i. e. 

14 (2) 
. ft'f. (t) dt - 2ft (I - F. (1)ýIt (4 . 19) 

00 

As already discussed, the mean internal age of a system is found from: 

t 
(I 

- F. (t)l, ) dt and, therefore, using equation (4.19) 

1 (4.20) ý, T Pt. 

The variance of the age distribution is defined by the equation: 
ao 

tuh =f (4.21) 

0 

Using equations (4.8) and (4.20) to replace the first and second moments about the 

distribution with expressions in terms of the nominal time constant and the mean fluid 

age yields: ruf. - 2rn lig, 
(1) 

- r. 2, or: Iý 

(1). 
-L(I 

2 2) pg. T, + larf. (4.22) 
2-r. 

Since the variance of a distribution is always greater than or equal to zero, the mean 

internal fluid age of the system is always greater than or equal to one half of the nominal 

time constant or residence time, i. e. 

lig. 'r. where, -r. - pf. (l) and tm ý4.23) 
2 

Under ideal conditions of perfect displacement ventilation with no short-circuiting or 

mixing, the lower theoretical limit of equation (4.23) is obeyed. 
r 

One of the closest approximations to plug flow is that of a flow in a pipe. However,, 

even in this case, friction at the pipe surfaces creates a variation in velocity from axis to 
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wall that means that fluid near the walls lags behind. This non-uniformity in the flow is 

more evident under laminar conditions than turbulent. The latter scenario, though, 

produces greater longitudinal and axial mixing due to more pronounced eddy diffusion. 

Since outlet age is independent of air flow distribution, the areas above all three graphs 

'' C" (t) 
to the line .1 in Figure 4.3 are identical. Graphs of concentration decay in the 

, C. 00) 

extract for the three systems described are shown in Figure 4.5 where, similarly, the 

areas under . the graphs are the same. Here, F. (t)j, -I-C, 
W. 

The mean internal 
C, (0) 

characteristics for the Step-Down method, are shown in Figure 4.6, where 

G. (t) -1- -C(t) E, (0) * 

4.3 Experimental Design 

43.1 Ventilated System 

With reference to Figure 4.7, the components of the ventilated system are numbered 1-4. 

They are as follows: 

1. Ventilated Enclosure 

This consisted of an air tight cubic enclosure of side 800 mm, constructed from 

transparent perspex of 10 mm. thickness. Air entered the enclosure via the inlet duct and 
left through the extraction duct. The perspex had a very low thermal conductivity and, 

therefore, the air within the enclosure was maintained at near isothermal conditions. 

The enclosure was designed such that one of two possible extraction points could be 

used. In addition, it was possible to draw air into the enclosure through an inlet on a face 

either opposite the exhaust or adjacent to it, thus allowing different inlet and extraction 

configurations to be investigated. All inflow and outflow points were of side 120 mm. 
To prevent direct short-circuiting from inlet to outlet, a square aluminium cover plate of 

side 160 mm was positioned 20 mm from the extract point. 
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2. Gas Iniection Mechanism 

Chapter 

The carbon dioxide tracer gas was supplied from a cylinder in which it was held in 

liquefied form under pressure at 15 *C. A single-stage flow regulator (Saphire lid. ) was 

used to lower the pressure of the gas and control its outflow in the range 0-35 Vmin. 

Since small flow rates were required, the gas flow rate was verified further by passing it 

through a flow meter operating in the range 2-25 I/min (Platon Flowbits Lid. ). ne 

temperature of the gas coming out of the cylinder was measured using aK type 

thermocouple as 16 *C. 

3. Inlet Duct 

The perspex inlet facility of total length 1045 mm and intcrnal dimensions X= 120 Mm; 

Y= 120 mm comprised two sub-sections. Ile 380 mm long end-section of the inlet was 
designed to encourage the incoming air and gas to mix as much as possible in a uniform 

manner over the whole cross section of the ducting. This was achieved in two stages. 

First of all, the injection of gas was evenly distributed over the inlet area using 16 
lengths of 6 mm internal diameter PVC tubing held within a section of aluminium 
honeycomb. The honeycomb, which also allowed air into the duct from the room, had 
hexagonal perforations of side 6 mm and had a width (X) of 50 mm, a height (Y) of M 

mm. and a breadth (Z) of 150 mm. By branching off the gas injcction pipe Mi this 

manner, the tracer was introduced into the inlet duct with negligible momentum. 

Further mixing was induced by forcing the flow to travel over a series of thirteen copper 
pipes of 15 mm. diameter (positioned horizontally perpendicular to the inflow of air a' nd 
gas), and a small 12 V DC axial fan of diameter 80 mm. The turbulence generated by 

the disturbance to the flow steam greatly assisted with the mixing process. 

The role of the second part of the inlet, which was connected to the cubic enclosure, 'was 

to straighten and then develop the turbulent gas mixture. Straightening of the flow'. was 
encouraged by first passing it through glass fibre filter paper (thickness 25 nun 
compressed to 5 mm), and then through a section of aluminium honeycomb of width (X) 
50 mm, height (1) 205 mm. and breadth (Z) 165 mm comprising small hexagon 

' 
al 
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perforations of side 2 mm. A final 610 mm length of perspex ducting ensured that the 

flow was sufficiently well developed before it entered the enclosure. , 

The inlet facility was equipped with a 12 mm diameter access port for velocity 

measurement of the inflow (at 25 mm from the entrance to the enclosure) and a 15 mm 

diameter access port for gas concentration measurement of the inflow (at 60 mm from 

the entrance to the enclosure). 

4. Extraction Duct 

The stainless steel extraction or exhaust facility consisted of a rectangular section of 400 

mm in length and 0.0144 rn 2 cross-sectional area, and a diverging section of length 600 

mm that housed a circular axial fan at the end. The fan had a diameter of 300 mm and 

was equipped with a speed controller enabling the exhaust-flow rate to be varied in the 

range 0 to 500 m3/hr (Axair Fans, Ltd. ). The exhaust air was taken out of the room via a 
flexible PVC dust extraction hose of internal diameter 102 mm and length 2.5 m. This 

was done to ensure that no 'contaminated' air could re-enter the inlet. The outlet facility 

also had a sampling port for flow and gas concentration measurements at a distance of 

70 mm from the exit of the enclosure. 

All connections between separate sections of ducting and between duct work and the 

enclosure were sealed using rubber gaskets. 

43.2 Sampling Mechanism 

The majority of commercially available gas detection meters have slow response times, 

often far greater than 30 s. T'llese meters are designed for continuous tracer monitoring 
in relatively large ventilated spaces. 

The sampling mechanism employed for this study was off-line, whereby gas samples 

were collected at known time intervals and then injected into an instrument to enable the 

concentration histories to be ascertained. This was done because, given the relatively 

small volume of the enclosure, and hence the small time period before tracer 
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equilibrium conditions are reached, it was known that the response time of the gas meter 

was far too slow for direct in-situ measurements to be carried out accurately. --- 

The sampling mechanism consisted of components 5-8 as numbered in Figure 4.7. 

5. Samplinje Probe and Probe Support 

The sampling probe was comprised of a 930 mm length of 15 mm diameter copper 

tubing, through which there were seventeen individual stainless steel hypodermic tubes 

of 1.55 mm internal diameter and length 1.0 m. The hypodermic tubes were threaded 

through perspex caps on both ends of the copper tube. These caps had 2 mm diameter 

holes and held the hypodermic tubes in position. Sixteen of the hypodermic tubes were 

connected to their corresponding solenoid via 800 mm sections of 2 mm internal 

diameter PVC tubing and then 30 mm lengths of 3 mm internal diameter tubing. The 

seventeenth tube served as a spare and was blocked. All PVC tubing connections were 

sealed with silicon sealant and heat shrink tubing. Figure 4.8 shows the sampling probe. 

Through use of a probe support attached to an inlet point, the sampling probe could be 

extended to the desired sampling location within the enclosure or outlet ducting; and 

held there tightly in position. Details concerning a sampling probe support are shown in 

Figure 4.9. These supports could also be attached above the inlet and extract access 

holes to enable initial and final flow conditions to be established with the sampling 

probe. 

6. Collection Apparatus 

The collection apparatus consisted of 18 polypropylene syringes of 50 ml volume, and 
18 solenoid valves (24 V DC). Of these syringes and valves, 16 were used to record gas 

concentration at the chosen position (location solenoids), whilst the remaining 2 sets 

were used to measure the inlet conditions (inlet solenoids). 

With the valves in the closed position, a vacuum could be created in each syringe by 

manually extending the plunger until a spring-loadcd locking mechanism held the 

plunger in place. Figure 4.10 shows the syringe locking mechanism which was 
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constructed from stainless steel. PTFE tape was used to make all the solenoid valves air 

tight and enable them to hold a vacuum over a long period of time. 

When the valves were opened by the control electronics, gas flowed rapidly up the 

hypodermic tubes and through the PVC tubing to be collected in the syringes. In a 

similar manner, when the electronics triggered the valves to close, the tracer gas was 

held within the syringes ready to be measured. A syringe was filled with gas in less than 

1 s. Plastic clamps were used to enclose the gas in the syringes during transportation to 

the gas detection meter. The 'dead' volumes in the hypodermic tubing, PVC tubing and 

solenoids were accounted for in the calculations. 

7. Control Electronics 

Ile control electronics component consisted of two sets of identical electronic 

components housed on two circuit boards which separately controlled the operations of 

the first nine solenoid valves and then the second nine. A 24V DC voltage was supplied 

across both circuit boards. 

A computer was selected for the timing control. The Digital / Analogue card provided a 

single voltage output at each time interval for each set of components (on DAC 1 and 
DAC 2). By setting different threshold voltages for each circuit, progressively increasing 

step voltages supplied by the computer at chosen time intervals were able to trigger each 

solenoid valve sequentially. Zenor diodes allow current to flow through them if and 

only if the voltage across the diode exceeds the specified break-down voltage. The break 

down voltage was specified by adjusting a variable resistor. Darlington chips, consisting 

of a series of transistors, enabled the small input voltages to be magnified to levels that 

allowed the relay circuits to function. When a relay circuit functioned, it directed the 24 

V supply voltage across the connected solenoid valve and the valve opened instantly. A 

diagram of the electronics arrangement on one circuit board is shown in Figure 4.11. 

Photographs of a circuit board and the electronics box are shown in Figure 4.12. 

The electronics was arranged such that when one solenoid was instructed to open, the 

previous one closed instantly. The first of the two inlet solenoids was connected in 
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series with the first location solenoid. It triggered at the same time as the rust location 

solenoid in order to record the initial inlet concentration. Similarly, the second inlet 

solenoid enabled the inlet conditions at the end of the experiment to be measured by 

opening at the same instant as the final location solenoid. 

8. PC and Sampling Software, 

Written in Pascal 6.0 and run from an IBM 486 computer, the sampling softwa-. e 

controlled the time intervals at which gas was collected in successive s)Tingcs. Tle user 

was able to independently select the required sampling time intervals for the first 8 

samples, the next 5 samples and the final 3 samples, and could instruct the first sample 

to be taken instantaneously or following the first time period. The D/A card (PC30AT 

supplied by Amplicon Systems lid. ) ensured that the digital voltage output from the 

computer was converted into analogue signals on two separate outputs that could be 

used by the control electronics. A full listing of the Pascal code may be found in 

Appendix A. 

4.4 Gas Concentration Measurement 

4.4.1 Principle of Detection using Infra-Red Cells 

Many gases, including carbon dioxide, absorb energy in the infra-red part of the 

spectrum. This absorption, however, only occurs at specific frequencies which 

correspond to the resonant frequencies of the molecular bonds of the gas molecules 

concerned. Since it is possible to identify the resonant frequencies of most gases (carbon 

dioxide molecules resonate at a wavelength of 4.265 pm), filtering radiation to the 

correct characteristic wavelength and then measuring the degree of energy absorption 
allows gas concentrations to be deduced. 

4.4.2 Vaisala NDIR Sensor 

A carbon dioxide meter supplied by Vaisala was used to measure the concentrations of 

collected tracer gas. 11is meter is highly stable and insensitive to other gases and to 

water vapour. It uses a Non-Dispersive Infra-Red (NDIR) single wavelength sensor with 
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a single optical path and without moving parts to measure the concentration of carbon 

dioxide in a sample of gas. 

Figure 4.13 shows the components of the meter. Essentially, it is comprised of an infra- 

red source, a sampling cell, an infra-red filter and a detector. Electronics drive the 

source and process the signals from the sensor. The infra-red source is the hot filament 

of a tungsten lamp emitting a broad band of radiation which is guided through the gas 

held in the sample cell. Before entering the detector, the infra-red is passed through a 

filter which selects out a very narrow band of frequencies corresponding to the 

absorption band for C02- If no C02 is present in the sample cell, the energy reaching the 

detector is a maximum. As the concentration Of C02 in increases, the energy level falls. 

The detector converts the infra-red energy into an electrical signal which is processed by 

the electronics to generate a voltage output signal. 

The meter has an accuracy of !: 1% of full scale + 2% of reading. Over long periods of 

time, it was found that the meter became less stable as it warmed up. Hence, two 

cooling fans of 80 mm in diameter were used. The concentration of gas collected in each 

syringe was recorded by purging the gas sample through the meter using a pump 

operating at 1.0 I/min. A two-way mechanical valve permitted the sample to be re- 

circulated through the sensor element until a constant output voltage was observed on 

the voltmeter (within 5 minutes) and then, once the reading has been taken, evacuated 

from the meter until the background voltage reading was retained. To remove any 

particulate material from the gas which could contaminate the meter, the sample was 

passed through a filter with a pore size of 1.0 pm. 

A photograph of the complete experimental arrangement is shown in Figure 4.14. 

4.43 Meter Calibration 

The meter consistently produced a background voltage of approximately 13.8 mV. 

Using the measurement technique detailed in secti6n 4.4.2, the meter was accurately 

calibrated using 50 ml syringes filled with precision mixtures of carbon dioxide in air 
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(0.5 %, 1 1.5 %, 2.0 %, 2.5 % by volume) supplied by Bedfont Scientific- Ibc 

calibration was repeated twice and the average results used. The linear voltage output 

obtained is shown in Figure 4.15. Re-calibration at a later date confirmed that the meter 

was highly stable. - 

All injected samples, were diluted by the small 'dead' volume of the meter. itself 

(connecting tubing, measurement cell, pump and filter). However, since an identical 

volume of gas and measurement procedure was used for the calibration and the aCtIW 

tests, this error was eliminated. 

4.5 Experimental Procedure 

4.5.1 Inlet Conditions 

The rate of air flow into the enclosure was chosen in order that the time scales of the 

system were not too small for the time controlled sampling device and not too large such 

as to require large volumes of gas injection. 

By traversing a thermal anemometer (Solomat 127MS) with a reported accuracy of 0.1 

% full scale deflection across the inlet, the average inlet air velocity was measured as 

0.46 m/s corresponding to a volume flow rate of 6.62 I/s or 397.2 Ilmin. Jjerefore, the 

turnover time for the ventilated enclosure was 77 s. 

With a constant flow of carbon dioxide gas passing through the inlet, the distribution of 

gas concentration across the height of the inlet duct was recorded. Ilis was done in 

order to assess the efficiency with which the copper pipes and axial fan in the duct mix 
the incoming tracer in the inlet air flow. For each height, gas was collected in an inlet 

syringe and the concentration was measured using the Vaisala meter. Figure 4.16 shows 
the profile of concentration. 

Although there were slight variations in concentration with height, it was evident that 

the level of uniformity in terms of tracer mixing was satisfactory for test purposes. 
_ 
The 

average concentration across the inlet duct for the test carried out was 2.10 % by volume 
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and the standard deviation around this value was only 0.06 %. This concentration level 

was selected in order that: 
1. ) the air flow was not greatly influenced by buoyancy. 

2. ) the range of concentration levels within the enclosure was large enough to produce a 

sufficient degree of variation in the voltage readings produced by the gas meter. 
3. ) small variations in the indoor carbon dioxide level had little impact on the results 

obtained. The outdoor ambient concentration of carbon dioxide is approximately 

350 ppm. The indoor concentration can vary in the range 500 ppm. to 2000 ppm 

(Fisk and De Almeida, 1998) but, under controlled laboratory conditions, this 

variation is much smaller. 

Assuming an average concentration of 2.10 % carbon dioxide, the relative density of the 

gas mixture to air was 1.01. The range in voltage readings from 0% to 2.10 % tracer 

concentration was about 64 mV. 

In addition, the time period between turning on the gas and then attaining the 

equilibrium concentration at the centre of the inlet duct (pick-up period) was recorded 

using the sampling probe. With the same inlet flow conditions as above, a sampling 

time of 1s for the first eight samples and 10 s for the second eight samples, the transient 

accumulation of tracer gas in the inlet duct was measured. Figure' 4.17 shows the results 

obtained. 

The equilibrium concentration was 2.27 % and this was reached after a time period of 5 

s. The pick-up period was sufficiently small compared to the time period over which the 

majority of the enclosure tests would be run. Further, the graph indicates that once the 

equilibrium concentration was reached, the concentration remained very consistent and 

was not prone to large fluctuations which would introduce errors in the results obtained. 
Hence, the amount of gas passing into the enclosure could be assumed to be constant 

throughout the duration of a test. 
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4.5.2* Step-Up Method-"' 

The inlet air flow was maintained at 397.2 I/min and, assuming no leakages, this was 

equivalent to the rate of air extraction. Even with a controlled gas injection, it proved 
impossible tO re-pioduce identical inlet concentrations and these concentrations varied 
between 2% and 2.5 %. However, this was not important since any analysis of fluid age 

would involve the nbrmalisation of the'concentrations, with respect to their steady state 

value whereby the steady state value should closely approximate the inlet concentration. 

The sampling procedure was initiated 5s after the gas was turned on to allow for the 

pick-up period. Sampling intervals were generally chosen in order to obtain a good set 

of concentration data over the entire measurement time period leading to steady state 

conditions. However, although the timing apparatus was extremely accurate and reliable 
in the range 1- 15 s, problems were sometimes encountered at longer time intervals 

where small surges in voltage prematurely triggered the solenoid valves. Where this 

problem persisted, it was necessary to restrict the interval to the range specified. Ile 

inlet concentration was sampled after the first time period and once the test had been 

completed. 

4.53 Step-Down Method 

Using an identical air flow rate to the Step-Up procedure, gas was injected into, the 

enclosure for a period of 8 minutes. This time period substantially exceeded the 

sampling interval for all the Stcp-Up tests, and spot tests confirmed that the steady state 
concentrations had been reached at all sampling locations. Mixing fans in the enclosure 
were not used for the following reasons: 

, -or systems with high air exchange rates and fast concentration decay, the 
disturbance these fans initially cause to the steady air flow patterns in the enclosure 
would incur significant errors in the results obtained. I -I 
The relatively high flows generated in the enclosure would themselves encourage 
sufficient mixing of the tracer throughout the enclosure over a such a lengthy time 
period. 

0 Point sampling revealed that mixing in the enclosure was adequate. 
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The injection of gas was stopped and, at the same time, the sampling procedure was 
initiated. The first gas sample was collected at time t=0. A further 15 samples were 

collected over a sufficiently long period of time such as to accurately describe the decay 

characteristics at that location. The inlet concentration was recorded at the end of the 

test. 

4.5.4 Preparations for Tests 

Before each test period, the extract fan was allowed to run for at least 15 minutes in 

order to develop the steady state flow patterns within the test chamber. The gas meter 

was warmed up over a period of 5 minutes and, between each sample measurement, it 

was left for at least 2 minutes in order that the sensor cell be cleared of residual gas and 

the background voltage be retained. Following each test, 20 minutes was allowed for the 

extraction system to remove all the gas remaining in the enclosure. In addition, the 

sampling procedure was initiated in order to remove residual gas from the tubing . 

For the Step-Up method, the inlet concentration collected at the end of the experiment 

was assumed to be the inlet concentration during the entire measurement period. 

4.5.5 Inlet - Outlet Test Conrigurations 

Two different inlet - outlet configurations were compared and these are shown in Figure 

4.18. Both configurations had the outlet duct positioned centrally on the low-x (x =0 

mm) face of the enclosure. Ile first arrangement had the inlet duct located on the high-x 

(x = 800 mm) face of the enclosure directly opposite to the outlet. This arrangement was 
known as 1.0.0 (Inlet Opposite Outlet). An Inlet Adjacent to Outlet (I. A. 0) set-up was 

used for the second configuration, whereby the inlet was place centrally on the high-z (z 

= 800 mm) face of the enclosure adjacent to the outlet. 

For each configuration, the transient change in gas concentration was recorded within 

the enclosure in order to establish the localised air ages. Tests were conducted along the 

horizontal z-axis at positions z= 100 mm (1), 250 mm (2), 400 mm (3), 550 mm (4) and 
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700 mm (5), and along the vertical y-axis at y= 100 mm (6), 250 mm (7), 550 mm (8) 

and 700 mm. (9). For the I. A. 0 configuration, it was also possible to take readings along 

the horizontal x-axis at x= 100 mm. (10), 250 mm. (11), 550 mm (12) and 700 mm. (13). 

For each configuration, gas was also sampled in the outlet in order to determine the 

outlet age of the air and its mean internal age. 

4.6 Analysis Techniques 

4.6.1 Step-Up Method 

Data of tracer concentration, C(t), and time elapsed since tracer injected, t, was 

obtained. As discussed in Chapter 2, the mean age at a given location is found from the 

expression: 
m 

t. -f 
(1 

- F. (t» dt (4.24) 

where, for the Step-Up method, F,. (t) -- 
C(t) 
COO) 

In most cases, the results obtained were fitted to the exponential step-up form: 

C(t) - C(oojl - e-' 
] (4.25) 

Inserting equation (4.25) into equation (4.24) yields: 
w 

t. f e- dt (4.26) 
0 

Integrating reveals that: 

ta (4.27) 

The mean age is also the area above the exponential graph 
C(t) 

to the COO) 

horizontal line at C(t)/C(oo) = 1. 
In order to determine the values of C(oo) and A, the data was expressed in the 
logarithmic form: 
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In 1- 
C(t) At (4.28) 1 
COO) 

I 

Different values of Qw) were inserted into this equation until the error in the least 

squares linear fit with an intercept of zero produced by EXCEL was minimised. The 

gradient of the logarithmic graph gave the value of A. Equation (4.27) was then used to 

determine the fluid age at that location. To further assess the degree of mixing at the 

sampled location, the steady state concentration, C(oo), was compared to the measured 

inlet concentration, Cmi. 

In some cases, however, it was evident that the data did not conform to this exponential 

function. For example, when using the I. A. 0 configuration, at some positions along the 

central z-axis running directly from the inlet to the wall, the concentrations tended to 

initially rise in linear manner, and then 'flatten off' abruptly to a steady state value. This 

was due to direct short-circuiting effects, and little mixing. 

It was felt that fitting exponential curves to this trend of data was invalid. However, 

using the statistical approach of Sandberg (1981) for finding age distributions, which is 

detailed in Chapter 2, it was still possible to deduce fluid age at these locations. The 

method followed involves a discrete adaptation of the continuous integral shown in 

equation (4.24). 

Firstly, the discrete concentration values were normalised with respect to the steady 

state concentration. Then, the results were analysed using a series of linear cumulative 

age distribution functions. If n is the total number of samples taken, i is the sample 

number, F., (t) denotes the cumulative age distribution between sample numbers (i-1) 

and (z) then the local fluid age, t,, is given by: 

fF., (t) dt (4.29) 

where t.,, is the time at which steady state concentration is reached and i= (1, n). 
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Hence, the localised fluid age may be computed from the area between the graph and the 

horizontal asymptote at C(t)IC(co) = 1. Naturally, there are errors in the assumption that 

the concentration varies linearly with time between each data point. Further, It is 

difficult to be sure that equilibrium had in fact been reached. However, the inaccuracies 

incurred by assuming exponential gas accumulation would be far more serious. 

4.6.2 Step-Down Method 

The mean fluid age at the sampling location is also given by equation (4.24). In this case 

however, the cumulative age distribution is: F. (t) -1- 
C(f) 

as outlined in Chapter 2. ' 
C(O) 

In all cases, the results obtained followed the exponential decay form: 

C(t) - C(O)e-*" (4.30) 

Using relation (4.30) and the correct age distribution function in equation (4.24), it can 

easily be shown that once again the fluid age is given by t. - Ibis time, however, 

the age is the area under the graph 
C(l) 

- e-Al C(O) 

In terms of fitting the exponential function to the data set, the decay method is easier 

since the only unknown is A. The initial concentration value, C(O), is measured. For this 

reason, an exponential decay can be fitted to the results by the software without the need 

for a logarithmic approach. 

4.63 Outlet Age and Mean Internal Age 

The outlet fluid age (residence time) was determined by using the concentration data 

collected in the extract duct and then applying the analysis procedure for the tracer gas 

method concerned. 
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The mean internal fluid age was computed using extract data and equation (4-11). For 

both tracer methods, exponential forms were fitted to the data. Equation (4.11) may be 

re-written as: 

At (4.31) tm (t. e- )dt 

o 
Integration then yields: 

1 
tm 7- (4.32) 

It should be emphasised that equation (4.32) will only provide an approximation for t,,,. 
In reality, the accumulation or decay of tracer at the outlet will only follow an 

exponential form exactly if the system is perfectly mixed. 

4.7 Results and Discussion 

4.7.1 Data Presentation 

Every test was conducted twice to allow for the inherent variability -. n tracer gas 

measurements. Examples of the results obtained are now discussed. Where applicable, 

graphs are shown with an exponential data fit based on a least squares computation. The 

R-squared value denotes the accuracy of this fit, whereby an R-squared value of 1 

indicates a perfect fit. Details of how R-squared is computed may be found in Appendix 

B. The coordinates and position number (as defined in Figures 4.18a and 4.18b) for each 
displayed graph are given. 

Complete listings for the information obtained from the 1.0.0 arrangement are shown in 

Tables 4.1 and 4.2. The corresponding data for the I. A. 0 configuration is displayed in 

Tables 4.3 and 4.4. These tables include an analysis of the ratio of the steady state 

concentration to the inlet concentration. In theory for the Step-Up method, provided the 

tracer gas was initially well mixed with the air flow on entering the enclosure, and 

continued to mix thoroughly with the air within the enclosure, the steady state 
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concentrations throughout the enclosure should be equal to the inlet concentration and 

all ratios should be 1.00. For the Step-Down method, all ratios are 0.00 as C(oo) = 0.00., 

Gas concentrations and ratios of inlet to steady state concentration are given to two 

decimal places. All ages are quoted to the nearest second. 

4.7.2 1.0.0 Configuration 

Internal Sampling 

Figures 4.19a and 4.19 b illustrate the data obtained from Step-Up tests at x= 400 mm; 

y= 400 mm. and z= 400 mm. This data was taken over a total sampling time period of 

56 s. For both tests, it is evident that over the initial time period the concentration 

picked up quickly and fluctuated slightly. Later on, these fluctuations reduced, the rate 

of change in concentration became less and less and eventually the graphs levelled off to 

their steady state values. The similarity between the two tests indicates good 

repeatability in the experiment. 

The best exponential fits for both tests are shown. The R-squared values (both 

approximately 1.0) indicate that the data closely followed an exponential form and this 

form would suggest good mixing in the centre of the enclosure. The age of fluid was 

computed using equation (4.27) and inserting the value of A. Ile first test returned a 

value of 15 s while the second test gave 16 s. 

Figures 4.20a and 4.20b show the transient accumulations of tracer gas for two tests 

conducted at x= 400 mm; y= 400 mm; z= 550 mm. The initial rise in concentration 

was slower than for the centre of the enclosure, and this effect may be explained by the 

fact that the sampling location was no longer along the line connecting inlet to outlet. 
For the first 40 s, the data fluctuated slightly. T'hen, however, the concentrations 

stabilised. The steady state values were closely approximated after about 90 S. 
Exponential fits to the data were again good and allowed fluid ages of 18 s and 17 s at 

this location to be deduced. The similarity in these results confirmed the repeatability of 

the experiment. 
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Figure 4.21 presents the data for two tests undertaken at x= 400 mm; y= 400 mm and z 

= 700 mm. The results clearly did not follow an exponential form. Assuming that the 

last data point was a close approximation to the steady state value, the results were 

normalised with respect to this data point and graphs of the cumulative age distribution 

were generated. Both tests showed a linear rise in concentration with time followed by 

an abrupt 'flattening off' - characteristics that indicate poor localised mixing. These 

traits are possibly due to the influence of the side wall and the sampling probe which, 

together, heavily restricted the degree of flow along the z-axis. As described in section 

4.6.1, the fluid ages were found from the area above the graphs. Two consistent results 

of 37 s were obtained, highlighting the stagnation in the flow at this location compared 

to the more central positions. 

The results obtained from Step-Up tests on the vertical plane at y= 250 mm are 
displayed in Figures 4.22a and 4.22b. For both sets of data, the initial rise in 

concentration was unstable. Probe interference (the probe was extended 550 mm down 

into the enclosure from the top of the enclosure) would have been a contributory factor 

in this instability by restricting ventilation in the y-axis but the most likely cause of the 

high fluctuations in concentration was localised turbulence., Despite the initial 

oscillations, steady state was reached after about 90 s and ages of 23 s and 21 s were 

computed from the exponential fits. These ages compare favourably with the fluid ages 
found on the z-axis at z= 550 mm as would be expected given the symmetry of the 

enclosure and the inlet - outlet configuration in use. 

Problems were encountered when attempting to apply the Step-Up method to the 

vertical sampling locations at y= 550 mm and y= 700 mm. Consecutive sets of data 

were inconsistent and produced unrealistically high ages. It is difficult to explain these 

phenomena given the satisfactory data obtained at the other sampled locations. 

However, the most likely cause of the irregular results was poor initial gas mixing in 

these zones, which is a known problem with the Step-Up method (Hunt, 1980). 
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Hence, it was decided that it would be best to apply the Step-Down method in order to 

quantify ages at these locations. Figures 4.23a and 4.23b show the Step-Down 

characteristics at x= 400 mm; y= 550 mm and z= 400 mm following a total sampling 

period of 115 s. The ages for the first and second tests were computed as 47 s and 55 s 

respectively, although the R-squared values were only 0.7009 and 0.6438. The age 

results are. still substantially higher than those found at 250 mm. from the floor of the 

enclosure. Probe interference, temperature effects due to artificial light shining on the 

top surface of the enclosure, air infiltrations and geometrical imperfections where the 
inlet joined the enclosure may all have contributed to the apparent fluid stagnation in 

these regions. 

Table 4.1 summarises the results obtained for internal sampling using the Inlet Opposite 

Outlet configuration. The ages given from two tests were averaged to a single value. As 

expected, the age distribution across the z-axis reflects the symmetry of the system and 
the fact that positions most directly in line with the inlet were best ventilated. 

In order to compare the two tracer gas techniques, measurements at the centre of the 
enclosure (Position 3) were carried out using both the Step-Up and Step-Down 

procedures. For both methods, the two tests undertaken gave very similar results. The 
Step-Down method however, which produced ages of 24 s and 24 s, predicted less 
efficient ventilation at this location than the Step-Up method. 

At the majority of locations, the ratio of the steady state concentration to the inlet 

concentration for the Step-Up method was approximately 1.00. Errors in the 
experimental procedure, measurement apparatus and curve fitting can account for small 
discrepancies. However, at y= 100 mm. and y= 250 mm, the ratios were 1.31 and 1.24 

respectively. These values suggest either non-homogenous internal mixing or an 
insufficiently well mixed inlet flow resulting in a small stratification of heavy carbon 
dioxide towards the base of the enclosure. 

Outlet Sampline 
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Step-Up and Step-Down tests were undertaken at the outlet in order to establish the 

outlet age (residence time) of the system and its mean internal fluid age. Figure 4.24 

shows the transient accumulation of tracer in the outlet for the first test. Both tests were 

carried out over a total time period of 300 s. When exponential curves were fitted to the 
data, R-squared values greater than 0.9 were generated and hence the fits were 

sufficiently accurate. Similar residence times of 72 s and 77 s were computed. Using 

equation (4.32), the mean internal fluid ages were found to be 68 s and 77 s. 

likewise, the Step-Down tests closely adhered to exponential forms and both tests gave 

residence times of 60 s and mean internal ages of 46 s. Initially, the Step-Down tests 

were also conducted over a time period of 300 s. However, since it was found that the 

concentration decayed faster than it accumulated and there was not enough detail in the 
data series, the sampling intervals were shortened and the total period reduced to 145 s. 
The result of the first test is shown in Figure 4.25. 

Table 4.2 summarises the data obtained at the outlet for the Inlet Opposite Outlet 

configuration. Ideally, the Step-Up and Step-Down methods should give the same outlet 
age which, in turn, should equal the turnover time. The average residence time obtained 
using the Step-Up procedure was 25 % higher than with the Step-Down method. The 
Step-Down method was more repeatable but the Step-Up method produced a closer 
approximation to the turnover time of 77 s. In both Step-Up tests, the average steady 
state concentration was approximately equal to the inlet concentration, indicating a 
conservation of tracer and negligible infiltrations of outside air into the enclosure. 

4.7.3 IA. 0 Configuration 

Internal Samplin 

Figure 4.26 shows the normalised concentration accumulation at x= 400 mm; y= 400 

mm and z= 700 mm. This location is only 100 mm from the inlet. The large step 

change in concentration over the first 1.5 s time 
' 
interval and the attenuation of steady 

state after only about 4s indicates that 
' 
this location was fed by plug flow. Using the area 

above the graphs, ages of 2s and 2s were computed for the two tests. It should be 
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appreciated that, given, the close proximity of the sampling location to the inlet, these 

results are only rough approximations. More detail was required over the initial second 

of the test but the sampling technique would not permit more rapid sampling. 

The cumulative age distribution for the centre of the enclosure is shown in Figure 4.27. 

Here, ages of 19 s and 18 s were calculated. The fact that the normalised pick-: up was 

quite linear over the first 40 s and then flattened to steady state after about 50 s shows 

that this location was primarily influenced by the direct short-circuiting flow from the 

inlet (along the central z-axis). Any cross-flow towards the outlet (along the central x- 

axis), which would have enhanced mixing, appears to have had a negligible impact in 

this area. Similar graphs, suggesting direct advective ventilation were obtained for z= 
250 mm. At z= 100 mm, however, the concentrations rose in a more exponential 

manner highlighting how the jet-like inflow weakened as the wall surface at z=0 was 

approached. I ý' ;' 

At x= 400; y= 100 mm. and z= 400 mm, exponential curves could be fitted to the data 

with a high level of accuracy. Figures 4.28a and 4.28b show the data for tests 1 and 2 

which produced ages of 62 s and 52 s respectively. At x= 700 mm, y= 400 mm and z 
400 mm, exponential curves were also fitted to the data. However, it is evident from 
Figures 4.29a and 4.29b that the flow was very turbulent in this area producing large 
temporal fluctuations in tracer concentration. 

As with the 1.0.0 arrangement, the Step-Up method failed to produce good results for 

the two sampling positions near to the top of the enclosure and therefore the Step-DwA'n 

method was employed. The two decay tests conducted at location x= 400 mm; y =_, 7,00 

min and z= 400 mm over 260 s are shown in Figures 4.30a and 4.30b. They gave 
similar ages of 91 s and 96 s and, as indicated from the R-squared values, conformed to 

exponential characteristics very well. 

Table 4.3 presents all the information regarding internal sampling for the Inlet Adjacent 
to Outlet configuration. The ages near to the inlet are very low. The increase in age from 

z= 550 mm. to z= 100 mm. is fairly uniform indicating the dominance of plug flow in 
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this area. A certain degree of symmetry in air distribution is evident on the vertical y- 

axis, as would be expected. The high ages found on the x-axis near to the outlet are 

probably the result of probe interference (for x= 100 mm, it was necessary to extend the 

probe 700 mm. into the enclosure from the inlet point at x= 800 mm; y= 400 mm. and z 

= 400 mm) and the blockage effect of the cover plate. These influences also explain the 
fact that the steady state concentrations markedly exceeded their inlet values in these 

regions. 

It is interesting to note that the steady state concentrations at y= 100 mm and y 250 

mm were not very high so, in fact, the problems encountered at these locations when 

using the 1.0.0 configuration were probably caused by poor localised mixing and not 
tracer stratification. Indeed, Condon et al., (1980) reported that C02 was a much more 
acceptable tracer than sulphur hexafluoride (SF6) which, due to its high molecular 
weight relative to that of air, requires very thorough mixing within the ventilated space 
to prevent biases in measurements due to stratification. 

As with the 1.0.0 arrangement, the Step-Down technique generated higher ages (27 s 
and 26 s) than the Step-Up method when sampling was carried out in the centre of the 

enclosure. 

Outlet Samplinz 

Both Step-Up tests had a total sampling time interval of 300 s and were exponential in 
form. Displayed in Figure 4.31, the first test gave a residence time of 84 S and a mean 
internal age of 91 s. From the second test, corresponding values of 97 s and 122 s were 
obtained. On average, the residence time measured was - 18 % higher than the turnover 
time. 

The first Step-Down test is shown in Figure 4.32. The inferred outlet age and mean 
internal ages were 116 s and 175 s respectively. The second test produced similar values 

of 115 s and 171 s. For both tests, the concentration decay was analysed over a period of 
290 s. Here, the average measured residence time was - 51 % higher than the turnover 

time. 
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All outlet information for the I. A. 0 arrangement is presented in Table 4.4. As with the 

1.0.0 configuration, although the decay method proved to be more repeatable, the Step- 

Up method produced a closer approximation to the turnover time. The steady state 

concentrations were very similar to the inlet concentrations for the Step-Up metho& 

4.8 Ventilation Efficiency Indicators 

4.8.1 Local Ventilation Efficiency 

A local ventilation efficiency parameter, rL, is defined by the expression: 
T" 

EL - ta 
(4.33) 

where T. is the turnover time and t. is the fluid age at the position concerned. 

The higher the value of cL, the better is the ventilation at that point. Tables 4.1 and 4.3 

include values for the local ventilation efficiency at the sampled locations. 

Localised ventilation efficiencies provide good indications of how well different regions 

of a system are being ventilated. However, it is often more useful to be able to represent 
the global efficiency of the whole ventilated system, particularly where the interest lies 

in comparing different systems. 

4.8.2 Indicator of Ventilation Performance 

The best method for representing ventilation efficiency is to define a performance scale 
that considers the mean fluid age in the space and, at the same time, can easily be related 
to plug flow or perfect mixing characteristics. The Indicator of Ventilation Performance 
(IOVP), which is adapted from the air diffusion efficiency discussed in Chapter 2, is 

defined as: 

IOVP --1 
tý 

O: r. IOVP --, r. 1.0 (4.34) 
2 tm 
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where t,, is the outlet fluid age and t. is the mean internal fluid age. 

This indicator provides a dimensionless scale for ventilation performance in terms of 

contaminant removal. The optimum performance of a plug flow scenario gives: IOVP = 

1. It can be seen that the poorest ventilation system for containment purposes, where the 

level of stagnation is very high and t,. - co, will give a corresponding value of zero. 

Perfectly mixed systems, as described in section 4.2.3, yield IOVP = 0.5 since t,, = t. - 

Using the definition of IOVP, therefore, performances of ventilation systems may be 

computed as values lying in the range 0 to 1. This approach facilitates the comparison of 

different systems. 

Since both both t,, and t.. may be found from tracer gas measurements in the outlet, it is 

possible to evaluate IOVP either experimentally or numerically. Tables 4.2 and 4.4 

present the IOVP values for the 1.0.0 and IA. 0 configurations using the Step-Up and 

Step-Down tracer techniques. Ile mean internal and outlet ages are based on the 

averages of the two tests undertaken in each case. It can be seen that the IOVP values 

for the 1.0.0 arrangement (0.51 and 0.65) are better than for the I. A. 0 arrangement 

(0.43 and 0.34) indicating that the 1.0.0 arrangement generates better global ventilation. 

4.9 Concluding Remarks 

Tracer gas techniques have been used in order to characterise the performance of a 

rapidly ventilating system operating with two different inlet - outlet configurations. The 

sampling system was sufficiently fast and accurate to describe the transient variations in 

concentration for the chosen sampling locations. Overall, the results obtained were 

satisfactory. They highlighted low ages close to the inlet, short-circuiting effects due to 

the inlet air flow, areas where mixing was prominent and regions where turbulence 

levels were significant. In addition, fluid age symmetry was found where it would be 

expected. 
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However, the results were compromised by: 

The sampling probe interfering with the air flow. 

Small temperature changes with time of day affecting the flow distribution within 

the enclosure. 

* Small variations in the level of carbon dioxide in the ambient air with time of day 

affecting the accuracy of the concentration measurements. 

Problems specific to the Step-Up method were: 

" Uncertainties concerning the degree of tracer mixing in the inlet air flow. 

" An inability to be sure that all gas was completely cleared from the enclosure and 

sampling lines prior to initiating a new test. 

"A lack of initial mixing of the tracer in the enclosure air at certain locations. 

With the Step-Down method, it was difficult to be sure that steady state conditions had 

been achieved throughout the enclosure before the gas was allowed to decay. 

On the whole, the Step-Down method produced more consistent data than the SteP-Up 

method. When Step-Up and Step-Down tests were conducted at the same location, there 

was generally a good agreement between the two techniques but the latter gave higher 

fluid ages in the majority of cases. The Step-Up method produced closer approximations 
to the turnover time for measurements undertaken in the extract duct. Ile plate caused a 

non-uniformity in the outlet flow and this was probably a major factor in the 
discrepancy between the outlet age and the turnover time. 

It appears that carbon dioxide can be used to successfully analyse ventilation in a system 
with a relatively high air exchange rate. Carbon monoxide, ethane or ethene would be 

better, since these gases are virtually neutrally buoyant in air. However, all are 

undesirable for safety reasons. 

The inlet - outlet arrangement can have a large impact on global ventilation efficiency 

and, in this case, the 1.0.0 configuration performs much better than the I. A. 0 

configuration. The data collected via experimental techniques is compared to the 

corresponding numerical results in Chapter 5. 
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Figure 4.1. Material balance for tracer gas within the enclosure. 
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Figure 4.2. Representations of ventilation systems exhibiting: 
a) Direct Short Circuiting. 
b) Perfect Mixing. 
c) Perfect Displacement Ventilation. 
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Figure 4.3. Step-Up characteristics in the extract. 
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Figure 4.4. Mean internal Step-Up characteristics. 
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Figure 4.5. Step-Down characteristics in the extract. 
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Figure 4.6. Mean internal Step-Down characteristics. 
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Figure 4.8. Sampling probe. a) Perspex caps. b) Complete sampling probe. 
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Figure 4.9. Probe support. a) Plan view. b) Side view. c) Photograph. 
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Figure 4.10. Syringe locking mechanism. 
a) Components with dimensions. 
b) Photograph of components and assembled mechanism. 
c) Photograph of syringe and mechanism in compressed 
position, syringe and mechanism in locked position and plastic 
clamp. 
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Figure 4.12. Photographs of a) One of the circuit boards, connected solenoid valves and 
a syringe. b) Two circuit boards in the electronics box. 
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Figure 4.13. Schematic diagram of the infra-red gas sensor. 
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Figure 4.14. Photograph of the complete experimental arrangement. 
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Figure 4.15. Calibration graph for the carbon dioxide meter. 
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Figure 4.16. Profile of tracer gas concentration across the height of the inlet duct. 
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Figure 4.17. Transient accumulation of tracer gas at the inlet centrc. 

Chapter 4 
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Figure 4.18. Test configurations and sampling positions. 
a) 1.0.0 (Inlet Opposite Outlet) configuration. 
b) I. A. 0 (Inlet Adjacent to Outlet) configuration. 
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Figure 4.19a. Transient accumulation of tracer gas at x= 400 nun; y= 400 mm. :7= 400 

mm. (1.0.0 configuration: Position 3. Test 1). 
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Figure 4.19b. Transient accumulation of tracer gas at x= 400 mm-, ,v= 
400 mm: z= 400 

mm, (1.0.0 configuration: Position 3, Test 2). 
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Figure 4.20a. Transient accumulation of tracer gas at x= 400 mm, ,v= 
400 mm, z -- 550 

mm (1.0.0 configuration: Position 4. Test 1). 
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Figure 4.20b. Transient accumulation of tracer gas at x= 400 mm, *v= 
400 nini-, z= 550 

mrn (1.0.0 configuration: Position 4, Test 2). 
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Figure 4.2 1. Cumulative age distribution at x= 400 mm; y= 400 mm. z= 700 nim 
(1.0.0 configuration: Position 5. Tests I and 2). 
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Figure 4.22a. Transient accumulation of tracer gas at x= 400 mm, ,v= 
250 mm. z= 400 

mm (1.0.0 configuration: Position 7. Test 1). 
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Figure 4.22b. Transient accumulation of tracer gas at x= 400 mm; y= 250 mm; 1= 400 
mm (1.0.0 configuration: Position 7, Test 2). 
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Figure 4.23a. Transient decay of tracer gas at x= 400 mm; y= 550 nim, zý 400 mill 
(1.0.0 configuration: Position 8, Test 1). 
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Figure 4.23b. Transient decay of tracer gas at x= 400 mm; y= 550 mm; z= 400 mm 
(1.0.0 configuration: Position 8, Test 2). 
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Figure 4.24. Transient accumulation of tracer gas in the extract (1.0.0 configuration: 
Test 1). 
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Figure 4.25. Transient decay of tracer gas in the extract (1.0.0 configuration: Test 1). 
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Figure 4.26. Cumulative age distribution at x= 400 rnm-, 
iv= 

400 inni, z= 700 nim 
(I. A. 0 configuration: Position 5. Tests I and 2). 
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Figure 4.27. Cumulative age distribution at x= 400 nim; y= 400 mm. :7= 400 nirn 
(I. A. 0 configuration: Position 3. Tests I and 2). 
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Figure 4.28a. Transient accumulation of tracer gas at x= 400 mm. 
,v= 

100 mm. 400 

mm (I. A. 0 configuration: Position 6. Test 1). 
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Figure 4.28b. Transient accumulation of tracer gas at x= 400 mm, ,v- 
100 nim, 400 

mm (I. A. 0 configuration: Position 6. Test 2). 
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Figure 4.29a. Transient accurnulation of tracer gas at x= 700 nim-, *v= 
400 mili. z- 400 

nim (I. A. 0 configuration: Position 13, Test 1). 
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Figure 4.29b. Transient accumulation of tracer gas at x= 700 mm. y= 400 nun, i= 400 

mm (I. A. 0 configuration: Position 13, Test 2). 
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Figure 4.30a. Transient decay of tracer gas at x= 400 mm. j- = 700 mm. :7= 400 nun 
(I. A. 0 configuration: Position 9. Test 1). 
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Figure 4.30b. Transient decay of tracer gas at x= 400 mm; y= 700 nim, zý 400 mnl 
(I. A. 0 configuration: Position 9, Test 2). 
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Figure 4.3 1. Transient accumulation of tracer gas in the extract (I. A. 0 configuration: 
Test 1). 
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Figure 4.32. Transient decay of tracer gas in the extract (I. A. 0 configuration: Test 1). 
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CFD Modelling of Test Chamber Chapter 5 

5. CFD MODELLING OF TEST CHAMBER 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes the numerical models used to examine the ventilation efficiency 
of the laboratory test chamber discussed in Chapter 4. More specific detai' Is concerning 

the underlying theories of these models may be found in Chapter 3. ý 

Step-Up and Step-Down transient models, involving a mixture of carbon dioxide in air, 

are presented. The data from the transient solutions is compared with the experimental 

results, and the implications of using a lower gas concentration and a different tracer gas 

are analysed. In addition, a further method for numerically computing ventilation 

efficiency in steady state is introduced and assessed. 

5.2 Transient Models 

5.2.1 Introduction 

To replicate the experimental technique for evaluating age distributions and overall 

ventilation performance by analysing concentration histories, it 'was necessary to 

generate two-component (air and carbon dioxide mixture) transient models that returned 

the tracer concentration at specified time intervals. 

5.2.2 Grid, Boundary Conditions and Turbulence Model 

A block structured grid consisting of two blocks was used to re-create the geometry of 
the test facility. One block of dimension x=y=z= 800 mm and mesh size 64,000 (NI = 
40, NJ = 40, NK = 40) modelled the chamber and inlet. The second block of dimension 
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x= 1000 mm, y= 120 mm, z= 120 mm and mesh size 1800 (NI = 50, NJ = 6, NK = 6) 

modelled the outlet duct. A total of 65,800 computational cells were therefore used. 

The grids and physical boundaries for the Inlet Opposite Outlet (1.0.0) and Inlet 

Adjacent to Outlet (I. A. 0) configurations are displayed in Figure 5.1. For the 1.0.0 

arrangement, the inlet into theenclosure was created using a pressure boundary on the 

centre of the plane x= 800 mm of the chamber block, with dimensions y=z= 120 mm. 

For the I. A. 0 arrangement, a pressure boundary of the same size was positioned on the 

centre of the plane z= 800 mm of the chamber block. On these pressure boundaries, 

atmospheric pressure was imposed. 

For both configurations, a mass flow boundary on the low-x face of the outlet block 

modelled the outflow from the enclosure. To conform with the experiment, an extract 

air flow rate of 6.62xjO-3 M3/S was used. In addition, a thin surface was positioned 20 

mm from the outlet to represent the aluminium. cover plate used in the experiment. Due 

to grid constraints, this square surface was of side 120 mm rather than 160 mm as in the 

experimental case. 

Like the experimental work, the numerical simulations were carried out at 20 "C. In all 

cases, the standard k-epsilon turbulence model was employed to resolve the stochastic 

nature of the flow. The SIMPILEC algorithm was used as the basis for updating pressure 

and correcting velocity components for continuity. 

5.23 Step-Up Models 

In order to simulate the injection of a 2.5 % mixture (by volume) of carbon dioxide in 

air, a mass fraction of 0.0375 kgC02 / kg mixture was imposed at the inlet pressure 
boundary. This concentration is very similar to that used in the experimental situation 

and, therefore, would enable a comparison between experimental and numerical data to 
be made. A model using a 0.5 % concentration was also generated to study the effect of 

concentration on tracer movements. In addition, simulations were carried out using 2.5 

% and 0.5 % mixtures of ethene (ethylene, C2H4) in air in order to investigate the 
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advantages of employing a tracer gas that has a similar density to" that of air 
(in-ý, ir - 28.96 kg/ kznol; in-�. �� - 28.05kg / bnol ). 

Common diffusivities for gaseous mixtures at atmospheric pressure are given by Bejan 

(1993). For more unusual cases, the mutual diffusivity, DAB, for a binary mixture at low- 

pressure may be computed from an expression given by Sherwood et al. (1975), i. e. 

3 

DAB- 0.001858T2 (1 / in- 
A+1/ 

in- 
B 

)2 
cm 21S 

PUAB 
2o 

D 
(5.1) 

where T is the mixture temperature in K, M-A and in-, are the molar masses of 

constituents A and B, p is the absolute pressure in atm, OD is the diffusion collision 

integral, f (kT / EAB), EAB and pArB are the Lennard-Jones force constants for the binary 

and k is the Boltzmann's constant. 

For mixtures of carbon dioxide in air, DAB was found from the information provided by 

Bejan (1993). For mixtures of ethene in air, DAB was computed using equation (5.1) and 
the tables of data for the collision integrals and Lennard-Jones potential parameters 
listed by Sherwood et al. (1975). As detailed in Chapter 3, section 3.8.2, the diffusion 

coefficient used by CFX-4.2 is given by: FA - rB - pbDAB where pb is the density of the 

background fluid (in this case air). 

The diffusion coefficient Of C02 in air at 293 K was set to 1.91xI0-5 kg/ms, whilst the 

corresponding coefficient for C2H4 in air was set to 1.85x10-5 kg/ms. A compressible 
buoyant model was used in order to best account for the body forces on the mixture 

resulting from density differences in different parts of the flow domain. The constant C3e 

in the turbulence equation (3.32) was set to 1.0 as discussed in Chapter 3, section 3.7.1. 

A total of 41 time steps were used for the 1.0.0 configuration and 44 time steps for the 

I. A. 0 configuration, whereby the initial time for the simulation was set to zero. For each 

time step, 50 iterations were set in order to solve the hydrodynamic and mass fraction 
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equations. Over the first 20 steps, the time interval was short in order to provide detailed 

information of the relatively large increases in concentration that occurred initially. The 

final time steps were lengthy such that steady state conditions could be closely 

approximated. These conditions were said to be achieved when: 

the minimum concentration in any computational cell was at least 95 % of the inlet 

concentration. 

the mean internal concentration was at least 99.5% of the inlet concentration. 

To satisfy these criteria, all Step-Up models for the 1.0.0 configuration used a total time 

period of 600 s and all Step-Up models for the I. A. 0 configuration used a total time 

period of 900 s. 

The backward Euler differencing method, as described in Chapter 3 section 3.5.4, was 

used to solve the transient problem. To assist with convergence, False Time Steps (Fl7S) 

of lxlO"4 s were used on the three component velocities, while Under Relaxation 

Factors (URF) of 0.3 were used on the turbulence quantities. Where an FIS is used, the 

equations are modified in the same way as if each outer iteration is a time step, with two 

differences: the 'old' time values are the most recently calculated values of each of the 

variables, and the time increment may be chosen arbitrarily to achieve the best 

convergence rate. If False Time Steps are applied at each true time step of a transient 

calculation, the equations are modified twice. Under Relaxation Factors reduce the 

amount by which a variable changes between successive iterations and, therefore, help 

to overcome instabilities in the solution (CFX-4.2: Solver, 1997). 

5.2.4 Step-Down Models 

To produce a step-down or decay model, it was necessary to define an initial mixture of 

carbon dioxide in air in the system. This was done using the fortran user routine 
USRINT. In this routine, the first additional scalar equation denotes the first additional 

mass fraction and, therefore, the extra scalar was set to 0.0375 kg/kg throughout the 

computational domain. A similar process was undertaken to model the decay of a 0.5 % 

mixture Of C02 in air (initial mass fraction 0.0076 kg/kg), 2.5 % mixture of C2114 in air 
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(initial mass fraction 0.0242 kgjkg) and 0.5 % mixture Of C2H4 in air (initial mass 

fraction 0.00484 kg/kg). 

Aside from this initial condition, identical models and solution procedures to those of 

the Step-Up simulations were used. Total decay time periods of 600 s for the 1.0.0 

configuration and 900 s for the I. A. 0 configuration were sufficient to allow the 

maximum concentration in any computational cell to fall to below 5% of the init. ial 

concentration, and the mean internal concentration to decay to less than 0.5 % of the 

initial concentration. 

5.2.5 Analysis Techniques for Transient Models 

All numerical data was analysed in terms of volume concentrations (M3 of tracer per M3 

of mixture which is equivalent to moles of tracer per moles of mixture). 

Localised and Outlet Ages 

Fluid ages were computed for positions corresponding to the sampling locations used 
for the experimental work. The positions for the two configurations are shown in 

Chapter 4, Figure 4.18. 

For the Step-Up technique, the localised ages were found by plotting the transient 

accumulations of tracer gas at the required positions and applying the equation: 

dt (5.2) 

The steady state concentration, C(oo), was taken to be the inlet concentration. The 

integral was evaluated from the area above the graph of 
C(t) 

plotted against time. COO) 

Here, and in all future references, the area above the graph implies the area between the 

normalised data series and a horizontal reference at y (vertical, data series axis) = 1. 
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CJO 
For the outlet age, the graph was of against time. U, (t)was the volume 

C, (00) 

averaged concentration at any time t across the plane of cells where the outlet joins the 

enclosure, while U, (oo) was set to the inlet concentration. 

For the Step-Down approach, graphs of concentration decay at the required positions 

were plotted. Here, the age was given by: 

C(t) 
dt (5.3) 

C(O) 

This was represented by the area under the graph of 
C(t) 

against time, where C(O) was C(O) 

the initial tracer concentration generated in the system. In this case, the outlet age was 

calculated from the area beneath the graph of -ý-' -(t) versus time. CAO) 

Mean Internal Aize 
Three approaches were used to deduce the mean internal age of the enclosure. 

1. Use of the Mean Internal Concentration 

Firstly, since numerical techniques allowed the concentrations throughout the flow 
domain to be closely monitored, it was possible to compute the mean internal age from 

the mean internal concentration. For the Step-Up method, the mean internal age was 
found from: 

cc 
tm f dt (5.4) 

0 

i. e. the area above the graph of against time, where C, (oo) was set to the inlet 
cj(00) 

concentration. 
Similarly, the mean internal age in the Step-Down method was computed from: 
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i. e. the area below the graph of 

concentration. 

Chapter 5 

00 U. (t) tMfý "' dt (5.5) 
0 ui (0) 

ci W 
against time, where U, (0) was the initial 

Ci(o) 

2. Use of Concentration Information in the Extract 

Secondly, the concentration history in the extract duct was used to calculate the mean 
internal age. With reference to equation (4.11), for the Step-Up method we have: 

ft 1- 
ce (t) 

dt (5.6) 
0( 

For the Step-Down method, the mean internal age is given by: 

tm dt (5.7) 
rn 0 

(17: 

-, -(10)) 

These integrals were evaluated assuming that the concentration varied linearly with time 

between successive time steps and by using Mathcad Plus 6.0 (MathSoft, Inc. ) software. 

As greater than 40 time steps were used in all models, and short time steps were 

employed where the concentration was changing most, the assumption of linearity did 

not greatly affect the results obtained. 

3. Use of Exponential Forms for all Internal Ages 

Finally, a time saving method was used that did not require the concentration history to 

be plotted. The variation in concentration within every cell, of the computational domain 

was assumed to follow an exponential form. If there are K time steps then, using the 

concentrations after the first time step, C(ti), and the final time step, C(tK), the fluid age 

at a point for the Step-Up method is given by: 

tK -tl 
ta 

c(oo) - C(tl) 
(5.8) 

In C(oo) - COK) 
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Volumetrically averaging, the mean internal age for the whole enclosure was therefore 

found from: 

N tK - tl 

In 
C(CO) - C(t 

tm 

C(oo) - COO 

v 

dVi 

(5.9) 

where i denotes the cell index, dVj is the volume of the cell concerned, N is the total 

number of cells and V is the total volume of all the cells in the enclosure. 

For the Step-Down method, equation (5.9) becomes: 

tK -tl 

In 
C(t, ) 

tm 

I 

C(tK)Iil 

v 

dVi 

(5.10) 

This method is by far the quickest to carry out, but is erroneous in its assumption of 

exponential characteristics throughout the ventilated system. 

5.3 Steady State Model 

53.1 Introduction 

Compared to transient models, steady state models are far more practical. With transient 

models, more CPU time is required since it is necessary to solve for the change in any 

scalar variable with time. In addition, it is more difficult to produce an adequately 

converged solution for a transient model. 

Fluid age was computed in a steady state model by introducing an extra user-defined 

scalar equation. 
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5.3.2 Grid, Boundary Conditions and Turbulence Model 

The same grid, boundary conditions and turbulence model as for the transient models 

were used. Additions to the variables set at the inlet pressure boundary are discussed in 

the next section. 

53.3 Modifications to the Transport Equation 

By modifying the scalar advection-diffusion transport equation (equation (3.12)), it is 

possible to compute fluid age numerically using a steady state CFD model. Expanding 

equation (3.12) and removing the transient term yields the three dimensional transport 

equation under steady state conditions: 

do do do 
p UýLO+v +W- 

2-F. Lo 
+± ry 

do 
+±r. - 

L. 
so 

( 
dx dy 

Z- (dx 
dx 0ý Ogy Oz Oz 

) 

where 0 is the passive scalar, r.,, ry, IF, are the diffusion coefficients in the x, y and z 

directions respectively and So is a source or sink term representing the creation or 
destruction of 0. 

The passive scalar is taken to be the age of fluid, t.. To minimise turbulent diffusion of 
this scalar, its turbulent Prandtl number is set very high in the code. Likewise, to 

eliminate laminar diffusion of the scalar, its diffusion coefficient is set very low. Where 

r, - ry = r, -0 we have: 

pu 
&I. 

+ V.! 
ýý-- 

+w 
&" )= 

St. 
( 

dx dy dz 

At the inlet register, t,, =0 and, at the outlet register: 
'90 

--0. At all other dn dn 

boundaries 0=t,, = 0. 
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In order to maintain dimensional continuity, the source term is set equal to the density p 

to give: 

pU&.. + V2ý-- + W.! 
ýý'. 

- Mp (5.13) 
dx 0-Y Oz 

In principal, the age of the fluid within a recirculation zone where the fluid is completely 

'trapped' should be infinity. However, this limiting condition will never be predicted 

correctly. Although the diffusivity terms (F.,,, ry, and Q have been set to zero, there wi 

nonetheless be some numerical diffusion. 

53.4 Solution Procedure 

A total of 1000 iterations were used to solve for the steady state model with the extra 

scalar equation for fluid age. The same combination of False Time Steps and Under 

Relaxation Factors as for the transient models was used. 

53.5 Analysis Techniques for Steady State Model 

Localised and Outlet Ajee 

In the fortran code, the average fluid age at the outlet (t,, ) was computed by summing, 

across the 1 cell thick plane of cells where the extract duct joins the chamber, the 

products of the individual cell ages and their volumes, and then dividing by the total 

planar volume. If i represents the cell index across this extract plane, N, the total number 

of cells on this plane, dVi the volume of the individual cell concerned and V,, the total 

volume of the extract plane, then: 

to 
ta dVj 

V. 

Mean Internal Fluid Age 

(5.14) 

Likewise, it is possible to calculate the mean volume averaged internal age (t .. ) of the air 

within the enclosure. If i is the cell index of the chamber block, N the total number of 
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cells in this block, dVi the volume of the individual cell concerned and V the total 

volume of the chamber, then: 
N 

ta dVi 
tm = 

;, 

_ 
v 

Using this technique, the average outlet and internal ages were computed for both the 

1.0.0 and I. A. 0 configurations. 

5.4 Results and Discussion 

5.4.1 Transient Models 

LOD conriguration 

Figure 5.2 shows a series of shaded contour plots which describe the transient 

accumulation of a 2.5 % mixture of carbon dioxide in air on the x-plane at x= 400 mm. 
After 20 s, there is a symmetrical profile of mass fraction about the central y and z axes. 
In the centre of the chamber, there is already a large concentration of tracer whilst 
towards the edges of the chamber the air space remains relatively 'uncontaminated'. 
These characteristics reflect the positioning of the exhaust duct directly opposite the 
inlet and the fact that central positions are best ventilated by this arrangement. 

After 40 s, the symmetry about the central y-axis is still evident. However, it is now 

clear that there is a slighter higher concentration of carbon dioxide towards the floor of 
the chamber. This is because the tracer is more dense than air and, with time, will be 

affected by buoyancy forces. This trend continues for the next 20 s. 

After 100 s, the centre of the enclosure has reached steady state conditions (the 

concentration here is equal to the inlet concentration). The majority of the enclosure 

now contains significant levels of carbon dioxide. All four corners are less polluted 

since these extremities are less well ventilated. The top corners are still mainly 

comprised of pure air because they are poorly ventilated and because the tracer is being 
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forced downwards by buoyancy. Clearly, the central x-plane is at steady state after 600 

S. 

Figure 5.3 compares experimental and CFD data for the Step-Up characteristics at the 

centre of the chamber. Both sets of results have been normalised with respect to the 

steady state concentration. The comparison is relatively good although the gas was 

found to accumulate more rapidly in the experimental case, indicating that-short- 

circuiting effects were more pronounced in reality. 

The experimental and predicted accumulations of carbon dioxide in the extracý 
' 
are 

compared in Figure 5.4. Here, the numerical data matches the measured data very 

closely. However, it should be noted that the former represents a volurnetric average 

across the extract whereas the latter was taken in the centre of the extract. 

Figure 5.5 describes the decay of tracer gas with time. The trends are very similar to 

those seen in Figure 5.2. Tracer is rapidly diluted in the centre of the enclosure where 

the air is replaced most frequently. Elsewhere, gas resides for longer periods of time 

indicating the presence of stagnation zones. Gas decay in the z direction is symmetrical 

about the central y-axis. In the vertical direction, the effects of buoyancy are evident in 

the way that the top of the chamber is cleared of tracer faster than the bottom. 

Figure 5.6 compares the Step-Down traits measured and computed in the centre of the 
II 

enclosure. As with the Step-Up case, the experimental data reflects a greater air 
1.1 

exchange rate at this location. In the main, however, the comparison is good. The 

corresponding graphs for the extract are shown in Figure 5.7. Here, the comparison is 

worse, with the experimental data initially decaying much more rapidly than the 

numerical data. Experimental results were only taken in the centre of the extract. Here, 

perhaps, the rate of decay of gas did not reflect the average across the whole of the 

extract due to the influence of the plate. 

IA. 0 conriguration 
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The Step-Up characteristics on the central x and z planes are represented by Figures 5.8 

and 5.9 respectively. Figure 5.8 shows that near the inlet position, gas readily 

accumulates as would be expected. The inlet - outlet arrangement will not induce 

symmetry of concentrations in the z direction. However, symmetry in the y direction 

would still be expected. This is not in evidence because of the influence of buoyancy. 

Figure 5.9 shows how the system ventilates strongly along the perpendicular axes 

connecting inlet to outlet. Elsewhere, the chamber remains unpolluted for a relatively 
long period of time. The plate has a small influence on concentration build-up. The 

accumulation in the outlet is not always uniform across its height, reflecting the need for 

volume averaging in order to determine the outlet age accurately. 

Buoyancy generally has a greater influence on the results obtained than for the 1.0.0 

configuration. This is probably because, in the I. A. 0 arrangement, the flows developed 

in some regions of the chamber are very small and buoyancy effects therefore dominate 

advection effects. After 900 s, the majority of the chamber space contains a 0.0375 

kg/kg mixture of carbon dioxide in air (equivalent to 2.5 % by volume). It is clear, 
however, that a very small percentage of the chamber volume is still not at steady state 

even after this long time period. 

A comparison between the experimental and CFD data for the Step-Up method at the 

chamber centre is shown in Figure 5.10. Once again, the rate of accumulation is greater 
in the experimental case. At this location, the numerical results indicate more 
pronounced mixing effects than the measured data. However, a good comparison for the 

corresponding extract results is displayed in Figure 5.11. 

The Step-Down effects generated in the chamber with the I. A. 0 configuration in place 

are shown in Figures 5.12 and 5.13. These shaded contour plots support Figures 5.8 and 
5.9 in showing the influence of location and buoyancy on concentration build-up. After 

900 s, there is still a very small proportion of gas in the bottom of the chamber. 
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Figures 5.14 and 5.15 show good comparisons between experimental and CFD results 

for the centre and extract of the chamber. 

Comparison with a Perfectly Mixed System 

Figures 5.16 and 5.17 show comparisons between the Step-Up characteristics of the 

1.0.0 and I. A. 0 configurations, and the Step-Up characteristics of a perfectly mixed 

system. 

From Figure 5.16, it is evident that tracer accumulates more quickly in the extract for 

the I. A. 0 configuration than for the 1.0.0 configuration, indicating that the I. A. 0 

arrangement produces more short-circuiting from inlet to outlet. After about 110 s of 

tracer injection, the concentration for the 1.0.0 configuration becomes higher and steady 

state conditions for this arrangement are closely approximated after 600 s. It takes a 

further 300 s for similar concentrations to be computed for the I. A. 0 configuration, 

since small pockets of gas mixture from poorly ventilated regions take time to enter the 

extract. From the curves, it would appear that the 1.0.0 configuration generates slightly 
better global ventilation than a perfectly mixed system. 

It can be seen that the areas above all three curves are very similar. Since the area above 

the extract Step-Up curve represents the outlet age or turnover time for the system, these 

computed results confirm the theory that outlet air age is independent of the internal air 
flow distribution. 

Figure 5.17 shows the corresponding characteristics for the mean (volume averaged) 
internal concentration. Evidently, this concentration reaches steady state much more 

quickly for the 1.0.0 configuration than for the IA-0 configuration, confirming that the 

former offers better global ventilation. The area above the I. A. 0 curve is the greatest, 
indicating that this system has the largest mean internal age. The area above the 1.0.0 

curve is less than that of a perfectly mixed system confirming that the 1.0.0 

configuration creates very good internal air distribution. Figures 5.16 and 5.17 should be 

compared to Figures 4.3 and 4.4 (Chapter 4) which show the theoretical Step-Up - 

characteristics for different ventilation systems. 
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Corresponding curves for the Step-Down procedure are displayed in Figures 5.18 and 
5.19. Here, it is also evident that the 1.0.0 configuration generates better internal 

mixing since the initial decay in the extract for this arrangement is markedly slower than 
for the I. A. 0 configuration. With the I. A. 0 configuration, the extract concentration 
takes much longer to decay to a satisfactorily low level since the degree of stagnation is 

much higher. As a result, a large proportion of the contaminated air takes a long time to 

reach the extract. The areas below all three curves are approximately the same as would 
be expected. Figure 5.19 also suggests that the I. A. 0 arrangement produces more 

stagnation in the flow and, overall, the results confirm that the 1.0.0 arrangement 

produces better ventilation characteristics than a perfectly mixed system. Figures 5.18 

and 5.19 should be compared to Figures 4.5 and 4.6 which show the theoretical Step- 

Down characteristics for different ventilation systems. 

5.4.2 Steady State Models 

LOD conflauration 
Figure 5.20 presents the steady state solution for fluid age on the central x-plane, 

computed using a modified scalar equation. The centre of the enclosure is well 
ventilated and this is reflected by an age of about 10 s. The stagnant pockets of air near 
the edges of the chamber have ages of greater than 40 s. Regions of low age correspond 

well with areas where tracer accumulated (Figure 5.2) of decayed (Figure 5.5) quickly. 
For the steady state solution, however, there is perfect age symmetry across both the y 

and z axes as would be expected for the arrangement. 

IA. 0 conflieuration 
Figures 5.21 and 5.22 present the corresponding information for the I. A. 0 configuration. 
Near the inlet, the fluid age is very low, whilst in the comers higher ages show poorly 

ventilated zones. To a certain degree, the ages computed reflect the patterns of 

concentration history illustrated in Figures 5.8 and 5.9 (transient Step-Up) and Figures 

5.12 and 5.13 (transient Step-Down). However, as before, the main advantage of the 
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steady state approach is that the results are not influenced by buoyancy effects. The 

figures show age symmetry in the vertical direction as would be expected. .III ýI 

5.43 Internal Fluid Age Comparisons 

LO. 0 conrizuration 
Figure 5.23 shows a comparison between experimental and numerical data for the fluid 

age distribution along the central z-axis. It can be seen that, in general, the 4 sets of 

results agree well, indicating age symmetry in the z direction. The two different transient 

techniques (SU and SD denote Step-Up technique and Step-Down techni que 

respectively) produced near identical results. The numerical prediction of age 

undertaken using a steady state model closely follows the trends of the other graphs. In 

all cases, age was at a minimum in the centre of the axis, as would be expected. 

The steady state method also predicted age symmetry in the y direction, as shown in 

Figure 5.24. The numerical graphs for the Step-Up and Step-Down procedure show 

slight differences in certain vertical positions due to the influence of buoyancy.. The 

experimental data does not agree with the numerical data for positions above the centre 
line. This is where the tracer behaviour became more unpredictable as highlighted in 

Chapter 4. 

IA. 0 conflizuration 
Along the central z-axis, there is a good correlation between the sets of results, as shown 
in Figure 5.25. All indicate how the fluid age increases from a very low value close to 

the inlet, to a high value near to the wall. 

Figure 5.26 shows relatively large discrepancies between the transient data sets. These 

discrepancies may be attributed to buoyancy, making the concentration build up more 
readily towards the base of the chamber, and decay more rapidly towards the top of the 

enclosure. However, along the central x-axis, the transient models produced near 
identical results and very similar trends to the steady state model, as can be seen in 
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Figure 5.27. Here, the experimental results do not compare well with the numerical data 

and, as discussed at length in Chapter 4, this is probably due to probe interfmrice. 

Influence of Concentration and Tracer Gas 

As explained, tests were also carried out using a 0.5 % concentration of carbon dioxide 

in air as well as 2.5 % and 0.5 % concentrations of ethene gas in air. 

It was found that on the horizontal planes (x and z axes) of both configurations, lowering 

the concentration Of C02 to 0.5 % had a negligible impact on the results obtained. 

However, in the vertical directions, it was clear that the effects of buoyancy were 

reduced. Figure 5.28 shows a comparison of the CFD results obtained on the y-axis of 

the 1.0.0 configuration when using two different tracer concentrations. It can be seen 

that the tests conducted with a 0.5 % concentration produced a slight improvement in 

terms of fluid age symmetry about the centre point, and that these tests approximate the 

steady state computation more closely. The improvement is more pronounced when 

using the I. A. 0 configuration, as shown in Figure 5.29. 

Using a 0.5 % mixture of ethene in air appears to offer no significant advantage over 

using the same concentration of carbon dioxide. Tests undertaken with a 2.5 % 

concentration of ethene produced very similar results to those conducted at the lower 

concentration confirming that, when using this gas for a tracer, concentration is not 
important. However, where experimental measurements are concerned, it should be 

remembered that ethene forms explosive mixtures in air at a concentration of about 2.5 
%. The internal ages found using ethene are not presented as they are almost identical to 

those computed using a 0.5 % mixture of carbon dioxide in air. 

5.4.4 Outlet and Mean Internal Fluid Age Comparisons 

Table 5.1 presents the experimental and numerical data concerning the outlet fluid age 

and the mean internal fluid age. All ages found using numerical techniques are quoted to 

one decimal place. The Indicator of Ventilation Performance (IOVPj, as defined in 

Chapter 4, section 4.8.2, is also displayed for each set of results. Where transient models 
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are concerned, the IOVP was calculated by using the mean internal age based on the 

mean internal concentration. 

It can be seen that the transient numerical computations for the mean outlet fluid age are 

very consistent and, in all cases, closely approximate the turnover time. The comparison 
is slightly improved when using a 0.5 % concentration Of C02, or either concentration of 
C21-14. The steady state method, which returned a value of 77.8 s for both configurations, 

gives the closest approximation to the turnover time. For the 1.0.0 configuration, the 

CFD data for outlet age is consistently slightly higher than the experimental data. Ile 

reverse is true for the I. A. 0 configuration. For the modelled chamber, with a plate 

positioned near to the exhaust, the outflow will not have a flat velocity profile and 
therefore the mean outlet fluid age will not equal the turnover time (see Chapter 4, 

section 4.2.1). 

For the mean internal age, the method which considers the volume averaged internal 

concentration should be the most precise. Here, for the configuration concerned, very 
similar results were obtained for all tracers and both tracer techniques. 'ne steady state 
method returned a value of 58.9 s for the 1.0.0 configuration, and this compares very 
favourably with the average result produced by the transient methods (56.3 s). For the 
I. A. 0 configuration, the steady state method predicted an outlet age of 114.7 s which is 

about 12 % higher than the average transient prediction of 102.8 s. 

Using the concentration in the extract gave higher outlet ages but, once again, similar 
results were generated for all simulations. On average, for both configurations, these 
results were about 12 % higher than those computed using the mean internal 

concentration. This was the method employed for the experimental analysis. The CFD 
data agrees with the experimental data in observing more fluid stagnation in the I. A. 0 

configuration than in the 1.0.0 configuration. 

Where the mean internal age was calculated assuming the concentration accumulation or 
decay at every point followed an exponential form, it is evident from the table that the 
Step-Up method gave slightly higher ages in all cases. This is primarily because, to 
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prevent non-real computations, the value of C(oo) in equation (5.9) had to be slightly 

higher than the maximum concentration found anywhere in the computational domain at 

the end of the total time period. Thus, C(oo) was set fractionally higher than the inlet 

concentration and all ages were very slightly magnified. In the main, however, this 

method gave good estimations for both configurations. 

The IOVP values found using all methods confirm that the 1.0.0 configuration performs 

far better in terms of ventilation efficiency than the I. A. 0 configuration. 

5.5 Concluding Remarks 

Numerical models have been used to successfully simulate the ventilation performance 

of the test chamber. 

Generally, the results generated by the transient models using a 2.5 % mixture of carbon 
dioxide in air agreed well with the corresponding experimental data. In certain locations, 

however, CFD under predicted the degree of short-circuiting which was measured. The 

Step-Up and Step-Down methods complimented one another although, 'when using this 

level Of C02P it was apparent that buoyancy could influence the results obtained, 

particularly in the vertical direction. This problem was more evident for the I. A. 0 

configuration where, in certain locations, advection was very small. With this in mind, a 
2.5 % mixture of carbon dioxide in air is suitable in order to trace the air flows in 

rapidly ventilating systems. In ventilation systems with large turnover times and 

significant fluid stagnation, however, the results may be more inaccurate. Analyses of 

the outlet concentration histories and the mean internal concentration histories 

confirmed that the 1.0.0 configuration was the better ventilation system in terms of 

contaminant removal. 

The benefits of using a lower concentration of C02 were only evident across vertical 

planes. For numerical models, ethene tracer is very useful since it has a similar 

buoyancy to air and its concentration appears to have no effect on the results obtained. 
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In experimental environments, the use of ethene must be restricted to low concentrations 
for safety reasons. 

For all simulations, the outlet fluid age was found to closely approximate the turnover 

time. This means that, where the air flow rate is unknown, tracer measurements in the, 

outlet can been used to determine the turnover time. The three different methods for 

calculating the mean internal fluid age produced similar data. The method involving 

analysis of the concentration history in the extract is cumbersome, but this is the only 

available experimental technique. In calculating the mean internal fluid age using the 

mean internal concentration, the advantage of CFD is clear. Unlike experimental 

procedures, numerical methods permit the simultaneous analysis of many small volumes 

at any given time period. It was also found that reasonably accurate results could be 

obtained by assuming exponential characteristics in all areas of the ventilated space. 

Although easy to compute, this method should be practised with caution since high 

levels of either stagnation or short-circuiting could produce erroneous results. 

Generally, the computation of fluid age in steady state produced very good qualitative 

comparisons with the transient numerical data and the experimental data, and reasonably 

good quantitative comparisons. Therefore, this method can be relied upon to give 

accurate forecasts of ventilation performance. Like the other approaches, the steady state 

method predicted a better ventilation efficiency for the 1.0.0 configuration (IOVP = 
0.66) than for the I. A. 0 configuration (IOVP = 0.34) thus highlighting the influence that 

the inlet - outlet arrangement can have on global air distribution. The steady state 

method is unaffected by buoyancy and diffusion and does not require lengthy time- 
dependent computations and analysis procedures. This is the method which was used to 

model the ventilation performance of the industrial containment isolator as described in 

Chapter 7. 
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Figure 5.1. Grids and physical boundaries. a) 1.0.0 configuration. b) I. A. 0 
configuration. 
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Figure 5.2. Transient accumulation of tracer gas (carbon dioxide) on the x-plane at x 
400 nun (1.0.0 configuration). 
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I 

Figure 5.3. Comparison between experimental and CFD data for the transient 
accumulation of tracer gas at x= 400-mm; y= 400 mm; z 400 mrn (1.0.0 

configuration), -- 
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Figure 5.4. Comparison between experimental and CFD data for the transient 
accumulation of tracer gas in the extract (1.0.0 conýfiguration). 
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Figure 5.5. Transient decay of tracer gas (carbon dioxide) on the x-plane at x= 400 mm 
(1.0.0 configuration). 

Figure 5.6. Comparison between experimental and CFD data for the transient decay of 
tracer gas at x= 400 mm; y= 400 mm; z= 400 mm (1.0.0 configuration). 
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Figure 5.7. Comparison between experimental and CFD data for the transient decay of 
tracer gas in the extract (1.0.0 configuration). 
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Figure 5.8. Transient accumulation of tracer gas (carbon dioxide) on the x-plane at x 
400 mm, (I. A. 0 configuration). 
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Figure 5.9. Transient accumulation of tracer gas (carbon dioxide) on the z-plane at Z 
400 mm (I. A. 0 configuration). 

Figure 5.10. Comparison between experimental and CFD data for the transient 
accumulation of tracer gas at x= 400 nun; y= 400 mm; z= 400 mm, (I. A. 0 

configuration). 
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Figure 5.11. Comparison between experimental and CFD data for the transient 
accumulation of tracer gas in the extract (I. A. 0 configuration). 
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Figure 5.12. Transient decay of tracer gas (carbon dioxide) on the x-plane at x= 400 n1m 
(I. A. 0 configuration). 
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Figure 5.13. Transient decay of tracer gas (carbon dioxide) on the z-plane at z= 400 mm 
(I. A. 0 configuration). 
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Figure 5.14. Comparison between experimental and CFD data for the transient decay of 
tracer gas at x= 400 mm; y= 400 mm; z= 400 mm (I. A. 0 configuration). 
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Figure 5.15. Comparison between experimental and CFD data for the transient decay of 
tracer gas in the extract (I. A. 0 configuration). 
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Figure 5.16. Comparison between the Step-Up tracer characteristics in the extract for the 
1.0.0 configuration, I. A. 0 configuration and a perfectly mixed system. 
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Figure 5.17. Comparison between the mean internal Step-Up tracer characteristics for 
the 1.0.0 configuration. I. A. 0 configuration and a perfectly mixed system. 
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Figure 5.18. Comparison between the Step-Down tracer characteristics in the extract for 
the 1.0.0 configuration, I. A. 0 configuration and a perfectly mixed system. 
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Figure 5.19. Comparison between the mean internal Step-Down tracer characteristics for 
the 1.0.0 configuration, I. A. 0 configuration and a perfectly mixed system. 

Figure 5.20. Shaded contour plot of fluid age computed in steady state on the x-plane at 
x= 400 mm (1.0.0 configuration). 
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Figure 5.2 1. Shaded contour plot of fluid age computed in steady state on the x-plane at 
x= 400 mm (I. A. 0 configuration). 
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Figure 5.22. Shaded contour of fluid age computed in steady state on the -7-plane at -7 
400 nun (I. A. 0 configuration). 
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Figure 5.23. Comparison between experimental and CFD data for the fluid age 
distribution along the z-axis, at x= 400 mm; y= 400 mm (1.0.0 configuration). 
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Figure 5.24. Comparison between experimental and CFD data for the fluid age 
distribution along the y-axis, at x= 400 mm; z= 400 mm (1.0.0 configuration). 
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Figure 5.25. Comparison between experimental and CFD data for the fluid age 
distribution along the z-axis at x= 400 mm; j, = 400 mm (I. A. 0 configuration). 
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Figure 5.26. Comparison between experimental and CFD data for the fluid age 
distribution along the y-axis at x= 400 mm; z= 400 nim (I. A. 0 configuration). 
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Figure 5.27. Comparison between experimental and CFD data for the fluid age 
distribution along the x-axis at y= 400 mm; z= 400 mm (I. A. 0 configuration). 
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Figure 5.28. Comparison between the CFD results for two different tracer concentrations 
and the steady state data on the y-axis at x= 400 mm;. z= 400 mm (1.0.0 configuration). 
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Figure 5.29. Comparison between the CFD results for two different tracer concentrations 
and the steady state data on the y-axis at x= 400 mm; z= 400 mm (I. A. 0 configuration). 
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6. INDUSTRUL CONTAINMENT ISOLATOR 

6.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes the experimental work carried out on a charging isolator at a 

Zeneca Pharmaceuticals manufacturing plant in Avonmouth, Bristol. The isolator uses a 

ventilation system to contain and remove residual particulates that are released during a 

transfer of hazardous materials into a reactor vessel for drug processing. For example, 

the isolator is currently being used for the manufacture of a drug to treat prostate cancer. 
Being an airflow containment device, the isolator is not suitable for any applications 

requiring a maximum operator exposure level (OEL) of less than 50 Rg/M3 (different 

containment devices used in the pharmaceuticals industry and their associated OEI-s are 
discussed in Chapter 2). 

The loading of the raw materials into the isolator is not an automated procedure and 

significant human involvement is required. Given that these materials are frequently 

highly toxic, and the operators inhale the room air in close proximity to the material 

without any additional breathing apparatus, it is of paramount importance that two 

principal criteria are fulfilled: 
I 

" No material is allowed to pass out of the hatch face of the isolator. 

" Residual particulates are removed quickly and efficiently from the system, and 
deposition on surfaces is limited. 

At the same time, it would be unprofitable to lose a large proportion of the charging 

material (raw material) onto filters and, therefore, the bulk of the material should be 

allowed to fall unhindered into the reactor vessel. 
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Two types of experitnents were conducted: 

e Measurements of the air flows being generated at the hatch face of the isolator and 

within the body of the isolator. 

Measurements of particle deposition at the hatch face of the isolator following an 

injection of material at it. 

The objectives of the in-situ experimental work were two-fold: 

To obtain indications of how the system functions and its containment ability. 

To enable a comparison to be made with flow predictions generated in' ,a 

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) framework. 

A guideline issued by the Health and Safety Executive (HSE) recommends a minimum 

hatch face velocity of 0.5 m/s for this type of containment apparatus. Manufacturers of 

containment devices design their systems to satisfy this guideline. They often supply 

information on the hatch face velocities and levels of particulate containment that their 

products can achieve. However, it is important to carry out field measurements once the 

system is actually installed since operational conditions may well be different from 

those in the test laboratory. 

That said, it must be appreciated that the scope and accuracy of this experimental work 

was heavily constrained by two factors. Tight manufacturing schedules meant that 
lengthy programmes were not allowed. Further, in an environment where the slightest 

spark can provoke a dust explosion, strict safety regulations precluded the use on any 

standard mains powered apparatus. 

6.2 Solids Charging Isolator T944 

Figure 6.1 shows the Technology Transfer Plant at Zeneca Pharmaceuticals where there 

are two solids charging isolators. Experiments were carried out on Solids Charging 

Isolator T944 which is shown in Figure 6.2 and, with notation and dimensions, in Figure 

6.3. The isolator operates under isothermal conditions at an average ambient 
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temperature of 16 "C. All future coordinate and position references are related to the 

coordinate (x, y, z) system and origin specified in Figure 6.3. 

Solids charging isolator T944 has a total height (1) of 2.78 in, total width (X) of 0.98 m 

and total breadth (Z) of 1.00 m and is constructed from stainless steel. In an effort to 

limit the amount of particle accumulation, the external surface of the isolator is polished 

to 180 grit finish and the internal surface to 240 grit finish. In addition, all buffs and 

sharp edges have been removed, all welds ground smooth to eliminate cracks and 

crevices and all internal comers radiused to 20 mm. To be sure that there are no leaks in 

the system, all welds were 100 % flaw detected (tested using dye penetrant). For 

environmental reasons, the process and flange seals are made from food grade approved 
PTFE. 

The isolator is comprised of two main sections. Ile lower section, known as the hopper 

arrangement, was supplied by L E. Stott Limited, and consists of one hopper inside 

another. Extending from the base of the isolator to a vertical position of y=2.02 m, the 

inner hopper enlarges from a square chute of side 0.24 m (material feed chute), to an 

open canopy of width (X) 0.88 m and breadth (Z) 0.84 m. This inner hopper supports a 

grid (0.76 m square) which is on the plane y=1.74 m. The region between the inner 

hopper and the outer hopper of the system (exterior surfaces) is commonly known as the 

rim vent. 

The top glove box section was manufactured by AEA Technology. There is a circular 
hatch of internal diameter 0.88 m positioned on the front surface, which is at an angle of 
60 degrees to the horizontal y-plane. Also, there are four glove ports of 0.3 m in 

diameter which use gloves manufactured from butyl rubber. These facilitate handling of 

the material liner by the operator. In addition, there are two viewing panels 

manufactured from laminated glass 11.5 mm thick. 

Air is drawn from the isolator via a small outlet of area 0.028 m2 through use of a4 kW 

extraction fan simultaneously driving the two systems shown in Figure 6.1. The rate of 

extraction is normally 0.46 kg/s (1656 kg/hr) but may be varied in the range 0.115 kgIs 
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to 0.67 kg/s using a damper in the extract duct. As illustrated in Figure 6.3, the extract 

duct is located on one comer of the isolator at a height of 1.44 m, from its base and 

extends out from the isolator at an angle of 45 degrees to the vertical z-plane. 

The principle of operation is relatively simple. Through use of a mechanically driven 

drum tipper of diameter 0.595 m, a drum of height 0.74 m and diameter 0695, m 

containing a liner full of raw materials (- 100 kg of material) is raised and rotated until 

the top of the drum is positioned at the hatch face of the isolator. With the drum held in 

this inclined position, the liner is allowed to fall into the isolator and onto the supporting 

grid. Then, using a knife, the operator will cut this liner open via the glove ports and, in 

so doing, release the material. At the time of release, the drum tipper has normally been 

removed, and the hatch face is completely open to the external environment. The drum 

tipper can be seen in front of the isolator in Figure 6.2. 

The bulk of the material falls under gravity through the inner hopper to be processed. 
However, operators have observed that a small proportion of the particulates do remain 
in the air space following the charging procedure. Extracting air from the enclosure has 

the effect of lowering the internal air pressure and hopefully ensuring that no hazardous 

material leaks out of the hatch face and into the working environment. Residual 

particulates captured by the extraction mechanism pass through the extract and into 

cylindrical duct work of diameter 0.2 m and total length 6 m. This duct work leads to a 
large high efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filter. 

6.3 Air Flow Measurements 

With air being extracted from the isolator at 0.46 kg1s, air flows were measured both at 
the hatch face and within the isolator using a thermal anemometer (Solomat 127MS) 

with a reported accuracy of 0.1 % full scale deflection. 

Measurements of the face velocity (perpendicular to the face) and v-velocity were taken 

over 13 positions covering the hatch face. Within the isolator, the three component 
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velocities were measured on four planes at different heights (V = 1.75 m, y=1.96 m, y= 

2.16 m and y=2.36 m). On each plane, the air flows at sixteen positions were recorded. 

In addition, the flow field in the rim vents was also measured. Each reading was 

averaged over a 25 second time interval. To help identify the direction of the flows, non 

toxic, non-polluting powder smoke was used. 

6.4 Particle Deposition Measurements 

The objective of the particle deposition measurements was to provide an indication of 
how effective the hatch face is in containing material. It was not possible to carry out 

measurements during an actual charging procedure due to safety and practicality 

concerns. 

In reality, the release of raw materials within the isolator is a random process that would 
be very difficult to replicate. A process of firing material directly at the face from a 

spring-loaded catapult and collecting this material on filters was therefore chosen in 

order to study the effectiveness of the hatch face air flow in preventing any leakage of 

material into the outside work space following a 'worst case' scenario. More 

specifically, by directing material at the face and measuring the deposition across it, the 

aim was to assess the protection offered by different regions of the face, and relate these 

results to the air flows recorded over the hatch area. It should therefore be emphasised 

that the results obtained are essentially qualitative rather than quantitative. 

Measurements of particle deposition were also conducted at a small distance back from 

the face to further assess the degree of particle transport into the surrounding plant 
room. 

6.4.1 lqjection Method 

Restrictions on the use of mains powered electrical devices in the plant area where dust 

explosions are a distinct possibility meant that a mechanical device had to be built to 

fire material at the hatch face. 
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This 'catapult' device was constructed from a steel compression spring, stainless steel 

spoon, steel pin and aluminium supports. The device is shown in Figures 6.4a and 6.4b. 

With the spring held in tension by the pin, rapid removal of the pin results in an 

acceleration of the spoon head about the pivot point until the spoon axis hits the front 

support. From simple laboratory tests analysing the vertical displacement of a catapulted 

solid object, the initial injection velocity was found to be consistently -2 m/s. The 

material used in the in-situ tests was carbon granules which have a mean diameter of 10 

gm and a density of 820 kg/M3. These particles have a similar size and density to some 

of the raw materials used in the isolator. 

6.4.2 Sampling Method 

Hatch Face Samplinjz (Usinje Filter Heads) 

Particles were collected on membrane filter papers of pore size 0.8 grn and diameter 25 

mm, which, in turn, were supported on grids and held in screw-top steel cylindrical filter 

holders. All this equipment was supplied by Casella. Once held in the holder, the 

exposed surface area of the filter paper was 3.46x10-4 m2. The components of a filter 

head and the complete assembled filter are shown in Figure 6.5. 

A total of nine filters, interconnected by PVC tubing of internal diameter 6 trim, were 

positioned on a simple frame as shown in Figure 6.6. To generate a suction, a venturi- 
type attachment manufactured in the workshops at the Zeneca plant was attached to the 

compressed air line running adjacent to the isolator. The principal of a venturi and the 

device used on site are shown in Figure 6.7. The fast flowing air from the air line flows 

even faster in the narrow section thus lowering the pressure in this region and forcing air 
to be drawn in. The filter array was connected to the attachment and, using the 

anemometer, the sampling velocities at the faces of each filter head were measured. On 

average, the sampling velocity normal to each filter paper was 0.26 m/s. This value was 

considered to be sufficiently high to hold particles on the filter papers. It should be 

noted that the filter 'suctions' became negligible outside the filter heads and, therefore, 
had no significant impact on the flow field generated by the isolator. 
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Plant Room Samplinz (Usinz Cvclone Heads) 

To obtain a further indication of contaminant leakage out of the isolator, three cyclone 
heads (supplied by Casella) were used to measure particle deposition in the plant room. 

Cyclones allow particles of different sizes to be separated and, in this case, they were 

used in order to determine whether small, respirable particles could enter the plant 

room. 

The flow characteristics of a cyclone separator are represented schematically in Figure 

6.8. Air entering the cyclone tangentially is forced in the direction of reducing cross- 

section and the centrifugal effect is progressively increased. As a result, the heavier and 
larger particles in the air are transported towards the walls by the primary vortex. 
Outside the central core, the velocity component is in a direction opposing the air 

outflow and, therefore, these heavier particles are moved towards the base of the 

separator where they may be collected. The smaller, lighter particles, however, remain 
in the central core and are moved by a secondary vortex up the vessel and towards the 

air outlet where they may be retained on filter papers. 

The separation characteristics of a cyclone are mainly influenced by the air flow rate and 
the radius of the free vortices created. Since the separation of the solid particles that 
have been thrown out to the walls depends on the flow of air parallel to the axis rather 
than the effect of gravity, the cyclone may be orientated in any desired manner (Coulson 

and Richardson, 1991). 

Filter papers of pore size 0.8 pm and diameter 25 mm were again used. This time, 
however, the filter papers were held on grids in plastic cassettes that were enclosed 

within the cyclone head. The filter papers were not exposed and the air inlet was 
through a small steel duct of length 25 mm and internal diameter 5 mm. The cyclone 
heads allowed the larger, non-respirable dust particles to be collected in a small end cap 
(grit-pot), and the respirable dust to be collected on the filter paper. The respirable dust 

particles have a diameter of less than 4 pm and have the potential to penetrate the 
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unciliated airways of a human. The components of a cyclone head are shown in Figure 

6.9. 

Connecting the three cyclone heads with PVC tubing and using the same 'suction' 

technique as for the filter heads, an average inlet velocity of 0.23 m/s was generated, 

similar to the 0.26 m/s achieved at the filter heads as previously described. 

6.43 Experimental Procedure 

Hatch Face Sampling (Using Filter Heads) 

The filter frame was attached to the outer face of the isolator, with the exposed filter 

paper surfaces facing into the isolator and the suction air flow in operation. For the first 

test, the catapult device was clamped in position at x=0.49 m, y=2.26 m and z=0.60 

m. The angle of the spoon to the vertical y-axis was arranged to be 60 degrees just prior 
to injection and, therefore, the device was set to throw material perpendicularly at the 

face. A second test was conducted with the catapult closer to the face. This time, it was 

clamped in position at x=0.49 m, y=2.34 m and z=0.36 m. See Figure 6.10. 

Prior to each experiment, the filter papers were carefully manipulated using tweezers 

and were pre-weighed in small polyethylene bags on a high precision balance measuring 
down to an accuracy of 0.01 mg. The total mass of the catapult with the carbon material 
on the spoon was also recorded. Upon injection, it was noted that the carbon particles 
rapidly dispersed in all directions to form a large cloud of dust near to the hatch face of 
the isolator. A period of 10 minutes was allowed for material to collect on the filter 

papers. 

Following each experiment, the filter papers were re-weighed in bags to establish the 
deposited masses of material. In addition, the catapult was re-weighed to deduce the 
exact quantity of material which was injected (some material was always retained on the 
spoon following an injection procedure), and the catapult was thoroughly cleaned using 
methylated spirits and then dried to remove residual particulates. 
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Plant Room Samplinz (Usinz Cvclone Heads) 

The injection position was at x=0.49 m, y=2.34 m and z=0.36 m. Retort stands and 

clamps were used to hold the cyclone heads in the desired positions. Cyclone number 1 

was positioned at x=0.27 m, y=2.53 m and z= -0.1 m and number 2 was located at x= 
0.71 m, y=2.53 m and z= -0.1 m. The third cyclone head was installed at x=0.49 m, y 

= 2.28 m and z= -0.1 m. See Figure 6.11. 

Similar weighing and injection procedures were carried out to those used for the hatch 

face sampling. However, this time it was also necessary to weigh the rubber end cap 
before and after the experiment to establish the mass of non-respirable dust collected. 

6.5 Results and Discussion 

6.5.1 Air Flow Results 

All contour plots at the hatch face were generated by taking the 13 data points and using 

a 'kriging' method to fill in information for the positions where the velocities were not 

recorded. This is a weighted fill method that looks at statistical distances. It is the 

variance in kriging that plays the role of a weighting function (Davis, 1973). 

Figure 6.12a shows a contour plot of the face velocities measured at the hatch face. This 

plot highlights the strong inward flows of about 1.5 m/s that are created close to the base 

of the face. Further up the face, these flows gradually reduce and near the top the flow is 

only about 0.2 m/s. Relatively high inflows were measured close to the edge of the face 

over the majority of its circumference. The results indicate that, in the main, the face 

velocity is above 0.5 m/s and the HSE guideline is met. 

A corresponding contour plot of the v-velocity component measured across the face is 

shown in Figure 6.12b. The flows are all negative since they are in the negative y- 
direction. Iýke the face velocities, the highest velocities are to be found towards the 

bottom of the face. The flows are quite weak higher up the face. 
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Figure 6.12c shows a contour plot of w-velocity component. These values,. were 

computed from the face velocities (VN) and the v-velocity components using the 

relation: 
VN- wsinO - vcosO (6.1) 

where 0 is the angle of the hatch face to the horizontal y-plane. 

As before, the w-velocity components are significantly larger nearer the hatch bottom 

than at its top. 

Figures 6.13 through to 6.16 characterise the velocity components in the rim vents. In 

the front and back vents, it was found that the w-velocity component was negligible. In 

the former, air is being sucked downwards at about 3 m/s whilst being transported from 

right to left in the direction of the extract. The back vent shows similar traits. However, 

there is a reversal in the direction of the u-velocity component towards the right hand 

back comer. In the side vents, the u-velocity component was negligible. Here, the air 

moves rapidly downwards and is drawn to the front on the isolator under the influence 

of the high extract flow rate. 

The results show that the rim vents provide ideal flows for carrying any hazardous 

material that has spilled over the inner hopper towards the extract. Originally, isolator 

T944 existed solely as the hopper arrangement supplied by L. E. Stott Limited. There 

was no glove box and no surrounding surfaces to create a barrier between the 

containment zone and the plant room. Therefore, the flows generated between the two 

hoppers were essential for containing residual materials which, otherwise, would have 

easily dispersed into the room. 

Figure 6.17a shows a vector plot of the u and w components of the air speed on the Y- 

plane at y=1.75 m. This plane is within the inner hopper and below the bottom of the 

hatch face. Here, the flow is largely 'shielded' and the low flows measured reflect this. 

However, from the directions of the vectors it is evident that the motion of the air is still 
influenced by the strong flows developed in the rim vents higher up (on the plane y= 

2.02 m). Figure 6.17b presents the corresponding v-velocity component. Ilis is always 
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in the positive y-direction reflecting the fact that the air is being pulled upwards by the 

flows in the rim vents. 

Higher in the isolator, Figures 6.18a and 6.18b show the vector and contour plots at y= 

1.96 m. The movement towards the sides is more pronounced as this plane is 

approaching the top of the inner hopper. The v-velocities are markedly stronger than 

before and, like Figure 6.17b, Figure 6.18b shows that the magnitude of the upward 
flow is greatest towards the front of the isolator. 

The data recorded on the planes y=1.75 rn and y=1.96 rn indicates that there is a 

potential for charging material within the inner hopper to be drawn up over the top of 

this hopper into the rim vents and then into the extract. This is undesirable since it 

results in a loss of charging material which, otherwise, would have fallen unhindered 

through the inner hopper and into the reactor. 

Above the inner hopper at a height of y=2.16 m, the air is pulled down strongly into the 
hopper and this is illustrated in Figure 6.19b. Here, all the air is drawn to the back and 

sides of the isolator as shown by the vector plot in Figure 6.19a. Similar results were 
found on the plane y=2.36 m as characterised by Figures 6.20a and 6.20b. Here, 
however, the magnitudes of the v-velocity components are slightly less than at Y=2.16 

m as the influence of the suctions in the rim vents is reduced. 

The air flows measured on the two planes above the height of the inner hopper show 
that the isolator has been designed well to control the movements of residual 

particulates released into the air space of the glove box. The strong air flows should 

transport material that has not fallen down the inner hopper towards the extract via the 

rim vents. 

6.5.2 Particle Deposition Results 

Table 6.1 shows the results for two tests concerning particle deposition at the hatch face. 

The filter numbers correspond to the notation used in Figure 6.6. In the first test, the 
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minimum deposition occurred on filter 5. A mass of just 0.01 mg was measured on this 

filter, and this corresponds to 0.12xlO-2 % of the injected mass (820 mg). The maximum 

amount of deposition was on filter 4, where 0.0268 % of the injected mass was 

collected. A relatively small amount of material was deposited on filter 6. However, 

filters 7,8 and 9 collected significantly larger amounts of material than filters 1,2 and 3 

and, in general, the results show a greater degree of deposition higher up the face. - '' 

The percentage collections for test 2 were greater for all the filters. This would be 

expected since the injection position was closer to the hatch face of the isolator. Ilis 

time, the injected mass was 520 mg and the minimum collection was on filter 3 

(6.35X10-2 %). Most material was found on filter 6 (23.46xlo-2 %). In a similar manner, 

to test 1, the amount of deposition increased with height up the face. However, the 

variation in deposition was much more evident in test 2. 

In the main, the information from these two particle deposition tests corresponds well 

with the measured flows at the hatch face (Figures 6.12a, 6.12b and 6.12c). Towards the 

bottom of the hatch face, where the air flows are strong, small depositions would be 

anticipated since particles would be prevented from passing out of the face. Where 

weaker flows are present near the top of the face, however, greater amounts of 

deposition reflect the fact that here, it is easier for the material to migrate out of the 

isolator. It can be seen from Table 6.1 that there was a variation in the sampling 

velocities recorded at the filter heads and, perhaps, this could have influenced the 

relative amounts of particle deposition observed. However, as discussed in section 6.4-2, 

these sampling velocities would not have affected the hatch face air flows significantly. 
Indeed, Table 6.1 shows that large depositions often occurred on filter heads with small 

suction velocities. 

The particle depositions found on the three cyclones in the plant room are shown in 

Table 6.2. In the main, a larger amount of non-respirable than respirable dust was 

collected on the cyclones. These larger particles do not have the potential to enter the 
human bronchial system and, on losing momentum, should fall under gravity to deposit 

on surfaces. However, small amounts of respirable dust were sampled and, where 
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hazardous materials are concerned,, this could be very dangerous for the operators in 

attendance. It should also be noted that the finer respirable dust particles are likely to 

remain suspended in the room air for relatively long periods of time. 

The cyclone experiments confirm the potential for material to leak out of the isolator 

into the plant room. In addition, these experiments show that although larger particles 

penetrate the hatch face velocities more readily than the smaller ones, some smaller, 
respirable dust particles may also enter the breathing zone of the operators. 

6.6 Concluding Remarks 

ow and particle deposition measurements have provided a useful indication of the 

containment performance of solids charging isolator T944. In general, the flow patterns 
within the isolator appear to be ideal for controlling the movements of residual 
particulates released into the glove box during a charging procedure. However, there is a 

possibility that some charging material may be drawn out of the inner hopper before it 

has had the opportunity to fall into the reactor. This material will be lost to the extract 

and filter system. Indeed, operators regularly report that large amounts of material are 
collected on the filter. It should be appreciated that it was very difficult to accurately 

measure air velocities in such a turbulent flow field. 

Although the measured face velocities appear to satisfy the HSE guideline over the 

majority of the face area, towards the top of the face the flows are very small. Here, 

there is a possibility for contaminant leakage into the plant room. The design of the 

isolator does not create a uniform flow pattern at the hatch face and this will reduce its 

containment ability. 

Particles were collected at the hatch face following a material injection within the 

isolator. In general, where weak face velocities were measured, the particle deposition 

was the greatest, as would be expected. The injection was probably more severe than 

any material dispersion that would result in practice. Nevertheless, the data does suggest 
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that hazardous material could migrate out of the isolator and into the surrounding room. 

Moreover, some of this material could be fine, respirable dust particles that would put 

operators at risk. The accuracy of the particle deposition measurements was comprised 
by an inability to precisely control the injection mechanism. 

The containment performance of the isolator is investigated further using numerical 

techniques in Chapter 7. 
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Figure 6.1. Photograph of the Technology Transfer Plant Room at Zeneca 
Pharmaceuticals, Avlon Works, Bristol. 

Figure 6.2. Photograph of Solids Charging Isolator T944. 
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Figure 6.3. Schematic diagram of Solids Charging Isolator T944. 
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Figure 6.4a. Side view of the mechanical catapult used to inject carbon material. 
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Figure 6.4b. Photograph of the catapult used to inject carbon material. 
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Figure 6.5. Photographs of the filter head. 
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Figure 6.6. The arrangement of filters on a rack positioned at the hatch face. 
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Figure 6.7. Venturi attachment. 
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Figure 6.8. Flow characteristics of a cyclone separator. 
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Figures 6.9. Photographs of the cyclone head. 

Figure 6.10. Photograph of the filter rack at the hatch face of the solids charging isolator 
with the mechanical catapult in position. 
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Figure 6.11. Photograph of the cyclone arrangement in the plant room. 
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Figure 6.12a. Contour plot of the measured face velocity (m/s) at the hatch face. 
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Figure 6-12b. Contour plot of the measured v-velocity (m/s) at the hatch face. 
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Figure 6.12c. Contour plot of the w-velocity (m/s) at the hatch face. 
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Figure 6.13. Graphs of the variations in the u and v-velocity components in the front rim 
vent along the x-axis at y=2.02 m; z=0.055 m. 
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Figure 6.14. Graphs of the variations in the u and v-velocity components in the back rim 
vent along the x-axis at y=2.02 m; z=0.95 5 m. 
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Figure 6.15. Graphs of the variations in the v and w-velocity components in the left rim 
vent along the -7-axis at x=0.025 m; y=2.02 m. 
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Figure 6.16. Graphs of the variations in the v and w-velocity components in the right rim 
vent along the z-axis at x=0.955 m, y=2.02 m. 
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Figure 6.17a. Vector plot of the measured u and w components of the air speed on the y- 
plane at y=1.75 m. 
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Figure 6.17b. Contour plot of the measured v component (m/s) of the air speed on the 
plane at y=1.75 m. 
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Figure 6.18a. Vector plot of the measured u and w components of the air speed on the y- 
plane at y=1.96 m. 
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Figure 6.18b. Contour plot of the measured v component (m/s) of the air speed on the. v- 
plane at y=1.96 m. 
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Figure 6.19a. Vector plot of the measured u and w components of the air speed on the y- 
plane at y=2.16 m. 
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Figure 6.19b. Contour plot of the measured v component (m/s) of the air speed on the y- 
plane at y=2.16 m. 
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Figure 6.20a. Vector plot of the measured u and w components of the air speed on the. v- 
plane at y=2.36 M. 
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Figure 6.20b. Contour plot of the measured v component (m/s) of the air speed on the. v- 
plane at y=2.3 6 m. 
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17. 
CFD MODELLING OF INDUSTRUL ISOLATOR 

7.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes the numerical models used to simulate the operational 

characteristics of the solids charging isolator discussed in Chapter 6. The theory behind 

th ese models is detailed in Chapter 3. 

ow and particle tracking models were produced for the isolator. The aims of this 

work were: 
To compare CFD predictions with experimental data and hence establish a certain 
degree of confidence in the predictive accuracy of CFD for the modelling of 
ventilated containment devices. 

To assess the containment performance of the system in terms of the air flow 

generated at the hatch face and the distribution of air flow within the ventilated 

space. 

To analyse the efficiency with which the imposed air flows remove particulate 

matter from the isolator. 

To investigate how alterations to certain key operational characteristics of the 

system are likely to influence its overall containment performance. 
0 To recommend modifications to the design for improved containment. 

In order to investigate the performance of the isolator ductwork in terms of transporting 
the dust laiden air from the isolator extract to the HEPA filter, the flows in this 
ductwork were also simulated using both fluid and particle models. 
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A containment system in the pharmaceuticals industry should not only protect the 

operator and other personnel from exposure to toxic powders but, ideally, it should also 

protect the charging material itself from pollution resident in the surrounding air space. 
As it stands, charging isolator T944 generates a negative internal pressure and high 

inward air flows across the hatch face. This arrangement will naturally draw dirty, 

unfiltered air into the charging system which will have the potential to contaminate the 

manufactured product. Hence, a possible solution to prevent all cross-contamination that 
involves the supply of clean, filtered air from an overhead plenum plate was also 

modelled in this study using CFD. 

The objectives of the work on the Plenum Design were: 

9 To model the Plenum Design in CFD and to devise a suitable method for predicting 
the effectiveness of this system in terms of preventing contamination of the charging 

material and hence the manufactured product. 
To assess the influence of changing the relative magnitudes of the plenum supply air 

and the extraction air (the air flow balance) on the degree of product contamination. 

* To study the effect of an operator standing close to the hatch face. 

0 To produce particle tracking models to assist in predicting how the system would 

perform. 
9 To investigate alternative designs that would enhance overall contaimnent. 

7.2 Air Flow Modelling of the Solids Charging Isolator 

7.2.1 Grid, Turbulence Model and Physical Boundaries 

The commercial CFD code, CFX-4.2, was used to model the isolator. As in the real 
case, the total height of the model was 2.78 m. The hatch had an area of 0.610 xrý and an 
equivalent diameter of 0.881 m. Due to grid constraints, the width (X) of the isolator and 
the breadth (Z) were made slightly larger than reality at 1.04 m. each. 

Due to the relatively complex geometry of the isolator, a total of 114 blocks of cells 

were required in order to accurately replicate the exterior topology, inner hopper, and 
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extraction position of the system. A mesh consisting of 95,140 cells was generated and 
this is displayed in Figure 7.1. 

The open - circular hatch face through which air enters the enclosure was modelled 

through use of a series of pressure boundaries on the three blocks constituting the 

slanting front face. As discussed in Chapter 3, these pressure boundaries fix the pressure 

ýat the face and correct the velocity distribution whilst applying the condition of mass 

-flow continuity. A pressure boundary was also set at the base of the material feed chute 

that leads into the reactor vessel, where the nature of the air flow into the isolator was 

unknown. 

The appropriate extraction mass flow rate of 0.46 kg/s was generated by imposing a 
mass flow boundary condition at the outlet register, which had a modelled area of 
0.0266 m2. The standard k-epsilon turbulence model was used. 

7.2.2 Solution Procedure 

Ile SIMPLEC algorithm was used as the basis for updating pressure and correcting 

velocity components for continuity. It was found that 800 iterations and False Time 

Steps (FIS) of 140-4 s on the three component velocities and the turbulence quantities 

,, were sufficient in order to produce an adequately converged solution (the ratio of the 

-mass residuals from the second and last iterations was of the order of 1405). False 

Time Steps are discussed in Chapter 5. 

713 Performance Indicators 

Evaluation ofIsolation Performance 

The degree to which a containment system isolates the surrounding environment from 

contamination is largely dependent upon the nature of the protective air flow at the 

hatch face. Often, suppliers of ventilated containment systems simply compute the mean 
face velocity by dividing the extract flow rate by the face area. However, this approach 
does not characterise the variation in velocity that commonly exists across the face. 

Tlerefore, it is an inadequate method for estimating containment performance. 
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The most efficient inlet - outlet configuration will produce a uniform face velocity 

across the whole of the hatch face. It is then just a matter of adjusting the flow rate to 

ensure that this face velocity is sufficiently high for containment purposes. Poor 

positioning of the exhaust relative to the inlet register results in air being pulled in more 

readily in some areas of the hatch face than in others. In this case, high extract flow rates 

are necessary in order to produce the required face velocities across the whole hatch 

area, resulting in large operational costs. The Indicator of Face Flow Performance 

(IOFFP) is defined as the ratio of the mean face velocity to the standard deviation of the 

face velocities. An effective system will produce high face velocities and a low standard 

deviation giving a high value for IOFFP. 

An HSE guideline states that an air flow containment system will only be able to isolate 

operators in the surrounding environment effectively if the face velocity across the 

whole hatch face is at least 0.5 m/s (An introduction to local exhaust ventilation, HSE, 

1993). The Indicator of Isolation Performance (101P) is defined as the proportion of the 

hatch face area where this guideline is satisfied. Hence, perfect isolation performance 

according to this indicator is only achieved when the IOIP value is unity. 

Evaluation of Ventilation Performance 

In Chapter 5, it was shown that it is possible to compute fluid age accurately by using a 

steady state model and modifying the scalar advection-diffusion transport equatio--i- 
Hence, this method was adopted in order to monitor the air flow distribution within the 

industrial isolator. The outlet age and mean internal age were calculated using similar 

methods to those detailed in section 5.3.5. 

At all inlet registers, the fluid age was set to zero. Then, equation (5.13) was solved 

throughout the computational domain of the isolator in order to give the distribution of 

fluid age throughout the ventilated space. 
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The Indicator of Ventilation Performance (IOVP) was defined in Chapter 4, section 
4.8.2. This indictor was also applied to the isolator in order that its global ventilation 

efficiency could be compared to that of perfectly mixed and plug flow systems. 

7.2.4 AnalYsis of Specific Zones within the Isolator 

, 
In order to gain a greater understanding of how the different parts of the containment 

system function in terms of ventilation efficiency, volume-averaged fluid age 

calculations were also undertaken for selected zones within the isolator. With reference 

to Figure 6.3, the zones analysed were: 

e Ventilated Zone: the region that should be most effectively ventilated. Consists of 

,,. the isolator glove box and the rim vents. 
Lower Rim Vents: the region in which particulate matter is likely to collect most 

readily. Consists of the rim vents below the extract position. 

* Inner Hopper: consists of the inner hopper (including the material feed chute) of the 

system through which the majority of the charging material should fall into the 

reactor vessel below. 

* Proposed Ventilated Zone: a region analysed with the aim of suggesting a design 

modification for existing or future systems. Consists of the Ventilated Zone 

excluding the poorly ventilated lower rim vents. 

7.2.5 Results and Discussion for the Current Configuration 

Vector plots of the air speed on the x-plane at x=0.52 rn and on the z-plane at z=0.52 

m are shown in Figure 7.2. The high inward velocities near to the base of the hatch face 

are evident, as are the strong flows in the narrow rim vents. The strength of the hatch 

face flows decreases higher up the hatch and the flows near the top of the face are 

relatively weak. Figure 7.2a shows that some of the fast incoming air has a tendency to 

S swoop' down into the top part of the inner hopper and then rise back up and into the 

back rim vent. CFD has predicted very small incoming flows at the bottom of the 

material feed chute and negligible flows higher up in the inner hopper. It is also clear 
that there is very little air flow in the lower regions of the rim vents. 
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Figures 7.3a and 7.3b display contour plots of the predicted v and w-velocities at the 

hatch face. Figure 7.3c represents the corresponding face velocity and this was deduced 

using equation (6.1). Figure 7.3a compares reasonably well with the measured v- 

velocities shown in Figure 6.12b. In both the numerical and experimental cases, higher 

flows were found towards the base of the hatch face, and weaker flows towards its top. 

In general, Figure 7.3b also shows similar trends to the measured w-velocities displayed 

in Figure 6.12c, with the flow weakening higher up the face. There is a close agreement 

concerning the magnitude of the w-velocity at the bottom of the hatch face. However, 

CFD predicted weaker flows towards the centre of the face and generally a greater 

variation in this velocity component across the whole face. The contour plot of the 

predicted face velocity is shown in Figure 7.3c. The computed face velocities near the 

top and bottom of the face are quite similar to those measured (Figure 6.12a) but the 

numerical prediction highlights far weaker flows in the centre-right region of the face. 

Figures 7.4a and 7.4b compare the experimental and CFD data for the u and v-velocity 

components in the front rim vent. Although the experimental results are consistently 
larger for the v-velocities, the qualitative agreement is good showing that this 

component becomes more prominent near the extraction position. The comparison of 

the u-velocities is acceptable near the region of the outlet (0 <x : r. 500 mm). Then, 

however, CFD shows a reversal in the flow direction which was not measured. 

Figure 7.5 shows a vector plot of air speed on the y-plane at y=2.16 m. for comparison 

with the corresponding experimental data shown in Figure 6.19a. The numerical method 

produced similar trends in predicting that the flow moves quickly towards the back vent 

whilst being influenced by the high suctions developed in the side vents. Figures 7.6a, 

7.6b and 7.6c show quantitative comparisons for the three component velocities along 

the z-axis at x=0.205 m; y=2.16 m. The u-velocity comparison is not very good and it 

appears that CFD under predicted the strong influence of the side vents forcing flow in 

the x direction. The comparison of the v-velocities is much better and both experiment 

and CFD indicated a reduction in the magnitude of the downward flow towards the rear 

of the isolator. To z= 600 mm, CFD was accurate in forecasting that the strong flows in 
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the z direction (w-velocity component) near to the front of the isolator progressively 

, weaken. However, a high w-velocity was measured as the rear rim vent was approached 

and this was not predicted by CFD highlighting once again that CFD under predicted the 
influence of the rim vents. 

jhe fluid age predictions shown in Figure 7.7 support the air speed plots in Figure 7.2. 
Given that the air entering the hatch face was defined as having zero 'age', it is natural 
that in the region close to the face, the air is relatively 'young'. Where there is limited 

air motion, however, such as within the inner hopper and the lower sections of the rim 

, vents (below the extract), the fluid is stagnant and therefore 'old'. As previously 

mentioned, only the top part of the inner hopper is well ventilated by the incoming air 

, 
and this in highlighted in Figure 7.7. The fluid ages at the base of the material feed chute 

are relatively low since in this region some air is pulled up from the reactor vessel into 

the isolator. 

For the current operational characteristics of the system, IOIP1 = 0.321 and IOVP1 = 
0.218, suggesting both an insufficiently strong air flow at the face and an ineffective 

ventilation ability. Indeed, this low IOVP value indicates that the system generates a far 

worse air flow distribution than a perfectly mixed system (for which IOVP = 0.5). Tlie 

mean internal age is 9.85 s and the average age computed at the outlet position (t,, ) is 

4.30 s. 11is compares favourably with the system turnover time (r,, ) value of 4.47 s as 

would be expected from the theory presented in Chapter 4, section 4.2.1. The 
discrepancy may be attributed to the fact that the inflow at the hatch face is not very 
uniform. 

Analysis of the 'Ventilated Zone' returned a value of 6.44 s for the mean age here, 

whilst an age of 11.62 s for the 'Lower Rim Vents' emphasises the fluid stagnation of 
this particular region. As it is shielded from the principal flows, the 'dead' zone of the 

inner hopper is a region of very 'old' fluid where, on average, the age was found to be 

22.50s. 
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7.2.6 Scenarios Simulated 

To identify designs that might lead to improved efficiency, CFD calculations were 

carried for various flow rates and two further extraction positions as highlighted in 

Figure 7.8. These are extraction positions that were identified by Zeneca as being viable. 
For all simulations, the area of the extraction ducting was maintained at about 0.026 rný- 
However, for extraction position 3, the air was drawn from the isolator into the ducting 

through an area of 0.076 m2. 

The decision regarding turbulence model depended on the Reynolds number at the hatch 

face (Rej) which was evaluated using the hatch face diameter as the characteristic length 

scale. As detailed in Chapter 3, the k-e turbulence model should generally be used where 
Ref is about 3 OX104 or greater. However, where Ref is significantly less than 3 OX104, 

the log-law is no longer valid and it is more accurate to use the low Reynolds number k- 

F, model. Hence, the low Reynolds number was used for extraction rates of 0.23 kg/s and 
0.115 kg/s. 

Occasionally the loading drum, which has a real diameter of 0.595 m (cross-sectional 

area 0.278 M2) is left at the centre of the hatch face during the charging procedure. 
Where this is the case, the majority of the hatch face area is covered and the air flow 

characteristics of the system are changed. This scenario was modelled using an area of 
0.302 rn 2 for the drum, creating an open annulus at the hatch face of area 0.308 m2. 

Operational procedures in pharmaceuticals companies are subject to strict guidelines 
which are rigidly enforced. Nonetheless, it is sensible in this study to consider 
exceptional circumstances in which it is conceivable that the isolator may be operated 
under impaired conditions. Past experience has shown that the rubber gloves in the side 
glove ports have a tendency to suffer from wear and tear and, therefore, have the 

potential to fail completely if not regularly monitored. With this in mind, the 

containment implications of a single glove failing (the front right glove) and a 'worst 

case' scenario involving four completely uncovered glove ports were investigated. Open 

glove ports were modelled using pressure boundaries. 
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The containment performance of the isolator would be greatly improved if there was no 

possibility of a leakage of contaminants through the hatch face. This may be achieved by 

completely sealing the face and, instead of drawing air into the isolator through the face, 

providing clean, filtered air through an inlet at the top of the isolator. 

There is an inlet facility already installed on the top of isolator T944 which is not 

normally used. This can be seen in Figure 6.2. This inlet has a diameter of 0.25 m and 

cross-sectional area 0.049 m2 and, in a CFD model, was represented by a square inlet of 

dimensions X=0.218 m; Z=0.202 m (area 0.044 m 2). The inlet of air was set to 0.46 

kg/s in order to balance the extract flow rate that is normally used. In this way, no air is 

drawn up into the isolator from the reactor vessel. In addition, however, no air is forced 

'down the inner hopper. This complies with safety regulations stipulating that since there 

are often flammable solvents in the reactor vessel, air flows into the vessel are 

unacceptable. 

As discussed in Chapter 3, section 3.4.2, an inlet boundary assumes Dirichlet boundary 

conditions where, for a subsonic flow, all variables are specified and pressure is 

extrapolated from downstream. The hydraulic diameter, which is used to approximate 
the initial values of the turbulence quantities, is given by: D= 4Aj,, dPj,, j , where Ajj is 

the cross sectional area of the inlet, and Pmi is its perimeter. For the inlet into the 
isolator, Ajj = 0.044 m2 and Pi = 0.84 rn giving a value D=0.2095 m. 

7.2.7 Results and Discussion for the Additional Scenarios 

Figure 7.9 shows a contour plot of the predicted face velocity at the hatch face with 

extraction position 3 in place. Comparing this plot with Figure 7.3c, it is evident that 

there is an improvement in terms of the distribution of the air flow across the face. T'he 

variation in the face velocities is reduced and a larger proportion of the magnitudes are 

greater than 0.5 m/s. 

Figure 7.10 shows the detrimental effects that would result if the isolator were operated 

with all the glove ports uncovered. Although the face velocity remains high towards the 
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base of the hatch face, the mean face velocity is substantially reduced and the variation 
in face velocity is very high. 

From Figure 7.11, it is clear that extraction position 3 would improve the ventilation 

performance of the system. The fluid ages towards the rear of the glove box section are 

less than those for the current configuration (Figure 7.7). In addition, the degree of 

stagnation is much reduced in the rim vents and in the inner hopper. Conversely, Figure 

7.12 illustrates that much higher ages would be generated in the system if all the gloves 

were to fail. 

The benefits of sealing the face and injecting air from the top of the isolator to balance 

the rate of extraction are evident in Figure 7.13. The glove box and rim vents 
(Ventilated Zone) are now very well ventilated. The inner hopper is a region of high 

stagnation that would be beneficial in allowing the raw materials to fall unhindered into 

the reactor vessel below. In addition, there is no possibility of toxic particulates 

migrating out of the hatch face. 

The variation in the Indicator of Face Flow Performance (IOFFP) for all the scenarios is 

displayed in Figure 7.14. From the graphs, it is clear that complete glove failure 

(IOFFP_CG) would result in the poorest face flow performance. This is because a 

certain proportion of the extract flow would be balanced by the inflows through the 

open ports. Use of extractions 2 (IOFFP2) and 3 (IOFFP3) would yield good face flows. 

A failure of the front right glove (IOFFP 
- 

FRG) would reduce the effectiveness of the 
face flow slightly compared to the current arrangement (IOFFP1). With the drum at the 
face (IOFFP-D), the face flows would be high since the hatch aperture would be 

significantly reduced. The results for all the scenarios vary slightly with flow rate 

suggesting that the Reynolds number can influence the face flow by altering the degree 

of turbulence. 

Figure 7.15 illustrates the variations in the Indicator of Isolation Performance (IOIP) and 
the Indicator of Ventilation Performance (IOVP) for the scenarios considered. It is 

evident that the degree of isolation offered by the hatch face is greatly influenced by the 
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rate of air being extracted from the isolator. For the current configuration (IOIPI), fully 

opening the damper and increasing the flow rate to 0.67 kgIs would result in a 30 % 

increase in this indicator. If the standard flow rate could be doubled to 0.92 kg/s, a 180 

%, improvement could be achieved. Similarly, reducing the flow rate four fold to 0.115 

kg/s yields a dangerously low value of 0.07. Ventilation efficiency, though, remains 
largely independent of the flow rate. This would suggest that the degree of recirculative 
flows induced by turbulence is negligibly affected by the rate of extraction. Generally 

speaking, changing the extract flow rate has a proportional effect on the fluid ages 

within the system and this is highlighted by the values displayed in Table 7.1. 

Moving the extract to the rear left comer of the isolator (extract position 2) appears to 
beneficial in terms of both containment indicators. The value of the ventilation 

performance (IOVP2) is improved by about 100 % thus showing that ventilation 

efficiency is controlled by the relative positions of the inlet and outlet registers. The 

values in Table 7.1 emphasise this improvement showing that the mean fluid age for the 

, 
complete isolator is reduced from 9.85 s to 5.12 s, whilst all the other localised ages are 

,, 
reduced by approximately 50 %. Further, the isolation performance (IOIP2) is 

. 
significantly increased for high flow rates indicating that this arrangement would be 

advantages in terms of the protection it would offer to the operators. At a flow rate of 
0.92 kg/s, IOIP2 = 1.0 and the HSE guideline is satisfied over the entire face area. 
Figure 7.15 shows that extract position 3 would yield small additional improvements in 

the ventilation and isolation performance of the system. 

The loading drum at the face has little effect on the ventilation performance of the 

system (IOVP-D). However, by reducing the face area through which air enters the 
isolator, the isolation performance (101PLD) is significantly enhanced for all flow rates. 
If the front right glove were to fail, the results in Figure 7.15 indicate that the ventilation 
performance (IOVP-FRG) of the apparatus would remain largely unaffected and the 

protected offered by the face OOIP 
- 
FRG) would be slightly impaired. However, 

complete glove failure would reduce both indicators (IOIP-CG, IOVP-CG) 

significantly. 
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Fluid age calculations were performed in particular locations to help understand what 

motivated a design involving two hoppers, one inside the other, and a glove box on top. 

The high ages found in the inner hopper are presented in Table 7.1 and these suggest a 

stationary flow field that is perhaps beneficial for allowing the bulk of the charging 

material to fall freely down the material feed chute. If this region were well ventilated, 

material would be pulled up from within the inner hopper to be extracted out and lost to 

the filter. For this device, the ventilation system must deal solely with the residual 

particulates that are left in the Ventilated Zone during and after the charging procedure. 
It must not interfere with the bulk material since this would naturally lead to a reduction 
in manufacturing output. 

Unwanted, however, are the high 'ages' developed in the lower regions of the rim vents 

as listed in Table 7.1. This zone should be well ventilated but, conversely, is likely to be 

a source of substantial particle accumulation due to high fluid residence times. 

Modifications to the extract position do appear to reduce the level of stagnation in this 

area. However, a better solution would be to eliminate this zone altogether. The 

comparatively low ages computed in the 'Proposed Ventilation Zone' (defined in 

section 7.2-4) emphasise the improvements that such an action would bring to the 

ventilation efficiency of this important section of the isolator. 

Table 7.1 also shows the results obtained for the scenario whereby the hatch face is 

sealed and there is an inlet of air into the system. It is clear that this would produce a 
much improved air flow distribution within the glove box section (Ventilated Zone), 

substantially reduce the stagnation levels in the lower regions of the rim vents and, at 
the same time, leave the inner hopper largely unventilated. 

7.3 Particle Modelling of the Solids Charging Isolator 

73.1 Model Approximations 

The process of material release within the isolator is essentially random and therefore 
difficult to characterise precisely. In addition, a CFD model cannot possibly account for 

the huge number of particles involved. However, by defining a reasonably large number 
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of-particles of realistic physical properties, and releasing these particles from 

coordinates that span the height, width and depth of the material liner when placed on 
the grid, an attempt has been made to simulate the probable trajectories followed by a 
cloud of residual particulates. From these models, it is possible to assess the efficiency 

of the apparatus in terms of the time it takes to evacuate potentially harmful material. 

7.3.2 CFD Models Generated 

The base particle density was set at 500 kg/M3 and the mean particle diameter defined as 
5x10-5 m (50 gm) to correspond approximately with the physical properties of materials 
often used in the isolator. A total of 200 particles were modelled, with injection 

coordinates which encompassed the space occupied by the material liner prior to being 

cut open. Initial velocities of u=v=w=0.05 m/s were imposed on each particle to 

provide some initial momentum which can help to reduce the potential for numerical 
difficulties at the beginning of the solution procedure. The effects of particle buoyancy 

and turbulence, as described in Chapter 3, sections 3.9.2 and 3.9.3, were also included. 

. The particles were tracked over a time period of 120 s. The model used a total of 800 

iterations, with 5 iterations in the outer loop solving for particulate motion for every I 

iteration in the inner, fluid phase loop. Using identical geometries and meshes to the air 
flow models, and imposing an extraction flow rate of 0.46 kg/s, simulations were carried 

out for the current configuration and for the extra scenarios. To simulate the behaviour 

of similar sized materials with different elastic properties, models using a coefficient of 

restitution (e) of 0.0 and 0.6 were tested. 

For each simulation, the average time period over which a particle remained in the 

isolator before leaving it via the extract (average particle residence time) was computed. 
Also, the percentages of the released particles removed into the extract, falling into the 

reactor, depositing on the surfaces of the isolator and remaining stationary were 

calculated. When using a coefficient of restitution of 0.6, it was found that some 

particles bounced continuously along the walls (in very close proximity to the surface) 

without actually depositing or re-suspending permanently into the isolator air space. In 
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reality, these particles will eventually adhere to the walls and, therefore, they were 

considered as deposited material. 

733 Results and Discussion 

Figure 7.16 shows a particle tracking model for the current configuration using e=0.0. 

The mean particle residence time was found to be 4.50 s. It is evident that although 

some particles move quickly to the exhaust, a large number travel down into the lower 

rim vents before being extracted. A significant number of particles are also deposited on 

the wall surfaces. Figure 7.17 shows the improvements when employing extract 3. The 

particles are moved quickly and efficiently to the exhaust and most do not fall below the 

extract position. The mean particle residence time is reduced to just 1.94 s. These results 

compliment the air flow results in suggesting that the ventilation characteristics of the 

system would be greatly enhanced by relocating the extract at the rear centre of the 

isolator. 

The particle tracking model for the scenario of complete glove failure is shown in 

Figure 7.18. Here, the effect of re-suspension (e = 0-6) is modelled. A significant 

proportion of the residual particulates fall into the reactor. However, the residence time 

of those left in the isolator air space is high at 5.69 s. The corresponding simulation 

when using an air inlet is presented in Figure 7.19. Once again, CFD predicts that a 

relatively large number of particles will fall into the reactor. Here, the mean particle 

residence time was found to be 3.71 s. 

Table 7.2 presents all the particle tracking information for the solids charging isolator. 

As suspected, the degree of particle deposition is higher where e=0.0 and the 

percentage of the injected particles leaving the system via the outlet is'increased when 
they are given a certain degree of elasticity. The failing of the front right glove would 
have little impact on the transport of the particles. If all gloves were to fail, however, the 

particle residence time would increase and the percentage of the particles removed into 

the extract would reduce. These findings support the air flow models which also 
highlighted the poor ventilation that would result from complete glove failure. 
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Extract positions 2 or 3 would significantly improve the, amount of residual material 

being captured by the extract mechanism and greatly reduce the time that this material 

spends in the isolator. With the air flow results, therefore, the benefits of re-positioning 

the extract are clear. The influence of having the drum covering a large proportion of the 

hatch face is minimal but an air inlet would appear to be a good design option for 

evacuating particles efficiently. 

7.4 Ductwork Modelling 

,, 
7.4.1 General Design Considerations 

--The 
ductwork carries the extracted air and residual particulates from the outlet to the air 

- cleaning device. For dusts and fume, the ductwork should be designed so that the air 

ý, velocity is high enough to keep the particles suspended in the air-stream and not allow 

them to deposit on surfaces. In particular, this applies to long horizontal runs of ducting, 

where the build-up of settled dust or fume particles could significantly reduce the 

airflow in the duct and adversely affect control performance. 

Ductwork should be made of a material that is strong and can support substantial wear 

and tear. For most applications, galvanised sheet steel is used. For a duct of 200 mm in 

diameter, a steel thickness of 0.8 mm is required for non-abrasive materials such as 

paint spray, wood, pharmaceuticals and food products. This thickness is also suitable for 

the transport of non-abrasive material in high concentrations as well as moderately and 
highly abrasive materials in low concentrations. For heavy duty operations involving the 

passage of materials such as sand, grit or rock, a thickness of at least 1.2 mm is 

necessary. Occasionally, where the application is light duty and the temperature is below 

40 *C, sheet aluminiurn or plastic materials such as PVC and polypropylene may be 

used (An introduction to local exhaust ventilation, HSE, 1993). 

Ductwork systems should be as simple as possible. Multiple changes of direction that 

may induce fluid stagnation, particle deposition and flow resistance should be avoided 

wherever possible. Where changes in direction are required, they should be made 

smoothly. The radius of curvature R should not be less than 1.5 times the duct diameter 
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dd. All junctions and section joints should also be smooth. Figure 7.20 shows examples 

of good practice in ducting design. 

7.4.2 CFD Models Generated 

The cylindrical ductwork leading from the extract of the solids charging isolator to the 

HEPA filter was modelled in CFD. This ductwork has a diameter of 0.2 m, thickness of 

2 mm, and a total length of about 6 m. It is shown in Chapter 6, Figure 6.1. 

The ductwork is complicated by three changes in direction. For all these direction 

changes, R=1.5dd and the length of the curvature is about 0.5 m. The duct is connected 

to the extract at an angle of 45 degrees. After a length of 0.2 m, it turns vertically 

through an angle of 90 degrees. The vertical section of length 1.5 m turns again through 

90 degrees to follow a horizontal path for 2.10 m. There is one final 90 degree turn and 

the final vertical section of 0.9 m in length connects to the inlet of the HEPA filter. 

Figure 7.21 shows a diagram of the ductwork. 

The CFD model was generated using a total of 35 blocks and 62,000 computational 

cells. Mass flow boundaries were imposed at the inlet to the duct and at its outlet, and a 

flow rate of 0.46 kg/s was used. Figure 7.22 shows the grid and boundaries for the 

ductwork. 

The SIMPLEC algorithm was employed. A total of 800 iterations with False Time Steps 

Of jX10-3 s on the three component velocities reduced the mass residual on the final 

iteration to less than 0.01 % of its value on the second iteration. 

To study the degree of stagnation in the pipe, particularly where the direction of the flow 

is forced to change, the distribution of fluid age in the pipe was computed. To assess the 

degree of particle deposition at the bends, 200 particles of identical properties to those 

released in the isolator were released at the entrance to the duct. All the particles were 

given a coefficient of a coefficient of restitution (e) of 0.0. Particle turbulence and 

particle buoyancy were included, and a total of 1000 iterations used. 
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7A3 Results and Discussion 

A shaded contour plot of fluid age in the centre of the ductwork is shown in Figure 7.23. 

'Me air progressively ages from inlet to outlet and significant fluid hold-up in the bends 

js not evident. There is a negligible difference between the volume-averaged fluid age at 

, 
the, outlet (0.495 s), and the turnover time of 0.494 s. In fact, the duct shows good 

_ýventilation 
characteristics that closely approximate plug flow. The mean internal fluid 

agewas found to be 0.250 s and, hence, the Indicator of Ventilation Performance 

(IOVP) for the ductwork is 0.990. 

, 
However, CFD predicts that significant amounts of particulate material do deposit on 
I z". - 

the walls of the ductwork, as shown in Figure 7.24. Indeed, the model shows that just 

1.5 % of the injected particles actually leave the duct and enter the HEPA filter. Most 

deposition occurs in the three bend sections. The inertia of the particles means that they 

are unable to change direction as rapidly as the fluid. 

This is a pessimistic result since the particles were given zero elastic properties and 
therefore settled immediately on impact. However, it does provide some valuable 

-,, information concerning the particle - fluid iterations within the duct. The tracking model 

also emphasises the need to model the contamination source itself in studies of 

containment, and not rely solely on fluid flow predictions. 

0 7.5 Air Flow Modelling of the Plenum Design 

7.5.1 Description of the Proposed Design 

Ile Plenum Design is a proposed system that would be retrofitted to the existing 
isolator and would attempt to eliminate any contamination of the raw materials by 

pollution that exists in the surrounding plant room. 

Figure 7.25 shows a diagram of the Plenum Design. In the proposal, the extraction 

ducting is positioned centrally at the rear of the isolator and enlarged to ar. area of 0.24 
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m2. The extract flow rate is 2 M3 A and the extracted dust is collected in a 'safe change' 

filter unit. This unit allows filters to be 'bagged' within the housing prior to removal to 

ensure that operators are not put at risk. 

The air handling unit, which consists of a 'mixing box' and a HEPA filter, is positioned 

behind the safe change unit in a vertical orientation. The approximate size of this unit is 

1.1 rn square by 2.5 rn high. Having passed through the safe change filter, the extracted 

air enters the mixing box. Here, the air is mixed with fresh air that has already been 

cleaned in a pre-filter. The fresh air intake is 0.3 m3/s. Once cleaned further in a HEPA 

filter system, the air flow travels through overhead cylindrical duct work and is supplied 

to the plant room via an overhead ceiling plenum plate. A false ceiling at a height of 2.5 

rn is proposed. Also, a new floor with a higher quality finish to limit particle 

accumulation and marked 'safe areas' to improve operator awareness of new working 

procedures would be installed. 

It is proposed that the screen that the air flows through in the plenum plate be made 
from sintered polyester. Manufacturers claim that this material produces a much more 
laminar flow than a perforated sheet. A laminar flow is desirable in order that mixing in 

the plant room air is minimised and the plenum air flows directly to the hatch face. In 

reality, laminar flows are impossible to produce and there is always a certain degree of 
turbulence. 

The plenum would have a total surface area of 5 m2 (X =2m; Z=2.5 m) and would be 

positioned vertically above the hatch face of isolator T944 at a height of 2.5 m. Air 

would be supplied through the plate at a rate of 2.3 m3/s. In effect, therefore, the 

proposed air flows would provide an excess into the working environment which should 

protect the isolator against any possible ingress of room air contamination. Once 

retrofitted to the existing isolator, the proposal also suggests positioning a perspex wall 

on both sides of the isolator in order to seal off areas where the air could be caught in 

'dead' zones. 
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In principal, this system should ensure that the majority of the air entering the isolator 

through the hatch face is clean, filteredair. As part of the modelling process, the effects 

, of. altering the air flow balance (supply airflow rate - isolator extract air flow rate or 
Yi. - V, ) and the influence of -operator presence at the hatch face were considered. 
Furthermore, a new design whereby the air is extracted at floor level just in front of the 
isolator was simulated. 

7.51 Grid, Turbulence Model and Physical Boundaries 

A total of 17 blocks were used to model the isolator in a room of width (X) 4.6 m, height 
(1) 2-5 m and breadth (Z) 4 m. These were the proposed dimensions of the new 'product 

protection zone' and approximately correspond to the final third of the plant room 
shown in Figure 6.1, with the a new ceiling level at 2.5 m from the floor. 

The geometry only included the top 2m section of the isolator as the lower converging 

part of the system is situated below floor level. The extract duct of length (X) 0.76 m, 

: height (1) 0.3 m and breadth (Z) 0.8 m was positioned centrally at the rear of the isolator 

and extended over an area of 0.24 m2. An extraction flow rate of 2.0 m3/s was generated 

. 
by. imposing a mass flow boundary condition at the end of the outlet ducting. To 

simplify the grid, the batch face itself was modelled as being a square of area 0.64 m2 
This is about 5% larger than the real face area. 

The plenum plate was defined as an inlet of width (X) 2.0 ni and breadth (Z) 2.5 m. This 

inlet was located centrally on the ceiling, and directly above the hatch face of the 
isolator. The v-velocity component of the inlet was set at -0.46 M/s in order to produce 
the required volumetric flow rate of 2.3 m3/s. The air inflow was assumed to be 

turbulent and the standard k-epsilon turbulence model was employed. Here the hydraulic 

diameter used to compute the initial turbulence levels was 2.222 m. A pressure 
boundary was created across the low-z face of the model to account for the flows into 

and out of the model. The mesh consisted of a total of 168,064 cells and this is shown in 

Figure 7.26. 
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7.53 Solution Procedure 

As with the isolator modelling, the SIMPLEC, pressure correction algorithm was used. 

For the Plenum Design, False Time Steps (FTS) of 1x10-5 s on the three component 

velocities and Under Relaxation Factors (URF) of 0.4 on the velocities and turbulence 

quantities were used to assist with convergence over 600 iterations. Under Relaxation 

Factors, which help to overcome problems associated with instability and non-linearity, 

are discussed in Chapter 5. The ratio of the residuals from the first and last iterations 

was of the order Of 1XI05. 

7.5.4 Indicator of Product Protection 

By providing a constant supply of filtered air through the plenum plate, the objective of 

the Plenum Design is to ensure that the only air entering through the hatch face of the 

isolator is clean. In this way, the product is protected from external contamination. 

As previously discussed, the isolator requires a well mixed internal air flow in order that 

residual particulates be evacuated quickly and efficiently during and after the charging 

procedure. Where the Plenum Design is concerned, however, this mixing is unwanted. 
Ideally, the plenum air should short-circuit directly into the hatch face of the isolator. If 

the supply air becomes mixed with the polluted work space air, product contamination is 

inevitable. It is also desirable that this short-circuiting is uniform across the whole hatch 

face area, and that all the area is supplied with the same amount of filtered air per unit 
time. 

The Indicator of Product Protection (IOPP) relates the product of the mean age of the 

supply air at the hatch face, tah, and the standard deviation of these ages, STDtah, to the 

tumover time of the modelled volume, -c,,, i. e. 

IOPP m- 
rn 2 

t., x STD,.. 
(7.1) 

The turnover time is defined as the modelled volume divided by the total flow out of (or 

into) this volume. The turnover time is squared in order that IOPP is a dimensionless 
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I parameter. Good performance is obtained when the mean supply age at the hatch face is 

low and, at the same time, there is only a small variation in the supply age across the 
face. The optimum system will produce IOPP = co. Here, the plenum air has not 'aged' 

or 'dirtied' at all during its route from plenum 'to hatch face. In the limit, a totally 
ineffective arrangement will give IOPP = 0.0. 

7.5.5 Scenarios Simulated 

With the volumetric rate of extraction maintained at 2.0 m3/s, the plenum air flow was 

varied in the range 0.8 m3/s to 3.2 m3/s producing both negatively and positively 

pressurised zones. For all models, the value of IOPP was evaluated. The influence of 

, operator presence at a distance of 0.1 m from the front surface of the isolator was also 

studied. The operator was modelled as a solid obstruction. No heat source was 

, implemented for the operator because, given the short-circuiting effects generated by the 

system, it was felt that the flow was dominated by forced convection. 

An alternative design whereby the product protection zone is sealed and air is extracted 

at floor level just in front of the isolator was also considered. For this scenario, a mass 
flow boundary was defined on the floor adjacent to the isolator with dimensions X=1.0 

m; Z=1.0 m. The grid and boundaries for this model are shown in Figure 7.27. In this 

case, simulations were carried out for plenum air flows of 2.3 m3/s and 3.2 m3/s, 

maintaining the isolator extract flow rate at 2.0 m3/s. Thus for the first test, 0.3 m3/s was 

extracted from the floor while, in the second test, the corresponding flow rate was 1.2 

M3/s . 

7.5.6 Results and Discussion 

Figure 7.28 shows a vector plot of the air speed on the z-plane at z=2.0 m for the 

original proposal of 1ý, = 2.3 m/s and 1ý, = 2.0 m3/s . It can be seen that the air injected 

downwards from the plenum is accelerated as it enters through the hatch face of the 
isolator. Tle highest inflows are towards the top of the face. Generally, strong flows are 
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developed in the isolator, particularly in the rim vents. There is little air movement 

elsewhere in the plant room. 

Figure 7.29 shows a prediction of fluid age on the central z-plane for the original 

proposal. 'Young' air enters the top half of the hatch face but 'older' air is drawn into 

the isolator near the lower rim of the face. The value of IOPP for this configuration was 

computed as IOPP = 4.73. The influence of operator presence (at a distance of 0.1 m 
from the front surface of the isolator) is shown in Figure 7.30. The blockage effect at the 

hatch face slightly lowers the performance of the system (IOPP = 4.64). 

The benefits of increasing the air flow through the plenum to 3.2 m3 /s are highlighted in 

Figure 7.31. The age of the air entering the isolator near its top is significantly reduced. 
Across the whole face, the air is younger than for the original proposal and the degree of 
the protection offered to the product is raised by over 170 %. However, it is still 

apparent that 'old' air is being pulled into the isolator near to the bottom of the face. The 

detrimental effects brought about by lowering the supply air to just 0.8 m3/s are depicted 
in Figure 7.32. Here, the value of IOPP is reduced substantially to 0.609. 

The CFD prediction for fluid age on the central z-plane when the plenum air flow is 3.2 

m3/s and the floor extraction is 1.2 M3/S is illustrated in Figure 7.33. Short-circuiting to 
the hatch face is clearly improved. Even towards the bottom of the face, relatively 
young, uncontaminated air enters the isolator. This is because the floor extraction 
increases the vertical penetration of the plenum air, and therefore more plenum air is 
'captured' by the hatch face flows. For this system, IOPP = 54.14. Where the air supply 
was 2.3 m3 /s and the floor extract 0.3 M3/S, IOPP was also found to be good (IOPP 
13.84). 

The graphs in Figure 7.34 indicate that the evolution of the Indicator of Product 
Protection with air flow balance is significant. As suspected, the greater the difference 
between the supply air flow rate and the extracted air flow rate, the better is the 
protection given to the product. The graphs also show that operator presence has little 
impact on the short-circuiting of the air from plenum to hatch face, except where high 
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plenum flows are concerned. Therefore, provided that the operator himself is clean and 

not ý releasing dust into the plant room, , working practises are unlikely to have a 

significant influence on the level of protection given to the raw materials in the isolator. 

. 
7.6 Particle Modelling of the Plenum Design 

7.6.1 CED Models Generated 

To test the ability of the Plenum Design in terms of protecting the charging material 
from foreign impurities, particle tracking models were also created. For all models, 

operator presence at 0.1 m from the front surface of the isolator was included. A total of 

,, 
200 particles were released from the centre of the plant room and they were tracked over 

a time interval of 300 s. As before, to avoid integration problems during the initial time 

period, each particle was given a small momentum. 

The particles had identical physical properties to the particles tracked within the isolator 

itself. The influences of particle buoyancy and turbulence were incorporated and all 

particles were assumed to be entirely inelastic. A total of 600 iterations were used, with 
3, it_erations around the particle phase for every iteration solving for the fluid flow. 

7.6.2 Results and Discussion 

Figures 7.35 to 7.38 show the results obtained, and all the particle tracking information 

for the Plenum Design is summarised in Table 7.3. For the current proposal (Figure 

7.35), CFD predicts that a single particle will enter the isolator, one will deposit on the 

front surface of the isolator, and the rest will fall to the floor. Where a high plenum air 
flow rate is used (Figure 7.36), the majority of the injected particles are carried away 
from the product protection zone. From Figure 7.37, however, it is apparent that if the 

plenum air is lowered below the extraction rate, most of the particles will be transported 

through the hatch face and into the isolator. These particles will contaminate the 
11 
product. 
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Evidently, product pollution can be controlled by increasing the air flow balance. From 

Table 7.3, it is clear that this action lowers the proportion of material entering the 

isolator. However, the drawbacks of this approach are heavy floor depositions and 

contamination of operators, pharmaceuticals or equipment outside the protection zone. It 

would be better, therefore, to capture plant room impurities near to their source. The 

benefits of using an extraction at floor level and completely sealing the protection zone 

are clear from Figure 7.38 and Table 7.3. 

7.7 Concluding Remarks 

The results show that, in terms of forecasting trends, the CFD predictions agree well 

with the in-situ measurements. In certain cases, however, the quantitative comparisons 

are not so favourable and there are several possible explanations for these discrepancies. 

In general, the validity of CFD predictions is compromised by the magnitude of the 

computational mesh, the accuracy of the hybrid differencing scheme in solving the 

complex non-linear fluid flow equations, and the selection of turbulence model to 

simulate the unsteady, random motion of the flow. The use of the hybrid differencing 

scheme probably induced numerical diffusion errors because, at high Peclet numbers, 

this scheme only has first order accuracy. As computer hardware becomes more 

powerful, it will be possible to increase the accuracy of all solution schemes. 

Although two turbulence models were employed - the standard k-epsilon model and the 

low Reynolds number k-epsilon turbulence model, both cannot account for anisotropy in 

the turbulent viscosity. This means they assume that the ratio of Reynolds stress to mean 

rate of deformation is the same in all directions, an assumption that induces errors in the 

results obtained. 

The accuracy of the CFD model generated to simulate the operational characteristics of 

the isolator is affected by a physical assumption that may well be incorrect. The air 

pressure at the hatch face was modelled as being constant across the whole face. In 
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reality, however, it is likely that the pressure ý on this boundary is not constant. Air 

currents and obstacles in the surrounding plant room, will induce pressure variations at 
the face, and the air passing through the face in close proximity to the hatch rim will be 

influenced by viscous drag forces. 

Generally, however, the work reported in this chapter has highlighted the usefulness of 

numerical techniques for evaluating the containment performance of industrial systems. 
Due to manufacturing schedules and cost, it is simply not possible to carry out extensive 

on-site experiments. Furthermore, experimental investigations of different scenarios and 

proposed designs would require the construction of scaled models which is an expensive 

and time consuming process. In should also be recognised that in-situ measurements of 
turbulent air flows are, themselves, prone to inaccuracies and that CFD does not depend 

on the consistency and precision of experimental apparatus and procedures. 

'As already discussed, the accuracy of a CFD simulation is limited by the ability of the 

engineer to correctly replicate the process, the precision of the models used, and the 

power of the hardware available. With this in mind, the advantage of CFD clearly lies in 

its ability to accurately forecast the likely trends produced by a hydrodynamic system, 
rather than produce extremely precise results. 

For the solids charging isolator, three indicators of containment performance (IOFFP, 

1011? and lOVP) have been defined in order to assist the management personnel at 
Zeneca in quantifying just how effective their device is. The performance of the face 

flow is greatly affected by operational conditions and the position of the extraction duct. 

Extract positions 2 and 3 would reduce the variation in face velocity across the face and, 

, in so doing, satisfy the HSE guideline more closely. Conversely, complete glove failure 

would produce very low face velocities in certain regions and, therefore, substantially 

reduce the level of operator protection against pollution. Leaving the drum at the face is 

ý- 
beneficial since the area of the aperture is much less and the face flows are therefore 

much higher. 
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Relocating the extraction position to the rear of the isolator could lead to a 100 % 

improvement in the ventilation performance of the apparatus, which is important if 

residual particulates are to be removed quickly and effectively. The drum at the face has 

little influence on the distribution of air flow in the isolator but complete glove failure 

greatly increases the level of fluid stagnation and therefore reduces ventilation 

efficiency. By indicating the proportions of captured material, deposited material and the 

mean particle residence times, the particle tracking models complimented the air flow 

models in showing which scenarios were effective and which were ineffective. 

The Indicator of Ventilation Performance relied on the computation of fluid age. This 

also proved to be a useful tool for establishing how the system was designed to operate 

and for studying how certain modifications to its topology could improve its 

effectiveness. The inner hopper appears to be suitably designed for ensuring that large 

amounts of the charging material are not lost to the extract mechanism. The design 

involving a sealed hatch face and an air inlet would improve the level of fluid stagnation 
in the inner hopper, enhance the ventilation in the Ventilated Zone and prevent any 

material leaking out into the plant room. The containment benefits that would result 
from eliminating the poorly ventilated lower rim vents are clearly evident. However, this 

would involve the design on an entirely new system which would be very expensive. 

Duct design is very important. Often, several changes in direction are necessary in order 
that the duct passes over head height and is not an obstruction to movement in the plant 

room. The air flow modelling of the ductwork connected to the isolator did not predict 

regions of high fluid stagnation and the value of IOVP implied that the air flows in a 

uniform manner from inlet to outlet. This is partly because the radius of the bends 

exceeds the diameter of the duct, as suggested in associated literature. A particle 
tracking simulation, however, did indicate that changes in flow direction will produce 

particle deposition and an ineffective transport of contaminated air from the isolator to 

the HEPA filter. 

From the work on the Plenum Design, it is clear that the proposed system will help to 

protect the raw materials in the isolator from contamination by room-resident pollution. 
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The level of this protection is governed by the air flow balance (supply air flow rate - 
isolator extract air flow rate) as shown by the Indicator of Product Protection (IOPP). 

The greater this balance is, the less is the likelihood of dirty air passing through the 
hatch face. In the main, operator presence at the hatch face has a negligible influence on 
the value of IOPP. If the product is to be protected from foreign impurities, however, it 

is important for the operator to be 'clean' and not carry dust particles. Once again, 
particle models supported the air flow models by predicting that large amounts of 
released material would enter the face if the product protection zone was negatively 

pressurised. 

Extracting air at floor level within a sealed volume was found to be the best method for 

protecting the product for two reasons. Firstly, it increases short-circuiting effects and 
ensures that the majority of the air entering the face is filtered, supply air. Secondly, this 

method enables plant room pollution to be captured near to its source. It prevents heavy 
floor depositions and does not allow potentially harmful materials to be transported into 

the work space outside the product protection zone. 
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Figure 7.1. Grid and physical boundaries for the solids charging isolator. 
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Figure 7.3a. Contour plot of the predicted v-velocity (m/s) at the hatch face. 
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Figure 7.3b. Contour plot of the predicted w-velocity (m/s) at the hatch face. 
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Figure 7.3c. Contour plot of the predicted face velocity (m/s) at the hatch face. 
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Figure 7.4a. Comparison between experimental and CFD data for the u-velocity 
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Figure 7.4b. Comparison between experimental and CFD data for the v-velocity 
component in the front rim vent along the x-axis at y=2.02 m; z=0.055 m. 
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Figure 7.5. Vector plot of air speed on the y-plane at y=2.16 m. 
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Figure 7.6b. Comparison between experimental and CFD data for the v-velocity 
component along the z-axis at x=0.205 m; y=2.16 m. 
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Figure 7.7. Shaded contour plots of fluid age. a) on the x-plane at x=0.52 m. b) on the 
z-plane at z=0.52 m. 
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Figure 7.8. Locations of different extraction points. 
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Figure 7.10. Contour plot of the predicted face velocity (M/s) at the hatch face when 
there is complete glove fadure. 
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Figure 7.11. Shaded contour plots of fluid age for extract 3. a) on the x-plane at x=0.52 
m. b) on the z-plane at z=0.52 m. 
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Figure 7.12. Shaded contour plots of fluid age for the scenario of complete glove failure. 
a) on the x-plane at xý0.52 m. b) on the z-plane at z=0.52 m. 
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Figure 7.1 
_3 3. Shaded contour plots of fluid age when using an air inlet with the hatch filce 

sealed. a) on the x-plane at x=0.52 m. b) on the z-plane at z=0.52 m. 
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Figure 7.14. Graphs of the variation in the Indicator of Face Flow Performance with 
extraction flow rate and scenario. 
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extraction flow rate and scenario. 
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Table 7.1. Fluid age calculations for the specific zones within the isolator (for all 
scenarios). 
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Figure 7.16 Particle tracking model for the 
current configuration (e = 0.0). 

Figure 7.18. Particle tracking model for the 
scenario of complete glove faflure (e = 0.6). 

Figure 7.17. Particle tracking model Ibr 
for extract 3 (e = 0.0). 

Figure 7.19. Particle tracking model when 
using an air inlet (e = 0.6). 
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Table 7.2. Particle tracking data for the isolator (for all scenarios). 
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Figure 7.20. Ductwork design (An introduction to local exhaust ventilation, HSE, 1993). 
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Figure 7.23. Shaded contour plot of fluid age in the centre of the ductwork. 

Figure 7.24. Particle tracking model for the ductwork (e = 0.0). 
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Figure 7.27. Grid and physical boundaries for the Plenum Design with floor extract. 
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Figure 7.29. Shaded contour plot of fluid 
age on the z-plane at z=2.0 m 
(ý.. = 2.3 M3/S; ý, = 2.0 M3/S). 
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Figure 7.3 1. Shaded contour plot of fluid 
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8. CONCLUSIONS 

8.1 Ventilated Test Chamber 

8.1.1 Experimental Work 

From the experimental work undertaken on the test chamber, we may conclude that: 

The computer controlled sampling device and off-line measurement procedure is 

fast, accurate and able to characterise the air flow distribution within the chamber. 

'0 Carbon dioxide gas is suitable for use as an airflow tracer, provided that its 

concentration is significantly higher than background levels of this gas, but not so 
high as to introduce buoyancy driven flows. 

The Step-Up and Step-Down methods produce similar results in terms of localised 

air exchange rates, but both are affected by probe interference. 

Inaccuracies in the Step-Up method are due to poor mixing of the tracer in the inlet 

air flow and difficulties associated with the initial mixing of the tracer in the 

enclosure air. 
Ile Step-Down method generates more consistent data than the Step-Up method. 
For measurements conducted in the exhaust duct, the Step-Up method provides a 

closer approximation to the system turnover time. 

It is difficult to accurately compute the mean internal fluid age of a system by this 

discrete sampling technique. Continuous sampling is the preferred method for doing 

this but commercially available sensors are unable to monitor the rapid changes in 

concentration that were observed in the test chamber. 
Global air flow distribution is greatly influenced by the relative positions of the inlet 

and outlet registers. For this study, the performance of the system when operating 
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with an inlet-opposite-outlet configuration was twice as good as the same system 

when using an inlet-adjacent-to-outlet arrangement. 

8.1.2 CFD Modelling 

From the numerical modelling of the test chamber, we may conclude that: 

0 Multi-component transient models can accurately simulate the accumulation or 

decay of tracer gas within a ventilated enclosure. 

Step-Up and Step-Down transient models, using the same concentration of carbon 

dioxide as in the experimental case, will produce similar results concerning localised 

age distributions, but will be influenced by buoyancy effects on vertical planes. 

0 The effect of buoyancy on the results obtained depends on the degree of stagnation 

and the inlet-outlet configuration in use. Where convection is very small, buoyancy 

is more pronounced. 
0 The advantages of using a lower concentration of carbon dioxide tracer are 

particularly evident on vertical planes. 

0 For neutrally buoyant tracers such as ethene gas, concentration is not so influential. 

In experimental work, however, the concentration of most tracers must be below 2.5 
by volume for safety reasons. 

e Three methods - mean internal concentration history, extract concentration history 

and a method that assumes all concentration variations to be exponential, may be 

used to deduce the mean internal fluid age of a ventilation system. 
0 'Where a system exhibits high degrees of short-circuiting or stagnation, the method 

assuming exponential characteristics may be imprecise. 

0 Ile advantage of CFD in studies of ventilation systems using tracer gas lies in its 

ability to simultaneously monitor changes in concentration within many small 
volumes. 

0 Computing fluid age in steady state is possible and the technique introduced in this 

work produces accurate qualitative results. This method is preferable to the use of 
transient analysis because steady state models are far easier to set-up and produce 
much better convergence statistics. 
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8.2 Industrial Containment Isolator 

8.2.1 
'Expcrimental 

Work 

From'the experimental work undertaken on the, industrial isolator at Zeneca 

Pharmaceuticals, we may conclude that: 

*. -,, It is possible to gain an appreciation of the containment performance of a system 

using non-automated equipment. 
The flow patterns within the isolator should deal effectively with hazardous 

materials released into the glove box during the charging procedure. 

Some of the raw materials may be pulled out of the inner hopper and lost to the filter 

before they have had a chance to fall into the reactor vessel. 
Generally, the hatch face flows satisfy the HSE guideline and exceed 0.5 m/s. There 

is, however, a potential for residual particulates to pass out of the face towards its 

top, where the inflows are relatively weak. 
By sampling particles at the hatch face, it is possible to highlight regions where 

contaminant leakage is most likely. 

Currently, some of the material migrating into the plant room may have the potential 
to enter the lungs of attendant operators. 

8.21 CFD Modelling 

From the CFD modelling of the industrial isolator, we may conclude that: 
Qualitatively, the CFD predictions agree well with the in-situ measurements. 
Ile quantitative comparison is impaired by numerical inaccuracies and incorrect 

physical assumptions. 
Numerical inaccuracies result from grid simplifications, assumptions used by 

turbulence models and errors inherent in the solution schemes. 
Physical assumptions are necessary in order to impose boundary conditions. In this 

case, the assumption of constant pressure across the hatch face probably does not 
reflect the real situation. 
CID should be used as a tool for predicting likely trends rather than exact results. 
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0 The calculation of fluid age in steady state using an additional scalar equation is an 

ideal method for the study of ventilation efficiency. 

Indicators of containment performance are useful for operators and design personnel 

alike, and quickly show how modifications to the system could greatly affect its 

containment ability. 
The performance of the isolator in terms of the protective air flow at the face and the 

air flows developed within the isolator body could be greatly enhanced by relocating 

the extract at the back of the isolator. 

Operators should be certain to monitor the condition of the gloves in the glove ports 

as complete glove failure can yield ineffective face flows and poor ventilation 

performance. 
9 Extract flow rate has a large influence on the isolation performance of the system 

but has a negligible impact on its global air flow distribution. 

0 It is advantageous to leave the drum at the hatch face during tipping operations as 

this reduces the inlet aperture and increases the face velocities for a given extract 

flow rate. 
0 Sealing the face and injecting air into the system is an ideal method for ensuring that 

no material passes out of the face and little material is pulled up out of the inner 

hopper. 

0 Particle models are another way of studying ventilation performance. The mean 

particle residence time and the volume of particle deposition are significantly 
reduced when using an extract at the rear of the isolator. 

0 Ductwork should avoid multiple changes in direction and, where this is not possible, 

use large curvature radii relative to duct diameter. 

0 The ductwork connecting the isolator to the filter does not induce high fluid 

stagnation but would appear to encourage significant particle deposition. 

8.3 Plenum Design 

From the predictive work carried out concerning the proposed Plenum Design, we may 

conclude that: 
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The proposed system will assist in the protection of the raw materials from room- 
resident pollution. It will provide clean, filtered air to the isolator and direct 

contamination away from the product protection zone. 

_ 
11 -,, The level of product protection may be enhanced by increasing the magnitude of the 

air inlet relative to the amount of air being extracted from the isolator. 

If the operator is clean, he will have no noticeable impact on the 'cleanliness' of the 
air passing through the face of the isolator. 
Floor extraction below the operator will encourage more plenum air to enter the 
isolator and enable pol-lution generated in the product protection zone to be captured 
near its source and prevented from contaminating the surrounding work space. 

8.4 Future of CFD in Design 

As it currently exists, CFD is an invaluable tool in the design, process. It may, as yet, be 

unable to give quantitatively accurate predictions. However, its ability to show trends is 

clear and, therefore, it provides engineers and designers with a useful method for 

ranking different hydrodynamic systems. 

In the future, the accuracy of CFD predictions will improve. Turbulence models will be 

modified in order to represent stochastic fluid behaviour more realistically. Perhaps, the 

approach to turbulence modelling will change. As hardware becomes faster and cheaper, 
current models may well be abandoned in favour of Large Eddy Simulation (LES) or 
Direct Simulation (DS). LES, whereby the time-dependent flow equations are solved 
for the mean flow and the largest eddies whilst small eddy effects are modelled as 

energy drains in the explicit computations, involves costly calculations and is a method 
that is currently at the research stage. DS, meanwhile, is a non-iterative solution 
technique whereby the Navier Stokes equations are correctly represented and not 
averaged. This technique retains all the statistical information of the flow and is 

therefore very accurate. However, it necessitates the simultaneous storage of many sets 
of equations in the core memory of a computer. Simple examples of direct methods 
include Cramer's rule matrix inversion and Gaussian elimination. In addition, 
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improvements in terms of grid generation will greatly facilitate the modelling of 

complex geometries. 

The development of user-friendly ancillary software such as flow visualisation packages 

will continue and this will make CFD even more accessible to industry. Ultimately, 

however, CFD will remain as a tool. The real innovation will continue to be the 

responsibility of the engineer himself, and the hope is that CFD will enable him to be 

more innovative and productive in less time. 
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APPENDICES 

A. Pascal Sampling Program 

program Gas_Sampling-, JJohn Reglar, August 1998} 

uses 
Crt, Dos; 

const 
ba: integer = $300; 
X: integer = 1567; 

var 
dacl lo, dacl hi, n, vI bits, dac2 lo, daC2 

- 
hi, v2 bits: integer; 

numýer, timef, time2, t7ime3, timex, adjust, zero, 6st: integer; 
volts, valucl, value2, value3, volts2: real; 
Vaf Counter: IJ; 
key, answer, answerl, answer2: char, 
condition, conditionl, condition2: boolean; 

- ---- - ---- 

procedure init_. pc3Oat; (sets the hex base addresses for the output channel DAC1(portl) and 
DAC2(port34)1 

begin Jearth on port 42) 
dacl 

- 
10 := ba + 12; (address for least significant byte (LSB) on DAM) 

dacl_hi: =ba+13; Jaddress for most significant byte (MSB) on DAC11 
daC2 lo := ba + 16; {address for least significant byte (LSB) on DAC21 
dac27hi: =ba+17; (address for most significant byte (MSB) on DAC2} 

end; 

Procedure resetl; 
begin 

cIrscr-, 
writein(Re-setting voltage to zero. Please wait. ); 
n: = 0; 
repeat 

vl-bits :=0; 
port[dacl-lo] lo(vl-bits); 
Port[dacl 

- 
hi] hi(vi-bits); 

{delay(round(timel/10)); ) 
n: = n+1; 
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until n= 10; 
end; 

(-- --------------------------------------------- - ----------------------- - ------------ - --------------- I 
procedure init-volt; 

begin 
clrscr; 
writcln('); 
writeln(' 
writcln(' GAS SAMPLING CONTROL SYSTEM 
writeln(' BY: JOHN REGLAR 
writcln(' 
writeln('); 
writeln('); 
writeln(This program uses a D/A card to time control the triggering of solenoid valves); 
write(lhat allow gas to be collected in a series of syringes. ); 
writcln('); 
writeln(The user can specify the sampling time interval and whether the first syringe); 
writcln('is triggered instantly on starting the program, or after the first interval has); 
writeln('elapsed. ); 
writeln('); 
writeln('); 
writeln(Tress any key to begin sampling program. ); 
repeat 

v1 bits: = 0; 
v27bits :=0; 
port[dacl_lo] lo(vl_bits); 
port[dacl-hil hi(vl_bits); 
port[dac2_lo] lo(vl_bits); 
port[dac2_hi] hi(vl_bits); 

until keypressed; 
key := readkey; 

end; 

----- -- - ----- -- ------ - --- - ------------------------------------------------------ } 
procedure first-YOM; 

begin 
number: = 1; 
v1 bits: = 12200; 
voTts :=1.8; 
writcln('Sample ', number); 
writeln(Iv1-bits = ', vl_bits); 
writeln('volts = ', volts); 
writeln('); 
port[dacl_lo] lo(vI 

- 
bits); 

port[dacl-hi] hi(vl_bits); 
end; 

f -- - ----------- ---- ----- - ------- -- -------- -- ---- - ------ ---- ----- --- ------- - --- ---. I 
procedure input_time; 

begin 
repeat 
clrscr; 
writeln(' SAMPLING INFORMATION 
writeln('); 
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writeln("); 
writeln(Enter the required sampling time interval in seconds for the); 
write(Yirst 8 samples. ); 
writeln("); 
readln(valuel); 
writcIn(j; 
timel := round(valuel*x); 
writeln('); 
writeln('Enter the required sampling time interval in seconds for the); 
write('next 5 samples. ); 
writeln("); 
readln(valuc2); 
time2 := round(valuc2*x); 
writeln(j; 
writeln(Enter the required sampling time interval in seconds for the); 
writeln(Yinal 3 samples. ); 
readln(value3); 
time3 := round(value3*x); 
writeln(j; 
repeat 

writcln(Do you want the first sample to be taken instantly (enter i)); 
writc('or after the fiat sampling interval of 1, valuel: 1: 1, 's (enter s)? ); 
readln(answerl); 
if (answerl = 1) or (answcrl = 1) then 

begin 
zero := time I; 
first :=0; 
conditionl := true; 

end 
else if (answerl = 's) or (answerl =S) then 

begin 
zero: = 0; 
first: = time 1; 
conditionI := true; 

end 
else 

begin 
writeln(j; 
writeln('Answer i or s! ); 
conditionI := false; 

end; 
until conditionI = true; 
writeln(j; 
writeln(Do you want the time period between the 8th sample and the 9th sample to be); 
writein(valuel: 1: 1,1 s (enter 1) or, value2: 1: 1, 's (enter2)? ); 
readln(answer2); 
writeln(j; 
writeln('Press s to start the program or any other key to re-enter the sampling time); 
write("information. ); 
key: =readkey-, 

until (key = 's) or (key = IS); 
cirscr; 
end; 

procedure output-vOlt; Isends an incremented digital signal in bitsl 
begin 
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repeat 
for counter: = 1 to 3 do 

dclay(first); 
number: = number + 1; 
vI bits := v1 bits + 2000; 
voTts := volts-+ 0.3; 
writeln('Sample ', number); 
writeln(lvl-bits = ', vl-bits); 
writeln('volts = ', volts); 
writeln('); 
port[dacl - 

lol lo(vl-bits); 14 least sig bits sent to port address ba + 12 on DAC11 
port[dacl - 

hil hi(vl 
- 
bits); {8 most sig bits sent to port addess ba + 13 on DAC1} 

if vl_bits = 28200 then 
if (answer2 =I) then 

begin 
for counter: = 1 to 3 do 
delay(timel); 
condition2 := true; 

end 
else 

begin 
for counter: = I to 3 do 
delay(time2); 
condition2 := true; 

end 
else 

begin 
for counter: = 1 to 3 do 
delay(zero); 
condition2 := false; 

end; 
until keypressed or (condition2 = true); 

end; 

--- - ---------- - -------- - ------- - ------ - ----------- - ---- - ------- -- - ----- ------------------ 

procedure first-vOlt2; 
begin 

number: = 9; 
v2 - 

bits: = 12700; 
volts2 :=1.8; 
writein('Sample ', number); 
writeln('v2_bits = ', v2_bits); 
writeln('volts = ', volts2); 
writeln('); 
port[dac2_lo] lo(v2ý_Ibits); 
port[dac2_hi] hi(v2. 

_bits); end; 

------ - --- - -- - --- -- ------ ----- -- 

procedure output-volt2; 
begin 

repeat 
number: = number+ 1; 
v2 bits := v2 bits + 2000; 
voTts2 := volt; 2 + 0.3; 
writeln('Sample ', number); 
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writeln(lvý_bits = ', volts2); 
writeln(j; 
port[dac2 lol lo(v2_bits); 14 least sig bits sent to port address ba + 16 on DAC21 

port[dac2ýhij hi(vý_bits); f8 most sig bits sent to port address ba + 17 on DAC21 
for counter: = 1 to 3 do 

delay(time2); 
until keypressed or (v2LIbits = 20700); 

end; 

procedure outpuLvolt3; 

begin 
repeat 

number: = number+ 1; 
v2 bits := v2 bits + 2000; 
voTts2 := voll; 2 + 0.3; 
writeln('Sample ', number); 
writeln(lv2_bits volts2); 
writeln(ý; 
port[dac2 lo] lo(vý_bits); 
port[dac: 27hij hi(v2, 

_bits); for counter :=1 to 3 do 
delay(time3); 

until keypressed or (vZ_bits = 28700); 
end; 

ý4 
--------------------} 

procedure resct2; 
begin 

chwr, 
writeln(Re-sctting voltage to zero. Please waiL); 
n: = 0; 
repeat 

v2_bits :=0; 
port[dac2 lol lo(v2, 

_bits); port[daci-hi] hi(vý_Ibits); 
Ifor counter: = 1 to 3 do 
delay(round(time3/10))j 
n: = n+1; 

until n= 10; 
end; 

----------------. -------} 

Imain program) 
begin 

init_pc3Oat; 
repeat 

init-volt; 
input_time; 
first 

- Vold; 
Output-volt; 
resetl; 
first-volt2; 
output vOlt2; 
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output - volt3; 
reset2; 
clrscr; 
writeln(Wess x to exit or any other key to perform another sampling sequence. ); 
key := readkey; 

until (key = 'x) or (key = X); 
end. 

{****S**S*S**S**SS**SS****S *S SS S* 5*S*S*5****** ND* *******SS**S**S*****SS 

S*S*5*55*SS*******} 

B. R-Squared Value 

R2 
SSE 
SST 

where, 

(ly 2ý 
(ýYj 

SSE-I(Y, -f. 
1 

and SST- j yj 
n 

Yj denotes the value of the data point, n is the number of data points in the sample and 
Y, is the value of the data point produced by the equation of the best fit line. 

For logarithmic, power and exponential trendlines, EXCEL uses a transformed 
regression model. 
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